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PREFACE 
The present work is not an attempt to consider the origin 
and development of the agrarian problem of Mexico in 
detail. It represents merely an effort to ascertain, from a 
survey of the economic institutions of the country, some of 
the causes for the turbulence of its history since the separa-
tion from Spain. Political issues do not sufficiently explain 
the state of upheaval which-with the exception of the 
thirty years or so of outward calm during the presidency of 
Porfirio Diaz-prevailed in Mexico for a century and more 
after 1810. 
Since the acute agrarian situation that existed in 1910 
had developed principally during the period subsequent to 
the attainment of independence, it may seem that an unduly 
large proportion of space has been devoted to the colonial 
era. The explanation of the apparent disproportion in 
treatment is to be found in the persistence of colonial insti-
tutions that during three centuries had become firmly incor-
porated in the life of the people, and also in the lasting 
influence of those institutions upon the entire economic 
history of the country. How deeply rooted they are is 
evident from the fact, for example, that within the present 
decade it has been found advisable after a century of experi-
mentation to re-establish in Mexico, at least temporarily, 
some features of the system of land tenure that existed 
under Spanish rule. 
The author wishes to express her deep appreciation for 
the generous and able assistance of Professor W. R. Shep-
herd, under whose direction this study was written. Val-
uable suggestions were made by Professors Federico de 
Onlis, H. A. Todd, Joseph P. Chamberlain and Julius Goebel, 
Jr. Acknowledgment is made for the encouragement and 
inspiration received from Professors C. W. Hackett and 
M. S. Handman, both of whom have been instrumental in 
awakening interest in the subject with which this piece of 
work attempts to deal.* 
*This study has been accepted a s a doctoral dissertation at Columbia 
University. 
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INTRODUCTION 
That there should be land hunger and an excessively large 
landless class in a country with a population of fifteen 
millions and an area of 767,000 square miles and_ that those 
conditions should have existed when the population was 
much smaller and the area much larger seem, at first 
thought, paradoxical. . The causes of the agrarian problem 
of Mexico have been many and diverse-physical, economic, 
ethnic, political, historical, legislative and moral. While 
the first-named set of causes-climate and topography-
have remained unchanged throughout the history of the 
country, the other causes have developed more or less grad-
ually as history unfolded. The physical causes, therefore, 
require at least a brief preliminary exposition. The agra-
rian history of Mexico has been greatly influenced by the 
topography and climate of the country. 
The eastern and western cordilleras, from the knot of 
convergence in the southern and narrow portion of the tri-
angle that the country resembles, spread out northward like 
a great half-open fan, enclosing and forming the rim of the 
high central plateau, which gradually descends from its 
apex at Mexico City, northward until it merges into the 
plains of Texas. The outer slopes of the cordilleras descend 
precipitously to the terrace-like succession of relatively level 
table-lands, then finally to the tropical coastal plains, the 
lower steps of the terrace being prolonged in the peninsula 
of Yucatan on the east and of Lower California on the west. 
The two cordilleras also, with their many spurs, stretch 
over the country like a gigantic net, whose meshes hold rich 
mineral veins within and forests of precious cabinet woods 
without. The watershed, along the center of the plateau, 
roughly speaking, sends rivers to both oceans, except in the 
north where the streams are small and intermittent. 
The rainfall of Mexico takes place in the summer months, 
the winter precipitation being scarce and irregular. On the 
central plateau it is relatively light and becomes increasingly 
so toward the north. On the outer slopes of the cordilleras 
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it is abundant, but owing to the extreme porosity of the soil 
and the very precipitous declivity, it either is absorbed 
rapidly and flows in underground channels, issuing forth 
in the coastal plains, or it seeks the clefts and ravines 
of the mountains and descends in a series of cascades, until 
it reaches those plains, through which it flows quietly to the 
sea. The. plains, therefore, have a great number of rivers, 
but they are small and short and, for the most part, not 
navigable except to small craft and that for only a short 
distance. In the Tehuantepec region the rainfall is torren-
tial and the vegetation, consequently, rank and tropical. 
As to climate Mexico is divisible, according to altitude. 
into the hot country, the temperate country, and the cold 
country, these terms being applied respectively to the coastal 
plains, the lower slopes of the cordilleras, and the central 
table-land, a great part of which is eight thousand feet 
above sea-level; but the transition is of course gradual and 
all intervening shades of temperature exist, Of the 
490,000,000 acres of Mexico's area, about 120,400,000 acres 
are pastoral lands and 44,000,000 acres forest. Only about 
25,000,000 are arable with the present amount of irrigation. 
and it is estimated that scarcely one-fourth of the total area 
would be fit for cultivation, even if irrigation were general.1 
The bulk of the population is on the central plateau, 2 for 
there alone is the climate relatively invigorating and there 
alone can cereals be raised in abundance. Even in this 
section much of the land has to be irrigated. The plateau 
is divided by two spurs of the cordilleras into three well-
aefined zones. The central one, of which Mexico City 
forms the heart, is the most important, since it produces 
both wheat and corn and also beans (frijoles) in abundance, 
and is the only portion of the country that produces these 
essential articles in a quantity superior to local needs . 
1 Me xican Yearbook, 1920-1921, pp. 92, 254. Los Angeles, 1922. 
2 Approximately 75 per cent of the population is on the plateau, 
15 to 18 per cent in the foothill region of the Cordilleras, and 7 to 10 
per cent in the coastal plains. Yearbook, p. 339. 
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Hence the entire history of Mexico shows a struggle for the 
control of this region. 
The southern zone produces cereals in its upper reaches, 
and in the lower part semi-tropical fruits, coffee, and sugar-
cane. It is well watered with abundant rains and plenty of 
streams. Its broken soil affords few wide expanses appro-
priate for large-scale cultivation; it is pre-eminently 
adapted to small holdings, yet is owned in relatively large 
tracts for the most part. Another important area for the 
production of cereals embraces the greater part of the state 
of Chiapas. Structurally it is not a part of the central 
table land, but of the Central American plateau. The 
northern zone of the plateau, the largest of the three, has 
only two small agricultural sections, one in Coahuila, the 
other in Chihuahua, centering in the towns of Saltillo and 
Chihuahua respectively. The rest of the region, though it 
is arid and the seasons are uncertain, is fairly well adapted 
to stock-raising. 
The outer slopes of the cordilleras present successive 
zones of different climate and character, from bleak, arid 
mountain peaks to temperate plains; but the precipitous 
decline, torn by deep gorges and steep ravines, matted with 
thick forests that abound in beasts of prey, and furrowed by 
rushing mountain torrents, contains but tittle land adapt-
able to cultivation. With an abundance of water power, 
this is the industrial region of the country. The few agri-
cultural areas produce cereals, but not so abundantly or of 
so good quality as does the central zone of the plateau, and 
the harvest is very uncertain. 
The coast regions produce rice, cacao, yucca, indigo, va-
nilla . rubber, cabinet and dye woods, tropical fruits and 
palms. The rainfall is abundant and the climate very in-
salubrious. At a slightly greater altitude coffee, sugar-
cane, and tobacco are produced. Yucatan is a region of one 
product-henequen-and Lower California of none in par-
ticular. It is evident then that Mexico, however rich in 
minerals, is a poor country agriculturally and could not 
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support a large or even a moderate population unless all 
acreage available for the purpose were under cultivation.3 
3Andres Molina Enriquez, Los grandes problemas nacionales, 
Chap. 1. Mexico, 1909. 
CHAPTER I 
LAND TENURE PREVIOUS TO THE CONQUEST 
At the time of the Spanish Conquest in the early sixteenth 
century, there were some six hundred1 Indian tribes within 
the limits of what is now Mexico, speaking many different 
languages and dialects and at various stages of dev.elop-
ment. Within the principal cereal region-the middle and 
southern zones of the central plateau-were the three allied 
"kingdoms," Mexico, Acolhuacan, and Tlacopan, the "king-
dom" of Michoacan, the "republics,"2 ·Tlaxcallan, Cholo-
llan, and Huexotzinco, and various other smaller groups. 
Each of the so-called kingdoms consisted of a strong tribal 
city, together with a number of villages which the tribe had 
conquered and rendered tributary. Mexico was the strong-
est of the three and had such villages as far away as the 
coast country-four hundred in all, according to one" ac-
count, six hundred and fifty-five according to another! 
Throughout the arid northern zone and on the outer 
slopes of the cordilleras lived tribes that were perforce 
nomadic, that had no idea whatever of the ownership of real 
property or even of its possession. Perhaps not even oc-
cupation meant anything to them from the standpoint of 
proprietorship, since down to the present day many of the 
t Manuel Orozco y Berra, Geografia de las lengzws y carta etno-
grafica de Mexico, precedidas de 1ln ensayo de clasi.ficaci6n de las 
mismas y de apuntes para la inmigraci6n de las tribus, pp. 67-76. 
Mexico, 1864. 
2The terms "kingdom" and "republic" used by the early Spanish 
writers in this connection, naturally do not have their usual connota-
t ion, but were employed for lack of more exact terms. 
3Hubert Howe Bancroft, The Early American Chroniclers, pp 
33-34. San Francisco, 1883. 
4C. A. Neve, "Estadistica de Anahuac, mandada formar despues 
de la toma de Mexico en 1519, por el conquistador Hernan Cortes, con 
algunas observaciones de C. A. Neve." Sociedad mexicana de geo-
grafia y estadistica, Ser. II, Vol. II, p. 451. 
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northern tribes are still nomadic. -. Some of the tribes on 
the slopes of the cordilleras were more or less sedentary, 
living in villages and cultivating the soil in a rudimentary 
manner, but changing their place of abode as often as was 
demanded by the exigencies of rainfall and season. 
The Indians of the area favored by nature-the central 
and southern zones of the central plateaus-were much 
further advanced; but even they had not attained to the 
conception of individual ownership of real property, or even 
of communal ownership apart from actual occupation. In 
other words, they were at the period of possession in the 
scale of property conceptsr. and were tending toward the 
abstract conception of ownership by the community. They 
had developed considerable skill in agriculture, though they 
used no domestic animals. They practiced irrigation in a 
manner so skilful and well regulated that after the Con-
quest the Spanish king ordered by royal decree (November 
20, 1536) that their system should be preserved and that 
the Indian officials who previously had been in charge of 
dispensing the waters should be retained and should be 
empowered to perform that office for Spaniards as well as 
Indians.7 
"Molina Enriquez, p. 26; Division ter1'itorial del estado de Chi-
huahua. Noticia a.lfabetica 1wr distrit.os, de las ciudades, villas, 
vueblos, haciendas , ranchos, rancherias y con.qregaciones existentes 
en el estado de Chihuahua. Chihuahua, 1909. 
6Some eminent Mexican schola r s, such as Riva Palacio and Pimentel, 
maintain that the Indians of Yucatan had individual ownership and 
inheritance of real estate, but the fact does not seem sufficiently es-
tablished by them. Vicente Riva Palacio, Mexico a traves de los 
si{Jlos. Historia f}eneral y comp/eta, Vol. I, p. 658. Barcelona, 1888 ; 
Francisco Pimentel, Memoria sobre las causas que han originad? la 
s·itmic:on acti1al de la raza indigena de Mexico y medios vara reme-
diar/a, p. 36. Mexico, 1864. 
1 Recovilaci6n de leyes de los r eynos de las Indias, mandadas imprimir 
y publica.r par la Mag estad Cat6lica del rey Don Carlos II nuestro 
senor. Va dividida en cuatro tomos, con el indice general y al prin-
cipio de cada tomo el especial de los titulos que contiene. Quinta 
ed ici6n , libro 4, titulo 7, ley 11. Madrid, 1841. 
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The natives of Mexico had no idea of public domain, and 
the sovereign's dominion was not over the lands of his 
subjects, but merely over their persons. This is evident 
from the fact that vanquished tribes were simply required 
to set aside certain definite tributary lands, cultivate them 
in their own way, and turn over the harvest to taxgatherers 
or send it to the capital city. The tributary lands them-
selves continued to be held by the tribes concerned and no 
part of their territory was ever converted into the domain 
of the victor.8 
No tribe laid claim to any lands of which it was not in 
actual possession. So the villages did not have their own 
forests and uncleared land for hunting, fishing, fuel, and 
water, as was usual in later Spanish times, but merely held 
their agricultural land and roamed at will for game, fish, 
and forest products. 
Customs in regard to land tenure will be most easily 
understood by considering first the original form : a small 
village composed of one calpulli,n or kinship group, which 
was the unit of social organization and land tenure.10 The 
8 A. F. A. Bandelier, On the Distribution and T enure of Lands and 
the Customs with Respect to Inheritance among the Ancient Mexicans, 
p. 415, note, p. 418. Salem, 1878; Alonzo Zurita, Breve y sum aria 
relaci6n de los senores, maneras y diferencias, que avia de ello s en la 
Nueva E spana, in Joaquin Garcia Icazbalceta, Nueva colecci6n de 
documentos para la his toria de Mexico, Vol. III, p. 98. Mexico, 1886-
1892. 
9Zurita, p. 93. 
10Probably the best and clearest account of the land tenure and 
social organization of the aborigines of Mexico is given by Zurita, 
whose statements are worthy of credence for many reasons. H e spent 
nineteen years in the New World, eleven of which were passed in 
New Spain. He was oidor, or judge, successively of the audiencias-
which were courts of justice and administration--0f Santo Domingo, 
Los Confines (Central America), and Mexico. Because of hi s legal 
knowledge and judicial experience he was bound to acquire an under-
standing of the Indian land system, which continued, as he again and 
again states, for many years after the Conquest. In fact , most of hi s 
statements are made in the present tense. 
In 1553 Charles V sent a royal cedula, or decree, to the oidores of 
all the audiencias of his American dominions, a sking certain definite 
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aggregate of the tillable lands of the villages was called the 
calpulalli, 11 or lands of the kindred, and was held by the 
calpulli in perpetual and inalienable tenure. 1 2 The assign-
ment of lots, milpas or tlalmilli, to heads of families was in 
charge of an official whom Zurita calls variously the pariente 
mayor, el seiior de tercera m.anera, el viejo,1~ el principal, 
cabeza, calpullec, chinantal1ec. This pariente ma,yor kept a 
map of the lands, marking the boundaries, the names of the 
occupants, the quality of the various tracts, indicating 
which ones were in cultivation and what crops were raised, 
and renewing the map as often as was made necessary bj 
reallotment or changes in assignment. 14 Long after the 
questions about Indian customs. The missionaries had complained 
that t he Indians were suffering extortion at the hands of the adminis-
trative authorities, and the king wished to assure himself that they 
wer e at lea <; t faring no worse than in the days of their "infidelity." 
The decre2 arrived in the interval between Zurita's last two charges, 
so that he did not have the privilege, as he regarded it, of replying 
from either place; but he b 2gan an investigation of the questions, 
interviewed old Indians, studied their maps, and several years later 
( 1558 ), when the duties of office no longer pressed upon him, he wrote 
th" belated, but very entertaining and convincing account which he 
sent to the king. He states that his description refers to New Spain 
in general and not to any particular tribe or region. 
11 The suffix -alli or -tlalli means lands. 
12Riva Palacio. Vol. I, p. 565; Bancroft, Native Races of the Pacific, 
Vol. 11, r. 187. New York, 1874-1876. 
1 3He was in general li terally an "old man," for only one of ripe 
maturity was chosen for the office and he was retained the rest of his 
life. "The Anonymous Conqueror" tells of seeing one reputed to be 
more than 120 years old, lording it over his villages. Many of the 
early Spanish writers speak of the idleness and Q..verbearing tyranny 
of these old men. During the colonial period they were generally 
referred to by the Spanish as "el principal," " el cacique," or "el 
gobernador," and the custom of electing an elderly man gradually 
died out. 
14Lucien Biart relates that as late as 1887 many villages still care-
fully preserved these maps, and that he tried in vain to acquire that 
of the little village of Tilapa in the Orizaba Valley. The A ztecs, Their 
H istory, Manners, and Cus toms, from the French of Lucien Biart. 
Authorized translation by J. L. Garner, p. 189. Chicago, 1887. 
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Conquest these picture-maps were, used by Spanish magis-
trates to decide disputes concerning the possession of land. 1 " 
There was no written title to the individual lots, no sense 
of private ownership; but the usufruct of them was trans-
missible, if the holder so desired, from father to son--a 
practice which was tending toward the conception of private 
property and inheritance. The members of the calpulli 
defended their lands tenaciously from inroads of other 
groups. There were frequent quarrels and struggles re-
garding them-"and there still are," Zurita remarks. They 
condemned to death those guilty of displacing landmarks or 
boundaries. 16 They did not permit lots to be transferred 
permanently to members of other calpulli11-because they 
wished to keep the lineage pure-and subjected them to for-
feiture, in case the lands were not cultivated for two suc-
cessive years. Any enterprising individual who wished to 
till more than the space allotted to him could rent an addi-
tional plot from another calpulli, if his own group had no 
available extra land. If a family became extinct, or moved 
away for any reason, its allotted tract reverted to the 
calpulalli, some portion of which was always held in reserve 
for individuals who might marry, or for extraordinary 
needs. 
In the most primitive form of organization the pariente 
mayor merely had his share of land, as a member of the 
calpulli, and it was cultivated for him by the rest of the 
kinship group in common, so as to give him time for his 
official duties. 18 But as the population grew and it became 
1 °Francesco Saverio Clavigero, The History of Mexico. Collected 
from Spanish and Mexican historians, from manuscripts and ancient 
paintings of the Indians. Together with the conquest of Mexico by 
the Spaniards, illustrated by engravings. With critical dissertations on 
the land, inhabitants, and animals of Mexico. By Abbe D. Francesco 
Saverio Clavigero. Translated from the original Italian by Charles 
Cullen, Vol. II, p. 138. Philadelphia, 1817. 
tGBiart, p . 229. 
11c1avigero, Lib. VII , cap. 12; Zurita, p. 51 ; p. 93 ; Biart, p. 191 ; 
Bancroft, Native R aces of the Pacific, Vol. II, p. 226. 
1sBandelier, pp. 410- 411. 
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necessary to have a more elaborate organization, there were 
two gradual developments. First, the pariente mayor 
began to be considered as in a different class from the rank 
and file of the calpulli and his share of the calpulalli took 
the name pilalli, lands which are erroneously referred to by 
many writers as "patrimonial estates." Thus an aristoc-
racy was created; sometimes, too, these aristocratic officials, 
taking advantage of their power, usurped part of the 
people's land. 1 ~ Second, the t ecpan, or council-house, came 
into existence; and lands, tecpan-tlalli, were assigned for its 
maintenance.2° It was used as a meeting-place for the 
calpulli, as a place for entertaining delegations from other 
calpulli, and for feeding the poor and incapacitated.21 The 
pariente mayor and his family lived in the tecpan, which 
was cared for by serfs ( mayeqites) ; and the lands belong-
ing to the council-house were cultivated in common by serfs, 
a class which was probably all too numerous.22 
In some tribes the office of pariente mayor was hereditary, 
but in most of them it was elective,n and the possession of 
the lands, or the use of their proceeds, went with the office. 
When a pariente mayor died, his children continued to live 
in the tecpd.n, were supported by the proceeds of the tecpan-
tlalli, and were treated with the greatest respect and defer-
'~Bancroft, Nati1,e Races, Vol. II, p, 226, 
2 0Bandelier, p, 406, 
2 1zurita, pp. 156-157. 
22 Both serfdom and slavery existed in pre-colonial Mexico. Among 
the Aztecs there were seven crimes punishable with slavery; some poor 
or indolent persons voluntarily sold themselves into slavery, especially 
in times of food scarcity; and sometimes prisoners of war were thus 
saved by their captors from the sacrificial stone. When the Aztecs 
besieged a town, if it had to be taken by force, the whole population 
was reduced to slavery. Bancroft, Native Races, Vol. II, p, 191; 
Zurita, pp. 109, 156-157; Niceto de Zamai;ois, Historia de Mejico desde 
s11s tiempos mas remotos hasta rrnestros dia s, Vol. X, pp. 937-939, 
Barcelona, 1876-1902. 
23/nstrucciones qu e los vireyes de Nueva Espana dejaron a sus 
sucesores. Aiiadense algunas q11e los mismos trajeron de la Corte y 
otros docwnentos semejantes a las instrucciones, pp, 236-237. (Men-
doza to Velasco , 1544,) Mexico, 1867. 
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ence because of their lineage. 
origin of the large numbers of 
early Spanish writers. 
Thus it is easy to see the 
"nobles" spoken of by the 
In addition to the lands for allotment and the official 
lands cultivated for the pariente mayor , each calpulli had a 
tract, called milchimalli or cacalomilli/4 according to the 
kind of grain raised on it, set aside for the maintenance of 
the army and cultivated in common, according to the assign-
ment of the pariente mayor, or perhaps in some cases by 
slaves or serfs. Then finally there were the temple lands, 
cultivated by mayeques, or serfs, destined for the mainte-
nance of the large sacerdotal class and the many teocalli, or 
temples. These lands2 " were very extensive and were of 
the best, because in addition to furnishing sustenance for 
the large numbers of priests and neophytes, the serfs that 
cultivated them were required to keep the temples contin-
ually stocked with stores of food for the frequent religious 
festivals when the populace must be fed. 2G Hence it is 
probable that after the Conquest the Indians found it quite 
natural to contribute alms and parochial fees, to perform 
personal services for the clergy, to cultivate the ecclesiasti-
cal estates and to build churches and monasteries without 
remuneration ; though under Spanish rule there was the 
added hardship of being required to contribute individually, 
whereas under their own system they had done so as a 
body. 
If a village were subdued by some other village or tribe, 
then, in addition to the lands for allotment, temple lands, 
army lands, and lands for the maintenance of the tecpan, it 
would have tributary lands, yaotlalli,21 set aside to be culti-
vated in common or by slave labor,28 the proceeds to be 
UBiart, p. 191; Bancroft, Vol. II, p . 226 ; Clavigero, Vol. II, p. 141. 
~5Zurita, pp. 217-218; Biart, p. 150. 
2GRiva Palacio thinks that the servitude of the common people 
began with their service to the temples (Vol. I , p . 322). 
2 7Bandelier, p. 419; Zurita, p. 167; Bancroft, p. 226. 
2 8 Probably the former method was the primitive custom, and the 
latter grew up gradually as population increased and tribal life 
became more complex. 
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delivered to the king or chief of the conquering tribe. ·Thus 
the later obligation of paying tribute to the king of Spain 
did not involve a violent change from Indian practice except 
in the sense that payments had to be made by individuals 
and not by the community. The amount of tribute exacted 
by the conquering tribe was not in proportion to the area 
subdued, but to the number of individuals composing the 
tribe, zu which is another evidence that dominion over land 
was not conceived of by the aboriginal Mexicans. 
Villages composed of only one kinship group were prob-
ably rather rare at the time of the Conquest. As the 
original calpulli grew in population segmentation30 occurred 
and the number of calpulli in the village or tribe increased.3 1 
The aggregate territory of one of these larger units, what-
ever the number of calpulli composing it was called altep~t­
lalli, 32 or "lands of the tribe." There was thus a tribal 
organization superimposed upon the local organization of 
the calpulli; there was a tribal tecpan, with lands for its 
support, which was the residence of the senor supremo, as 
Zurita calls him, that is, the king or chief. 
Each calpulli composing this larger organization and each 
one tributary to the larger organization sent to the tribal 
tecpan a representative, who was called the tlatoca, speaker 
or judge. For the maintenance of this official there were 
also lands, called tlatocatlalli33 or "lands of the speaker." 
The size of this tract is mentioned 34 definitely as "four 
29Docurnentos ineditos del siglo XVI para la historia de Mexico, 
colegidos y anotados por el P. Mariano Cuevas, S. J.; publicacioni 
hecha bajo la direcci6n de Genaro Garcia por el Museo Nacional de 
arqueologia, historia y etnologia, p. 221. Mexico, 1914. 
30Bandelier, p. 405. 
3 1 When the Mexica or Aztecs reached the end of their wanderings 
(circ. 1196) and founded their capital, Tenochtitlan, they had been 
reduced by war, famine and pestilence from seven calpulli to five, but 
by the time of the Spanish Conquest, in 1519, they had increased to 
twenty-one and constituted the largest tribe in the country. 
" 2Clavigero, Vol. II , p. 141. 
33Zurita, p. 109; Bandelier, p. 419 et seq. 
'14Bandelier, p. 420, note. 
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hundred of their measures on each side, each measure being 
equal to three Castilian rods." 
There were other residents of the tribal tecpan called 
teules or tectecutzin,35 who were appointed for life by the 
king or chief as a reward for valor on the battle-field or 
notable service of any kind to the tribe. They may be the 
"Knights of the Eagle" and "Knights of the Tiger," famous 
in Mexican legend. They were given lands for their main-
tenance and serfs to till them, not as an absolute gift, but 
as a concomitant of the honor. When one of the teulea 
died, the king appointed another to take his place, giving 
preference to the sons of the dead warrior and conferring 
upon the successor both lands and serfs in usufruct. 
From this brief exposition of the probable conditions 
of land tenure in the pre-colonial Mexico several points stand 
out which are important for the later history of the subject. 
First, communal land tenure prevailed; second, the privi-
leged classes were large and strong; third, the masses bore 
the heavy burden of the maintenance of the aristocracy and 
priesthood; fourth, actual slavery existed on quite a largr 
scale. 
The number of "nobles" is estimated36 by a reliable 
authority as 120,000. They had no occupation but war and 
that was intermittent. The priesthood was also an econom-
ically unproductive class. Probably both these classes were 
increasing rapidly and were encroaching more and more 
upon the liberties of a formerly democratic organization. 
The strongest evidence of this class distinction and tyranny 
is the testimony of the early Spanish writers to the utter 
abjectness, servility and humility of the macehuales, or 
peasants. It finds support also in the fact that there 
appears to be no language in which the use of deferentials 
is carried to such extremes as in some of the Indian dialects, 
which have deferential forms not only for pronouns and 
verbs, but for adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions and all 
a5zurita, p. 92 et seq.; Clavigero, Vol. II, p. 139. 
36 Neve, p. 451. 
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parts of speech. '" A great gulf was fixed between the com-
moner and the aristocrat, whose attitude toward each other 
was that of cringing humility on the one part and of 
haughty contempt on the other. 38 
:i7 Frederic Starr, "The Mexican People," Journal of International 
R elations, Vol. XI, pp. 7-26, p. 17. 
" 8 Bandelier's and Morgan's contention that the Aztecs and by analogy 
all the other tribes of pre-colonial Mexico, were military democracies 
is probably true to the extent that they had passed through that stage. 
At the time of the Conquest, however, the tribes of the central and 
southern zones of the central table-land of Mexico had advanced as 
far along the road of civilization as the point where the many serve 
the few. 
CHAPTER II 
LAND TENURE IN THE COLONIAL PERIOD 
The system of land tenure which the Spaniards brought 
to the New World retained marked vestiges of communal 
customs, despite the strongly individualistic influence of 
the Roman law which had prevailed in Spain for so many 
centuries. The free towns, because of royal favor and pro-
tection, had been able to retain their lands. Some of these 
dated back to the Visigothic era, others had been bestowed 
by the king when the town was incorporated, and still 
others had been won by force of arms during the Recon-
quest. 
The territory of the towns was of two classes-the 
municipal lands and the communal. The former, called 
propios or bienes concejiles, were either cultivated by all the 
inhabitants in common or by rotation, or else they were 
rented or leased, the proceeds in any case being applied to 
municipal support. The communal lands proper-bienes 
comunales or bienes de aprovechamiento comun, consisted 
of woodland (monte), pasture (pasta or dehesa), and the 
ejido,1 which was a tract on the outskirts of the town, used 
as a place for threshing grain and as a meeting place for 
the community. Some small villages even owned their agri-
cultural lands ( tierras labrantias) in common. These 
various tracts were either held undivided or they were sub-
divided and apportioned to individuals yearly, or every two, 
three or five years. The former method was more usual 
for forest and pasture, the latter for tillable land. In case 
the woodland was kept undivided, each inhabitant had the 
right to hunt and fish in it, and to supply himself, from 
any part of it, with firewood, timber, lime, esparto grass 
for rope and sandals (alpargatas), or with whatever the 
1The word ejido has been used a g reat deal in the loose sense of 
"communal land." The term lo s ejidos is sometimes used to indicate 
the various communal tracts taken collectively. 
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tract yielded." Both municipal and communal lands were 
inalienable. The former furnished revenues for the main-
tenance of the town, the latter assured a livelihood to each 
individual. 
Sufficient similarity existed between these characteristics 
of the Spanish system of land tenure and the system used 
by the Indians of the Mexican plateau, to furnish a basis. 
for the amalgamation of the two during the colonial period. 
As in Spain private and communal ownership of property 
existed side by side, so in New Spain the same situation 
developed, but with a larger proportion of communal tenure 
than in the home country. 
The origins of private property in New Spain were 
diverse--grants ( mercedes) of sovereigns, repartimientos, 
or allotments of land by Cortes, by the first and second 
audiencias, by viceroys, governors, and alcaldes mayores3 to 
individual conquistadores,4 pacificadores, colonists, and In-
dian caciques, or chiefs. ·The origins of communal property 
were also various: the lands of villages not disturbed by 
the Conquest, of new Indian villages that were founded, 
of cities, towns and villages established by Spaniards, and 
of other communal groups of Indians, Spaniards, or mesti-
2 Rafael Altamira y Crevea, Historia de Espana y de la civilizaci6n 
espanola, Vol. II, pp. 408-411; Vol. III, pp. 426-430, Barcelona, 
1900-1911; Altamira y Crevea, Derecho consuetudinario y economia. 
popular de la provincia de Alicante, pp. 32-37. Madrid, 1905. 
3Alcaldes mayores exercised judicial and administrative authority 
over districts (partidos or alcaldias mayores). As they had to pay 
for the office, they were prone to make it profitable by extortion and 
engaging in commerce, though this was forbidden by law. G. Desde-
vises du Dezert, L'Espagne de l'ancien regime. Les institutions, pp. 
159-160. Paris, 1899; Herbert Ingram Priestley, Jose de Galvez, 
Visitor-general of New Spain, pp. 60, 290. Berkeley, 1916. 
4Conquistadores were those who took part in the conquest proper,. 
ending with the fall of Tenochtitlan; pacificadores were those who con-
tinued the work of extending the frontiers of Spanish rule. In allot-
ment of land preference was given to conquistadores, then pacifica-
dores, and finally colonists ( colonos). The military leaders were given 
large grants, the common soldiers rather small ones. Each private 
of the cavalry received a caballeria (about 105 acres) and each of the. 
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zos. 5 All urban centers, whether of natives or whites, were 
supposed to consist of three classes of land: the casco or 
/undo legal, which was the townsite proper, the propios and 
the ejidos. The minimum townsite for Indian villages was 
a square of twelve hundred by twelve hundred varas,6 and 
the minimum ejido was a square league (about 4,390 
acres) .7 
It was the intention of the Spanish sovereigns not only 
to conserve the land system of the Indians, but to confirm 
them in the possession of the identical lands they had held 
before the Conquest. This was extremely difficult of ac-
complishment because of the scarcity of good land; in fact, 
all the best land of the plateau was held by Indians when 
the Spaniards arrived. Therefore it was inevitable that a 
keen contest should take place between natives and whites 
for the possession of the desirable areas, and that the advan-
tage should lie with the more advanced race. The struggle 
was made all the more intense because the choice land was 
held by the Indians that were rather civilized, had arrived 
at the conception of possession of real property, and there-
fore clung tenaciously to their holdings. 
The bitterness of the contiict was tempered by the inter-
position of the Spanish sovereigns and their active protec-
tion of Indian property rights. A veritable struggle went 
on, throughout the colonial era, between the kings, animated 
by a noble zeal for the well-being of the aborigines, and 
the colonial government which winked at the excesses of 
unscrupulous adventurers. The task of the Spanish rulers 
was further complicated by distance, the conflicting accounts 
brought to them, the consequent difficulty of understanding 
infantry a peonia (about twenty acres); but in some cases the former 
received as many as three, and the latter five, allotments. Antonio 
Rodriguez de Leon Pinelo, Tratado de confirmaciones reales de en-
comiendas, oficios y casos en que se requieren para las Indias Occi-
dentales, p. 168. Madrid, 1630. 
~Persons of Spanish and Indian blood. 
6The vara is equivalent to 33.38 inches. 
1Francisco Maza, C6digo de colonizaci6n y terrenos baldios. Anos 
de 1451 a 1892, pp. 11-14, 25-28. Mexico, 1893; Recopilaci6n, 4-3- 8. 
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the situation, and the varying degrees of advancement of 
the Indians themselves. Furthermore, the sovereigns were 
constantly hampered by the clashing interests of Spaniard 
and native, and a desire to do the utmost for both. 
The Laws of the Indies have been called "the code of 
privileges," because they consist so largely of provisions 
designed for the protection of the aborigines in their per-
sons and property. Laws could not be made more emphatic 
than those regarding the property rights of the natives.8 
A bull of Pope Paul III ( 1537) declared that all Indians, 
even infidels, were to be respected as to their personal 
liberty and property. '' Excommunication with absolution 
only by the Holy See was proclaimed as the penalty for 
extreme cases of encroachment. 10 Officials guilty of usurp-
ing the possessions of Indians were to be prosecuted "even 
to the penalty of death." 1 1 Offenses against natives were 
to be punished with greater severity than those against 
whites and to be regarded as public crimes.12 There is 
scarcely a law dealing with questions of land tenure and 
property that does not contain a plea that the Spaniards 
deal gently with the Indians. Indian villages were to be 
allowed to retain the lands the,y already had at the time of 
the Conquest, and were to be given more besides. ' 3 Abso-
lutely no encroachment upon their territory was to be toler-
ated by the authorities. Pasture lands and uncleared 
forests, even though a part of private estates, were to be 
exploited and enjoyed by the natives. Landholders, after 
harvesting their crops, were to allow the land to be used 
8L z6n Pinelo, p. 171; Recopilaci6n, 4-11-7, 10; 4-12-9, and many 
other laws. 
vGenaro Garcia y Carlos Pereyra, Documentos ineditos o muy raros 
para la historia de Mexico, Vol. XV, p. 258. Mexico, 1905-1911. 
'"Juan de Solorzano Pereyra, Politica indiana, Madrid, 1648, cited 
by F ernando Gonzalez Roa, El aspecto agrario de la revoluci6n mexi-
cana, p. 291. Mexico, 1919. 
1 1 R ecopilaci6n, 6-4-35. 
1 ' 1/Jid., 6-10- 21; Garcia y Pereyra . Vol. XV , p. 31. 
J3Maza, pp. 17, 24. 
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as pasture by the Indians. 14 The privileges of the mesta10 
were not to be interpreted as involving the right to infringe 
upon Indian landed property.16 
A special "protector of Indians" was appointed. Vice-
roys and audiencias, prelates, friars and priests were to 
consider themselves in a peculiar sense guardians of the 
interests of the aborigines. A special court, the Juzgado 
de indios, was established to handle their cases. 11 With the 
purpose of preventing them from losing their property 
through the machinations of sharpers, a decree was issued " 
providing that their lands could be sold only by judicial 
authority, at public auction, and after having been adver-
tised for sale thirty days. 19 
The natives were also to be protected from indirect im-
poverishment: they were to be exempt from the alcabala/'' 
14Recopilaci6n, 4-17-5, 6, 7, 8, 14. 
10The mesta, or brotherhood of owners of migratory flocks, was in-
troduced into New Spain through the influence of four large stock-
raisers. It was entirely unnecessary there because the sheep-raising 
region was not one of sharp contrasts of climate. In the interest of 
the members of the brotherhood, the owners of private property were 
forbidden to fence it or to plough their pasture ground. When a 
member of the mesta rented a pasture, the owner of the land agreed 
not to lease it to any one else or raise the rent. The rental thus 
became perpetual and was finally converted into ownership. Joaquin 
E scriche, Diccionario razonado de legislaci6n y jurisprudencia. pp. 
1280-1290. Paris, 1862; Manuel Abad y Queipo, Representaci6n a la 
Primera Regencia en que se describe compendiosarnente el estado de 
ferm entaci6n que anunciaba un pr6ximo rompimiento y se proponian 
lo s medias con que tal vez se hubiera podido evitar, p. 91, in Jose 
Maria Luis Mora, Obras Sueltas, Vol. I. Paris, 1837. Julius Klein, 
The Mesta, a Study in Spanish E conomic History, 1237-1836, p. 9. 
Cambridge, 1920; Recopilaci6n, 5-5- 1 to 20. 
1GRecopilaci6n, 4-12-12 ; 4-17-10; 6-3-20. 
11/bid., 6-1-47; 6-6-4. 
18/bid., 4-1-27. 
19This law seems, however, to have had exactly the opposite effect 
from that intended, for it placed the indians' property beyond their 
own control and kept them in a state of tutelage. 
20Recopilaci6n, 8-13-24; Eusebio Buenaventura Beleiia, Recopilaci6n 
sumaria de todos lo s autos acordados de la real audiencia y sala del 
crimen de esta Nueva Espana y providencia de su superior gohierno, 
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or tax on sales, from tithes,21 alms,2" and parochial fees. 23 
The tribute, or capitation tax, was to be their only obliga-
tion and it was to be a definite and moderate sum.24 
Economically speaking, three classes of Indians existed 
in the colonial era: the caciques, the inhabitants of the free 
villages, and the encomendados. The effects of the royal 
protection were evident in the condition of the first two 
only. It was the intention of the Spanish Government to 
maintain the caciques, or "nobles," as they were called, on 
an equal footing with Spaniards of the same class, both as 
to social position and ownership of land. Caciques were 
given large grants or were confirmed in the ownership of 
their pilalli-which the Spaniards regarded as patrimonial 
estates. Some grasped the idea of private property, ac-
quired written titles, became or remained rich, and identi-
fied themselves with the conquerors. 2 5 Others, craftily 
availing themselves of the king's protection, seized the 
greater part of the calpulalli, defrauding the rest of the 
kinship group. 26 Some, not understanding the nature of 
the new ownership conferred upon them, bartered their 
property for a hat, a suit of clothes, or a pair of shoes.21 
Others, however, choosing to cast in their lot with their 
de varia8 reales cedulas y 6rdenes que despues de publicada la Reco-
pilaci6n de Indias han podido recogerse asi de las dirigidas a la misma 
audiencia o gobierno como de algunas otras que por sus notables de-
cisiones convendra no ignorar, p. 233. Mexico, 1787; lnstrucciones de 
vireyes, p. 23; R ecopilaci6n, 4-12-15, 16. 
2 1 Garcia y Pereyra , Vol. XV, pp. 22, 115. 
22Recovilaci6n, 1-21-2. 
23/bid. , 1-3-10; 1- 13-13; 1-8-10. 
24/bid .. 1-13-19; 7-2-5; 6-5-31. 
2 '•Alexander Humboldt, Political E ssay on the Kingdom of New 
Svain. With vhysical Rections and maps. Translated from the 
original French by John Black, Vol. I, pp. 185- 186. New York, 1811. 
26Bandelier, p. 438, note 136; p. 444, note 154. 
"
7 Fernando de Alva Ixtlilx6chitl, Horribles crueldades de los con-
quistadores de Mexico y de los indioS' que los auxiliaron para sub-
_jugcirlo ci la corona de Castilla, o sea, Memoria escrita por D. 
F ernando de Alva Jxtlilx6chitl. Publicala por suplemento a la Historia 
del padre Sahagun, Carlos Maria de Bustamante, p. 98. Mexico, 1829. 
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people, resumed communal life and tilled the soil as simple 
members28 of the kinship group.29 
The free villages also fared comparatively well, for the 
most part. A number of the most important Indian vil-
lages, especially seaports and cabeceras, or pre-colonial cap-
itals of provinces, were from the beginning directly subject 
to the Spanish crown (puestos en la real corona) . They 
were placed under corregidores,°0 "that they might know, 
even by the name, that they were not in servitude."31 The 
inhabitants of the free villages, especially those that were 
somewhat advanced in civilization, learned to protect them-
selves in the rude economic struggle and learned the im-
portance of the magic slip of paper that enabled them to 
retain their lands. Some of them kept their calpulalli32 
and in addition, acquired ejidos and propios, either by royal 
2scuevas, p. 221. 
2vzurita protested vehemently against the breaking up of the lands 
of the kinship groups and allowing the lineages to become inter-
mingled. He said that the good order prevailing in the calpulli that 
were left undisturbed was sufficient argument for retaining the 
organization. Nevertheless it seems that the lines of kinship were 
gradually lost, though the Indians themselves never forgot which of 
their number had been aristocrats and always treated them with the 
greatest deference. Zurita, p. 97; Garcia Icazbalceta, Vida de Zu-
marraga, cited by Riva Palacio, Vol. II, p. 296. 
aoThe corregidor had the two-fold character of judge and political 
governor. If, however, he was not a graduate in law (licenciado), one 
or more alcaldes mayores administered civil and criminal justice for 
him. In large towns the judicial and administrative functions came 
to be separated in any case. Corregidores exercised arbitrary power 
in New Spain and were very unpopular. They were appointed by the 
vkeroy for a term of three years if they were Creoles (native-born 
whites), for six years if they were Spaniards. The latter were 
authorized to sell a limited amount of goods to the Indians on assum-
ing office-a privilege which they abused to the extent of forcing the 
natives to buy such articles as silk stockings and eyeglasses. Many 
Indians became thus so deeply in debt to the corregidor that they were 
virtually his slaves. Desdevises du Dezert, Les institutions, pp. 159-
163. 
a1Le6n Pinelo, p. 19. 
a2Referred to by the Spaniards as parcialidades or terrenos de 
rnmun repartimiento. 
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grant or by purchase. The system of land tenure which 
they developed was a cross between their own and the 
Spanish; and they had an effective form of local self-govern-
ment based upon it, much as in the pre-colonial period. 
To be sure, they had to keep up a oonstant struggle in 
order to hold their lands against the rapacity of hacendados, 
or large landowners, and some of them inevitably fell by 
the wayside. Nevertheless, for the most part, their privi-
leged position enabled them to come out victorious. They 
learned the white man's metho.ds of usurpation, too, and 
applied them. For instance, the law provided that there 
must remain, around each Indian village, a fringe of royal 
lands (realengas) 1100 varas in width, measured from 
the last house in the village. Availing themselves of this 
provision, the natives early learned to scatter their houses 
and thus take in more land.'" It is probable, therefore, that 
trickery was employed on both sides, but that the greater 
encroachment was on the part of the hacendados. 
Moli"na Enriquez" thus describes the free communities 
in the colonial era: "The community had notable ad-
vantages for the Indians. Although the communal lands 
were usually sterile and of poor quality, yet they offered 
the natives means of livelihood at all stages of their devel-
opment, from savage horde to village incorporated into 
civilized life. Those lands furnished many advantages 
which the Indians could enjoy without work, without capi-
tal, and-which is more important-without deterioration 
of the lands themselves. From the mountains they could 
cut wood to sell in the form of beams, boards, firewood or 
charcoal, or to use for their brick, tile or pottery furnaces; 
the plains they could utilize for pasturage of livestock or as 
range for domestic fowls; they could use the waters for fish-
ing, the forest for hunting; and there were many other 
commodities, such as clay, lime, etc., which the Indians 
could put on the market with no more effort than that of 
""Anselmo de la Portilla, Espana en America. Cuestione8 his-
t6ricas y sociales, pp. 66-68. Madrid, 1871. 
'"P . 57. 
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collecting them. Besides, the community offered its mem-
bers the advantage of possessing the land and of not losing 
it in the ebb-tide of their miserable fortunes. Whenever 
one had resources, he took a plot, without having to pay the 
alcabala and without having difficulties placed in the way 
of his possession; he planted it in corn or barley and en-
joyed the harvest. If that crop was lost, he left his plot 
and lived by some of the other means offered him; and when 
his resources allowed he returned to his farming. Within 
the community the occupants' right of possession was re-
spected, and little by little they were beginning to develop 
a conception of private property transmitted from father 
to son." 
The Indians that really did suffer, however, during the 
colonial period, were those that were given in encomienda. 
They were "entrusted" (encomendados) to the care of an 
encomendero, who assumed the obligation of christianizing 
them and defending their persons and property,35 and re-
ceived in return the right to collect tribute from them. 
Unfortunately the majority of the Indians were encomen-
dados. Some encomiendas consisted of 10,000 to 12,000 in-
dividuals ;30 to Cortes 23,000 were assigned. 37 Often several 
villages were allotted to one man, or an entire province was 
given to one encomendero. Many encomiendas were reck-
oned by the amount of tribute they yielded, as, for example, 
an encomienda of five hundred pesos.38 
The first encomiendas in New Spain had been granted by 
Cortes entirely without royal authority; in fact Charles V 
had resolved not to allow the system to be instituted there. 
The king never confirmed the action of Cortes except tacitly 
by extending to the second life the encomiendas granted by 
the conqueror-that is, to the heir of the original benefi-
ciary. Later the viceroy was authorized to "overlook" 
35R ecopi laci6n, 6-9-1. 
36lt yvas thought that the evangelization of the Indians would be 
facilitated if the groups were large. 
37The Indians assigned t o Cortes were called "vassals," however . 
asLe6n Pinelo, pp. 19, 46, 81-83. 
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( rlisimular) those of the third, fourth, and finally the fifth 
life.39 
Theoretically the encomendero owned neither the Indian 
nor the Indian's property. Yet the ownership became so 
real that it was recognized even in law.40 At any rate, by 
fair means or foul, the encomenderos got possession of the 
land of their wards. The first invasion of the Indians' 
property rights was the custom which grew up among 
encomenderos that when an Indian died, his share of the 
communal lands, instead of reverting to the village, passed 
to the ownership of the encomendero, though this was 
strictly forbidden by the Laws of the lndies.41 
A favorite method of ousting the natives from their lands 
-one which has been used almost down to the present day-
was that of forcing or inducing them to divide the com-
munal lands among the members of the community and 
then picking them off one by one. This was done by collu-
sion between the encomendero or hacendado and the local 
authority, usua1ly an Indian cacique, for the latter was in 
general a ready tool of usurpers. The villagers, not under-
standing the nature of the documents which they received 
on such occasions, readily bartered them for a trifie. 42 The 
custom which the Indians had, of keeping rather large 
39/bid., pp. 3-21. 
40The Recopilaci6n (6-8-46) has the following law : "Viceroys, 
audiencias and governors are not to deprive any encomendero, or allow 
him to be deprived , of the Indians whom we have granted to him, 
either by new grant or by confirmation of title, unless he should 
commit a crime which, according to the laws of these kingdoms of 
Castile, is punishable with loss of property (bienes)." Leon Pinelo 
(pp. 25-26) refers to encomiendas as "bienes castrenses" and "bienes 
familiares." Solorzano (Politica indiana, p. 260) seems to have had 
the same view. He refers to a cedula of 1562 which contains the words 
"en la possession y sefiorio de los dichos indios en todos las pleitos 
que se ofrecieren sabre indios, assi en propriedad coma en possession." 
He says that when an encomendero took possession of his encomienda 
an elaborate ceremony took place in which the person of the cacique 
was delivered to his new master. 
4 1Recopilaci6n, · 6- 1-30. 
42zurita, p. 95, et seq. 
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tracts in reserve to provide for expansion of the calpulli, 
also furnished the usurpers with a pretext. They would 
claim such lands on the ground that they were not being 
cultivated.4 3 
The Indians that were encomendados were continually 
escaping and fleeing to the mountains. As it was impossible 
to evangelize them unless they were gathered into groups, 
various royal decrees commanded that they be brought back 
and their lands restored to them-their identical property, 
as far as possible. The nomads of the north were also to be 
gathered into villages at the same time. This process was 
often made the pretext for illegal seizures of Indian land. 
In 1595 a very vigorous attempt was made by the viceroy 
to carry out the provisions regarding congregas, as these 
new villages were called. It is said that he was urged to 
do so by landholders who wished to make such action the 
pretext for a general shift in land tenure which would 
enable them to seize the good lands held by Indians. Ac-
cordingly the commissioners-three hundred in number-
selected poor sites for the new villages and forced the 
removal of many settled ones that had good lands, on the 
pretext that the villages in a given area were to be united 
to form a city. These violent measures occasioned innum-
erable lawsuits, some of which lasted three hundred years 
and more.44 As the process of gathering the natives into 
congregas continued for many years and decades, it caused 
a number of formidable uprisings of Indians. 
Direct usurpation of Indian lands also took place in the 
following manner: In 15914 " and later years, efforts were 
made by the home government to remedy the chaotic situa-
tion that prevailed regarding private property-namely, 
4 3/bid. 
HRiva Palacio, Vol. II, pp. 452-454. 
45Joaquin Maniau, Compendia de la historia de la R eal Hacienda de 
Nueva Espana, escrito ·en el ano de 1714 por D. Joaquin Maniau, 
Oficial Mayor de la, direcci6n y contaduria general del tabaco de dicho 
reyno y contador del Montepio de oficinas por S. M. Con notas y 
comentarios de Alberto M. Carreno, p. 23. Mexico, 1914. 
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that many landholders were in possession of a much greater· 
area than was covered by their titles and that the docu-
ments themselves were very indeterminate as to limits 
and boundaries because of the indefinite manner in which 
the grants had been made. The proprietors were acrnrd-
ingly called upon by the Comisi6n de tierras y aguas, 
or Land and Water Commission, to exhibit their titles, 
and were given the privilege of acquiring the excess which 
they held, merely by the payment of a moderate fee, which 
process was called cornposici6n, ••; or adjustment. This 
well-meant and timely move of the government was made· 
the pretext of a great deal of land-grabbing,47 especially 
from the Indians, and for legalizing the possession of lands. 
usurped in the past. The law specifically provided, RS 
usual, that no injustice should be done to Indians, that the · 
possession of property acquired unlawfully from them 
should not be confirmed, that their communal lands should 
in no case be invaded, that Indian villages should also be 
admitted to the privilege of composici6n and should be given 
the preference in case of a clash of interests, and that the 
viceroy was specially commissioned to look after the inter-
ests of the Indians in the matter. 48 
Late in the period of the viceroyalty ( 1735) another 
attempt was made to rectify boundaries of estates, to bring 
to light frauds in land possession, and to define the limits 
of private estates and royal domain respectively. A de-
cree•0 was issued, giving the right of popular "denuncia-
tion" of royal lands, that is, any one who knew of such 
territory held illegally by the possessor might "denounce," 
or claim it and by the payment of a moderate fee might 
acquire it himself. 
46Belefia, p. 233, Autos 448,449; Instrucciones de virey es , p. 23; R e- . 
copilaci6n, 4-12-15, 16. 
47 Pimentel, p . 224; Molina Enriquez, p. 32. 
4' R ecopilaci6n, 4- 12-18, 19, 20, 21; 2-12-16, 17, 18. 
4"R eales orderw.m as para el establecimiento e instrucci6n de .inten-
denteg de exercito y provincia en el reino de la Nueva Espana, Pt. II, 
no. 10. Madrid, 1786; Maniau, p. 23. 
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The way in which the reasonable provisions which have 
been mentioned were utilized for fraudulent purposes is 
illustrated by the struggles of the Indians of Xuchitepec to 
retain their lands.00 This _village, founded in 1369, had 
grown to ten kinship groups by the time of the Spaniards' 
arrival. They were overrun and dispersed by the Conquest. 
In 1606, when it was decreed that the villages should be 
reconstituted and their lands restored, some of the Xuchite-
pec Indians applied for such restitution, and they were . 
given back their own lands. ·They remained in peaceful 
possession until 17 45 when one Francisco de la Cotera, 
availing himself of the decree of 1735, denounced their 
property. The judge, suborned by Cotera, admitted the 
denunciation without even notifying the village, put the 
land up at auction, and sold it to Cotera for $42,500'· 1-a 
magnificent estate of 26,719 acres of tillable land besides a 
large forest tract. Cotera, bringing a strong body of sol-
diers to intimidate the Indians, took possession. More 
than fifty families fled to the mountains ; the rest remained 
to fight for their property. Cotera claimed, before the 
viceroy, that the lands were royal domain usurped by the 
Indians, that they were living in idleness on the proceeds of 
the property and had reverted to infidelity. 
The viceroy, unable to decide the matter, allowed Cotera 
to present his own case to the king. Philip V decided in 
favor of the village and sent a royal cedula commanding the 
restoration of the lands. The case did not end there, how-
ever, for the mere bagatelle of a royal decree did not deter 
the usurper. As he continued in possession, the viceroy 
sent an investigating commission which brought to light the 
fact that not only the judge, but the alcalde mayor, the 
priest and the cacique had been suborned by promise of a 
GOAl severo tribunal del publico. Las victimas de Xuchitepec por la 
inquisici6n de Chalco. Mexico (1860?). This pamphlet contains 
copies of twenty-three documents adduced in support of the statements 
made therein. 
51The dollar mark is used throughout this study to indicate the 
Mexican peso. 
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share in the spoils. The commission induced the fifty fami-
lies to return, but the best they could do for the Indians 
was to separate the priest and cacique from their ill-gotten 
gains, to restore this small amount of land (about seventy 
acres) to the village, and to obtain for them the right to 
use the woodland for fuel, water and pasturage. The case 
was then taken by the Indians into the lower courts and 
dragged on until an heir had succeeded and then another, 
until the wars of Independence had passed over the country, 
. and then the Reform War. The third owner was a general 
and so the case was tried in a military court and decided 
in his favor. But the Indians still did not give up, and 
in 1860, when one of their own blood occupied the presi-
dency, they made bold to present their petition to President 
Juarez directly, setting forth that they were a village of 
4,000 people without land, that they had to carry water 
six miles and could not build an aqueduct because their 
labor all belonged to the "tyrants."52 
This case is an excellent example of how little the good 
will of the crown availed against the greed of land-grabbers 
and the golden opportunity of defrauding helpless ignorance. 
It is not to be supposed, however, that the Indians-either 
encomendados or free-gave up their lands tamely or that 
they always lost in the struggle. They had a veritable 
mania for litigation'''-the new bauble which civilization 
brought them and which undoubtedly acted as a safety 
valve to prevent armed uprisings. As the various severe 
laws which had been passed for the purpose of protecting 
Indian property seemed to have little effect, it was finally 
provided that all land cases of the natives should be tried 
by the audiencia or by the viceroy personally, with the 
right of appeal to the king.0• However, the Cotera case, 
" 2 ! have been unable to learn the outcome of their petition. 
"'Riva Palacio, Vol. II, pp. 161, 379, 732; Cuevas, p. 202; Zurita, 
pp. 102, 110; Zurita, Historia de la Nueva Espana (Siglo XVI), p. 434. 
Madrid, 1909; Joaquin Garcia Icazbalceta, Nueva colecci6n de docu-
mentos para la historia de Mexico, Vol. I, pp. 20-24. Mexico, 1886-
1892. 
04Bel<'na, Vol. I, pp. 205- 208. 
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already described, illustrates how ineffective that appeal 
might be. 
The villages seldom went to law over anything except 
lands and boundaries, but on that point they wasted their 
substance in riotous litigation. The landholders appealed 
every little detail of local administration in order to get 
the Indians tangled up in legal proceedings which they 
did not understand. There were also cases between village 
and village;";; others between a village and its cacique who 
had grasped the idea of private property and had made good 
his title to the lion's share of the calpulalli.06 
The large lawyer class lived on the Indian cases, which 
they managed to delay and prolong generation after gener-
ation. Many villages were forced, after years of struggle, 
to drop cases for lack of means, while the large landholders 
provided for land litigation as a necessary expense and a 
part of their regular budget. Some of these cases lasted 
literally for centuries, and the revolution of 1910 to 1920 
found numbers of them still going on. As late as 1887 it 
was said that there was scarcely an Indian village in Mexico, 
especially of those near cities, that was not involved in 
litigation with the owners of adjoining properties. 57 
The Spanish sovereigns did not abandon the encomenda-
dos to their fate, however. The system of encomiendas-a 
reluctant concession"8 of Charles V00 to New Spain in the 
first place-was opposed by succeeding kings and was grad-
ually modified. An immense number of laws was decreed 
55Zurita, Breve y sumaria relaci6n, p. 102. 
5GBandelier, p. 438, note 136 and p. 444, note 154; Bandelier, On the 
Social Organization and Mode of Government of the Ancient Mexicans, 
p. 651. Salem, 1879. 
57Biart, p. 191. 
5BThat the encomienda was considered a privilege for the encomen-
dcro, not for the Indian, is evident from the provision that natives 
who voluntarily offered to accept Christianity were to be exempt for 
ten to twenty years from being given in encomienda. Leon Pinelo, 
p. 31; Recopilaci6n, 6-5-3, note. 
sacf. supra, p. 29. 
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with the purpose of mitigating the servitude entailed in 
practice by the encomienda system. 
From about 1700 on they were gradually reduced and 
they were finally abolished as a legal institution in 1720 
when all were declared suppressed except one granted in 
perpetuity to the heirs of Cortes.60 A cedula of December 
16, 1785, provides for incorporating into the domain of 
the crown all the Indian villages of Yucatan and Tabasco 
"on account of the grave abuses which they suffer" and be-
cause all the rest of the encomiendas of the country had been 
so incorporated."1 But by this time the heirs of the original 
encomenderos had such a firm hold upon the persons and 
property of the Indians that the latter were virtually serfs 
and a mere edict made little difference in their condition. 
They were not allowed to go into debt for more than six 
pesos; yet that small amount bound them legally to the land 
of the hacendado until it was paid. When they found it 
impossible to pay their tribute he remitted it, if payable 
to him, or paid it for them, if owed to the government, 
and thus kept them in servitude.62 If they ran away, owing 
anything to the master, he could have them brought back by 
the authorities.63 
A law, mentioned by Mora64 and other writers, regarding 
the incorporation of villages situated on private property, 
was evidently-if it ever existed-an attempt to enable the 
60Aniceto Villamar, Las leyes f ederales vigentes sobre tierras, 
bosques, aguas, ejidos, colonizaci6n y el gran registro de la propiedad; 
colecci6n ordenada y anotada por Aniceto Villamar. 2a edici6n, no-
to blemente mejorada y enriquecida con una reseiia hist6rica de la 
propiedad territorial en Mexico por el S. Moreno Cora, p. 15. Mexico, 
1910. 
r,1 Belefia, Vol. I, p. 182. 
6"The law specifically forbade the commutation of tribute into per-
sonal service. Recopilaci6n, 6-5-24. 
r; :,Beleiia, Vol. I , pp. 56-57 of the first Montemayor collection and 
p. 25 of the second Montemayor collection. These severe laws were 
not royal decrees, but provisions made by the audiencia (Real audi-
encia y sala del crimen de la Nueva Espana). 
6 'Jose Maria Luis Mora, Mejico y sus revoluciones, Vol. I, pp. 198-
199. Paris, 1836. 
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encomendados to escape from servitude. It was provided, 
so these writers say, that when a group of inhabitants on a 
private estate grew large and strong enough to build a 
church, they could be incorporated into a village and demand 
of the hacendado land for their community-a townsite and 
an eitdo. Thus they\ were emancipated from peonage. 
There seems to be no doubt that such a custom existed, 
though probably it was not sanctioned by law.65 The prac-
tice had the bad effect of causing mutual suspicion between 
landowner and peon. Hacendados tried to prevent the 
formation of new villages by scattering the laborers over 
the estate. Many lawsuits grew out of the question. Not 
infrequently groups of Indians seized land of hacendados 
declaring it to be their own; often they went so far as 
to attack the proprietor in his own home trying to force 
him to grant them a tract of land. Those Indians who 
enjoyed the status of tenants often refused to pay rent, 
declaring that the land belonged to them. This state of 
affairs, toward the end of the colonial period, was causing 
great uneasiness and discontent on the part of the land-
owners. 66 
However, the great mass of Indians who had been under 
encomenderos were in a wretched condition at the beginning 
of the nineteenth century. Abad y Queipo, the eminent 
bishop of Michoacan, described their plight very graphi-
cally and warned the home government that a revolution 
MJn 1853 Santa Ana decreed that groups of inhabitants ( congre-
gaciones) on private property who wished to be incorporated into 
villages must first obtain the consent of the owner. This would seem 
to indicate that, previous to tha t time, it had been cust omary to do so 
without the proprietor's consent; and it might be inferred further 
that it was customary to seize the necessary land by force; 
for, if he refused his consent to the incorporation, surely he did not 
voluntarily give or sell land for the purpose. On May 30, 1856, Santa 
Ana's decree was annulled by Comonfort. Maza, pp. 551-552, 628-629. 
naFrancisco Pimentel, La economia politica aplicada a la propieda rl 
territoria.l de M exico, in Obr as com pletas , Vol. III, pp. 196, 203; F er -
nando Gonzalf z Roa, El problema rural de M exico, pp. 143, 145. 
M exico, 1917; Portilla, pp. 66- 68. 
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was imminent unless something were done to alleviate their 
misery. All the property, he said, was in the hands of one-
fifth of the population, while the other four-fifths were 
landless and many were homeless. Most of the villages 
were without land and the hacendados would not rent to 
them even for short periods. Out of a population of 
4,500,000 at least 2,700,000 were living on $50 to $71 an-
nually per family, whereas the minimum, he thought, should 
be $300. 
·The bishop recommended, among other measures, the 
abolition of tribute for both Indians and castas (mixed 
breeds), granting to the Indians permission to dispose of 
their property freely, allotment of royal lands to Indians 
and castas, and the enactment of an agrarian law similar 
to that of Asturias and Galicia, which permitted the poor 
to cultivate the fallow lands of large proprietors.67 
The concentration of landed property in the hands of the 
few had its beginning, then, in the encomienda system. 
It is impossible to make definite statements about the num-
ber and extent of the large estates of the colonial period 
because of the absence of statistics. The largest, of course, 
was that of the M arquesado del Valle, the entailed estate 
of the Cortes heirs.n8 The conqueror was given lands in 
the valleys of Mexico, Toluca, Cuernavaca, Cuautla, Oaxaca, 
in Michoacan, Tuxtla, Tehuantepec, on the coasts of the 
Pacific and the Gulf of Mexico, and two mountain peaks, 
Xico and Tepetpulco, for hunting preserves. He was made 
patron of the hospital of Jesus Nazareno in the capital, the 
income of which from farms and rent houses was reckoned 
at a somewhat later period at $11,400.69 In the late years 
of the viceroyalty this entailed estate had an income of 
$43,61670 from rented property in the capital city alone, 
67Abad y Queipo, /lepresentaci6n a la Primera Regencia, p. 148. 
68Lucas Alaman, Historia de Mejico desde los primeros movimientos 
que prepararon SU independencia en 1808 hasta la epoca presente, Vol. 
II, pp. 65-66. Mexico, 1849-1850; Gonzalez Roa, p. 57. 
69Maniau, Vol. II, p. 103. 
70Padr6n general de las casas, que comprehenden los ocho cuarteles 
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which would represent a property value of about a million 
dollars. As that was only one item in the assets of the estate, 
some idea of its extent may be formed. There were num-
bers of rural estates of three to six hundred square leagues 
(1,316,400 to 2,632,000 acres) 11 and there was at least 
one'" of five thousand square leagues (21,945,000 acres) ."i 
Aside from the old traditions of a landed aristocracy, 
there were economic reasons for the growth of large estates 
in Mexico: no direct land tax whatever was levied ;' 4 tht 
home government's policy of limiting the commerce and 
industry of the colony left little outlet for capital other than 
land investments; the custom and law of primogeniture 
prevented the division of estates; the ease with which prop-
erty could be mortgaged to the clergy led landowners to 
buy to the limit of their ability; mortgaged estates could 
not be divided because the creditor (the clergy) refused to 
allow the division of the mortgage ;1 " until late in the co-
lonial period, royal domain could be acquired only by appear-
ing in person before the king for confirmation of title, and 
it was not worth while to make the trip except for large 
amounts. It was estimated76 that at the end of the vice-
regal period there were in New Spain 3,479 haciendas 
r;;ayot-es en que esta distribuida esta capital, valores de sus actuales 
arrendamientos comparados con los que rendian el aiio de 1776 para 
deducir el diez por ciento que se paga a la Hacienda Publica Nacional 
de Mexico. Diciembre 31 de 1813. 
1 1 Luis Robles Pezuela, Maximilian's Minister of Fomento, who went 
into the matter of land titles thoroughly, with reference to the Reform 
Laws, stated that he found no original grant larger than 100 square 
leagues ( 439,000 acres) . It was his opinion that most of the immense 
estates had become so by usurpation. (Memoria de la secretaria de 
fomento, 1865, pp. 112-114.) 
72Riva Palacio, Vol. II , p. 488. 
1 3 An area larger than Ireland and almost as large as Portugal. 
HRural real estate paid tribute only to the Church-in the form 
of tithes. Nor did the municipalities levy direct tax on real estate. 
They were supported by their propios and by indirect taxation. 
1°Gonzalez Roa, p. 69. · 
1sNavarro y Noriega, "Memoria sobre la poblaci6n de! reino de 
Nueva Espana," Sociedad mexicana de geografia y estadistica, Boletin, 
Vol. II, pp. 101-114. Mexico, 1850. 
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and 6,684 ranchos, or farms; Abad y Queipo,11 however, 
writing in 1804, speaks of "more than 20,000 haciendas18 
which constitute half the agriculture (sic) of the kingdom." 
The owners of the large estates, accustomed to urban life, 
generally did not live on their haciendas. Most of them did 
not know how to manage their estates economically or to 
profit by them even to the extent of paying interest on the 
mortgages. 
In spite, however, of the great increase of private prop-
erty and its extensive area as compared with communal 
property, the latter was by no means dying out-in fact, 
was on the increase-and was not confined to the 
purely Indian element of the population.79 New forms of 
communal land tenure grew up and attained considerable 
importance-the congregaci6n, the comunidad, and the 
11 Abad y Queipo, Representaci6n a nombre de los labradores y comer-
ciantes de Valladolid de Michoacan, en que se demuestran con claridad 
los gravisimos inconvenientes de qw~ se ejecute en las Americas la 
real cedula de 26 de diciembre de 1804, sobre enajenaci6n de bienes 
raices y cobro de capitales de capellanias y obras pias para la consoli-
daci6n de vales reales, p. 84. In Mora, Obras sueltas, Vol. I. 
78The minimum size of an hacienda as a land measure was five 
sitios (21,945 acres), but most of the estates were larger. 
79 After the first few generations it is no longer accurate to make 
distinctions between Spaniards and Indians in the matter of land 
tenure; for, although Spaniards continued to come over all during the 
period, yet the Creoles (persons born of Spanish parents in America) 
soon outnumbered them greatly, and the number of mestizos grew 
rapidly. Abad y Queipo (Estado moral y politico en que se hallaba 
la poblaci6n del vireinato de la Nueva Espana en 1799, p. 54, in Mora, 
Obras sueltas, Vol. I) estimated that whites constituted one-tenth of 
the population, mestizos six-tenths, and pure Indians three-tenths. 
His estimate of the last-named was probably too low, since even at the 
present day the proportion of Indians is generally estimated higher. The 
·mestizos, for the most part, belonged at this time to the class of land-
less and downtrodden, or at best to the category of small farmers, 
artisans. small tradesmen and lower clergy. All persons of mixed 
blood were required to pay tribute, on the same basis as were the 
Indians. The distinction was no longer that of white and Indian, but 
of rich and poor, of aristocracy and masses. After a few decades 
the rigid confinement of Indians within their villages was given up 
t•J some extent and there was more intermingling of the races. 
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rancheria. The origin of the last-named is rather curious. 
Most of the farmer element that came over was composed 
of men of the lowest and most ignorant class of the Spanish 
rural population, who had no interests to hold them in the 
home country. They did not bring wives with them and, 
whether they married or not, their promiscuous relations 
with native women resulted in a considerable mestizn 
progeny. An elemental sense of justice in these rude men 
led them to provide for the future of their illegitimate off-
spring, either by bringing together mothers and children on 
their one plot of ground during their lifetime or by willing 
it to them in joint ownership. Many of these groups came 
in course of time to have a population of several thousand, 
but still were called rancherias and had no civil existence, 
properly speaking. The congregaci6n, or comunidad, was 
formed merely by the fortuitous agglomeration of a group 
of families and was not necessarily constituted along the 
lines of kinship. so 
Thus the end of the colonial period found the free villages 
enjoying the fruits of their long struggle and of the royal 
protection ; the masses-those that originally had been en-
trusted to encomenderos-in the deepest misery, but strug-
gling toward emancipation; and the landowners themselves 
rich in acres deeply mortgaged to the ecclesiastical class. 
As a result of the reforms of the Visitor-general Jose de 
Galvez and the installation of the intendancy system~ 1 out-
ward prosperity reigned. Agriculture, mining and com-
merce were in a flourishing condition judged by the reve-
nues they yielded. Yet underneath the surface smouldered 
80Antonio Manero, ;,Que es la revoluci6n? Breve exposici6n sabre 
las principales causas de la revoluci6n constitucionalista en Mexico, 
p. 28. Mexico, 1915. 
s11n general the mission of the visitor-general was to regulate the 
internal government of New Spain, to place it in a position to repel 
possible foreign encroachment, and to increase the royal revenues. 
Some of his more important measures were the establishment of the 
royal tobacco monopoly, the enforcement of laws regarding collection 
of revenues, the beginning of liberalization of colonial trade, placing 
the collection of customs duties under crown administration, and the 
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fires which were to produce a violent upheaval, much as a 
century later intense forces of disintegration were veiled 
by the material prosperity of the Diaz regime. 
elimination of dishonest practices in their collection, the reform of 
municipal finance, the erection of the northern frontier region into the 
"comandancia general de las pro1•incias internas," and the installation 
of the intendancy system. According to the new division New Spain 
consisted of t en intendancies and two provinces subject to the viceroy, 
two intendancies and two territories subject to the comandante general 
de las provincias internas. The intendants placed in charge of the 
intendancies were given ample powers-judicial, administrative, finan-
cial, and military. The intendancies were subdivided into partidos 
(242 in all), which were placed under subdelegados responsible to the 
intendants. Galvez was very severe in his dealings with the masses, 
professing to believe that the Indians and mestizos could be dominated 
only by stern repressive measures. Priestley, pp. 56-57, 148, 173, 202, 
210, 293, 322, 383-384; Desdevi ses du Dezert, Les Institutions, pp. 124, 
135. 
CHAPTER III 
ECCLESIASTICAL REVENUES AND PROPERTY IN THE 
COLONIAL PERIOD 
Theoretically all property of the Roman Catholic Church 
belongs to the Church as a corporation, represented by the 
Pope. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries it was 
held that His Holiness alone had power to authorize the 
alienation of such property, and some canonists even denied 
that the Holy See had that right. The particular organi-
zation by which the property was held-whether bishopric, 
monastic order, individual conyent, brotherhood, or other 
corporation-was in theory merely the usufructuary; and 
its respective representative-bishop, provincial, prior, etc., 
-was the administrator. To all intents and purposes, how-
ever, the usufructuary was the owner, and often the admin-
istrator came to be virtually the owner. 
In New Spain the tie between the administrator and the 
representative of the real ownership was made yet more 
tenuous by distance from the seat of authority and by 
the interposition of the ecclesiastical patronage of the 
Spanish sovereign, which was absolute in his American 
dominions. This patronage or advowson was conferred 
upon the Spanish crown in perpetuity by various papal 
bulls, in consideration of the discoveries and conquests of 
Spanish subjects. It involved the obligation, on the part 
of the sovereigns of Spain, to found and endow churches 
and monasteries throughout their New World dominions 
and to provide for the evangelization of the Indians. It 
conferred upon the sovereigns the privilege of making ap .. 
pointments to ecclesiastical benefices and receiving- revenues 
from the Church. These latter consisted of the m esada, 1 
which was a commission paid by each new appointee, and 
amounted to one month's income from the benefice ;2 the 
1R ecopi laci6n, 1- 17- 1. 
21n the later years of the viceroyalty the mesada was collected only 
from benefices the income of which was less than three hundred ducats. 
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vacantes,3 which were the revenues from vacant benefices 
during the interval between the death or removal of the 
old incumbent and the arrival of the new one ;4 the proceeds 
from the bull of the Santa Cruzada," and, most important 
of all, the tithes of agricultural products. 
The generous attitude of the Spanish monarchs toward 
their American subjects is evident in the disposal of the 
ecclesiastical revenues. Of the vacantes the king reserved 
to himself only one-third, and of the tithes one-ninth." 
Even these comparatively small amounts were often granted 
-as were also at times the proceeds of the .mesad~to 
pious funds for the benefit of the colonies themselves.7 
The liberality of the Spanish crowns in the matter of 
Those with a larger income paid the ·media anata, which was equivalent 
to half a year's revenue . Ordenanza general de intendentes, pp. 161-
1G8; Belefia, Vol. I, pp. 230-232. In 1766 these two taxes yielded the 
royal treasury Sl00,000. (Nicolas Leon, Compendio de la historia 
general de Mexico, pp. 365-366. Mexico, 1902.) 
3Recopilaci6n, 1-7-37; 1-7-41; 2-32-69; 8-24-2. 
•In the latter part of the colonial period the vacantes averaged about 
$138,000 gross per year. Maniau, p. 53. 
0Recopilaci6n, 1- 20-1 to 27. As a reward for their conquest of 
infidels, the sovereigns of Spain were given by the Pope (1578) the 
r;ght to the proceeds of the Bula de la Santa Cruzada in the Indies. 
Four classes of exemptions were sold by virtue of this bull : the bula 
Cf) r.1frn de 11i11n.q . which enabled the recipient to gain absolution and 
indulgence; la de los pecados reservados, which granted final absolu-
tion at the hour of death; la de difunto s, for the purpose of releasing 
souls from purgatory; and la de co mposici6n, which freed one from the 
obligation of making restitution when there was no one to whom to 
make it. (Mora, Mejico y sus revoluciones, Vol. I. p. 267.) When 
Mexico was separated from Spain in 1821, Archbishop Pedro de Fonte 
aboli shed the institution, but the Mexican government continued for 
some years to receive revenues from it. 
0The royal ninth (reales nov enos) averaged about $185,000 annually 
in the late years of the colonial period. (Maniau, pp. 13-14.) It 
must have been taken from the net proceeds of the tithes; otherwise 
there is a discrepancy between it and the clergy's income from that 
source. (See infra, p. 48.) 
7 R ecopilaci6n, 1-2-17; 1-7-56, note. 
8 In addition to the revenues mentioned, Charles III, in 1775, granted 
to each cathedral chapter of the New World a yearly pension of 
840,000. (Maniau, p. 70.) 
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ecclesiastical revenue, the distance from the center of 
authority, and the unusual economic opportunities offered 
by a new country enabled the clergy of New Spain to accu-
mulate immense properties and to attain preponderant 
power and influence. 
The clergy was an economically privileged class from the 
beginning. The members of it received large grants of 
land from the crown. Many monasteries, cathedrals and 
individual prelates were given encomiendas-which had 
more or less the same history as those conferred upon lay-
men. For the erection of churches, monasteries and resi-
dences the royal treasury furnished half the money, the 
encomenderos or the Spanish population in general fur-
nished the other half,9 and Indians did the work without 
remuneration.10 Ecclesiastical capital was free from taxa-
tion-legally in the early days, virtually, always. The 
clergy were entitled to collect tithes and first fruits of all 
agricultural products, to receive fees , dowries, gifts, be-
quests, alms, and perpetual trust funds. From the outset 
they had an economic advantage over even the richest 
encomenderos, who had to build their own houses and pro-
vide their own working capital, and had not the sources of 
income that the clergy had. So, with the immense prestige 
of the Church behind them, it is not surprising that the 
clergy dominated the colonial era economically and politi-
cally. Nor is it strange that, as the years went on, the 
early missionary fervor tended to give place to complacent 
well-being and easy acceptance of priority thrust upon 
them; that adventurers were to be found in the ranks of 
the clergy as in alJ walks of life; that this easy means 
of acquiring an honorable position and a comfortable liveli-
hood attracted such large numbers that in 1644 the town 
council of Mexico City implored Philip IV to send no more 
9fnstrucciones de vir eyes , p. 232. 
10Recopilaci6n, 1-2-3, 6, 9, 1-3-4. Agustin Rivera , Principios 
criticos sobre el virreinato de la Nu evn E spana y sobre la revoluci6n 
de la independencia, Vol. III , p. 168. San Juan de los Lagos, 1884-
1888. 
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monks, 11 as more than six thousand were without 
employment, living on the fat of the land.1 2 Archbishop 
Nunez de Haro is said to have ordained 11,000 during his 
incumbency of twenty-eight years in the last third of the 
eighteenth century. 1" 
Although there were many cultivated friars, many 
bishops and archbishops eminent for their piety and learn-
ing, many parish priests notable for their devotion and self-
abnegation, it was no rarity for friars and priests to engage 
in all kinds of commerce-even the slave trade.14 In the 
ranks of the clergy were men who had fled from the draft1 5 
in Spain, and even worse, others who were fugitives from 
justice. 1 6 Many had been blacksmiths or shoemakers in the 
home country and were entirely without theological train-
ing. Some could not even read and write ;17 others did not 
speak the languages of the lndians18 to whom they were 
supposed to expound the mysteries of the Trinity, the 
atonement, incarnation and transubstantiation. Numbers 
were not even bona fide priests, but adventurers who came 
to the New World, got ordained by hook or by crook, filled 
their pockets with money and returned to Spain to live in 
11 Alaman, Vol. I, pp. 98-100. 
1 2In 1790 there were 2,392 ecclesiastics in the capital city alone. 
Humboldt, Book III, chap. 8. 
13Francisco Sosa, El episcopado mexicano, p. 204. Mexico, 1877. 
14When the Third Ecclesiastical Council of New Spain forbade 
clergymen to engage in the slave trade, the seculars submitted a 
written protest against the invasion of their rights. Rivera, Vol. II, 
p. 123. 
10Jose Haro de San Clemente, Memorial al rey nuestro senor Don 
F elipe V, cited by Rivera, Vol. III , p. 234. 
16/bid., p. 242. Hiaro r emarks: "They entered through the door of 
the refectory, not through that of the choir," adding, in regard to the 
above statements: "This is a matter of common knowledge and cannot 
be denied." 
1 7Rivera, Vol. III, pp. 116-118. 
18Concilios provinciale.s primero y segundo celebrados en la ciudad 
de Mexico en lo R anos 1555 y 1565, p. 199. Mexico, 1769. The Re-
copilaci6n also contains several complaints that the priests do not 
learn the Indian languages and commands that they do so ( e. g. 
1-6-30) . 
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ease on their ill-gotten gains. Viceroy Duque de Linares, 
in his instructions to his successor, the Marques de Valera, 
relates that, _having undertaken to rid the highways of 
bandits, he found more than one priest among them. 
It is necessary to bear these facts in mind in order to 
give credence to some aspects of the history of the Church 
in Mexico, and to solace one's self with the reflection that 
perhaps the worst excesses are chargeable to those who 
had crept into the fold by devious ways. Moreover, the 
most reliable testimony on the matter proceeds from within 
the ranks of the clergy themselves, from the noble and 
devoted minority that labored zealously to stem the tide. 
Various and rich sources of revenue enabled the higher 
clergy to live like princes, in many cases to leave large 
private fortunes ' 9 to their relatives and natural children, and 
yet to fill the coffers of the church so full that it dominated 
agriculture, commerce, industry and banking. The higher 
clergy-bishops, archbishops, capitulars and provincials-
held the purse strings; the curates and doctrineros also were 
provided with a comfortable living, but they could wax 
fat only by petty extortion. This financial inequality lay 
at the root of the notorious enmity between the higher and 
lower clergy and explains why, in the wars of independence, 
many parish priests cast in their lot with the masses. 20 
One of the principal sources of income was the tithe, 
which was levied on the gross product of all agriculture 
and stock-raising21-not only the crops and the stock them-
selves, but "mint, anise and cummin," all by-products and 
incidental earnings, such as butter, cheese, eggs, hides, wool, 
1 9The regulars were not allowed by law to own private property, 
but the seculars were free to do so and to transmit it by will. Re-
copilaci6n, 1-12-6; 1-14-50, notes; Manuel de! Mar, Historia de Mex-
ico escrita por Hernan Cortes aumentada con otros documentos y 
notas y adaptada a la ortografia moderna, p. 601. New York, 1828. 
20Another source of continual disagreement and friction was that 
many regulars were given charge of parishes, which the seculars 
naturally considered an infringement upon their field. 
21Recopilaci611, 1-16-1 to 31. 
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ropes made from maguey fiber, even "roses and other flow-
ers."22 The tithe must be separated and delivered to the 
collectors daily; it was a continuous drain and there was 
no escape. Anyone who raised less than ten chickens, for 
instance, must calculate the cash price of what he did raise, 
or let the collector do it for him, and pay one-tenth in 
money. 
Indians were at first exempt from the payment of tithes23 
-at least on the statute books-but later laws exempted 
only certain localities and certain articles.2• As a matter of 
fact, most Indians paid to the uttermost farthing; those 
that were subject directly to the crown paid as independent 
farmers; those that were encomendados paid likewise, 
though the proceeds passed through the hands of the enco-
mendero and payment was made in his name. 
·The tithes, in the later years of the colonial period,25 
averaged over $2;400.000 a yea:r,"" and even in 1829 the 
yield21 was $2,341,152. Of this amount one-half went to 
the bishop and cathedral chapter of the diocese, one-sixth 
to the church-building fund (fabrica de catedral), two-
ninths to the parish priests, and one-ninth to the royal 
treasury. The secular priests, however, complained con-
stantly that their share was withheld.28 
The collection of tithes was conducted in a very business-
like manner. Offices for the purpose were established at 
~ 2Pastoral letter of Manuel Joseph, Archbishop of Mexico, Septem-
ber 28, 1784, quoted by Rivera, Vol. III, pp. 266-271. 
" 3Recopilaci6n, 6-5-31; 7-2-5; Concilios provinciales, p. 203. 
24/bid., 1-1--16; 1- 16-13 and note; Garcia y Pereyra, Vol. XV, 
pp. 22, 115. 
25Maniau, p. 128, note, gives for 1785-1789 a total of $3,728,644 for 
the Puebla diocese alone, which, however, was one of the richest of 
the nine dioceses. 
2GHumboldt, Vol. III, Book IV, p. 283. 
27 Mora, Obras sueltas, Vol. I, pp. 372-373; Memoria de hacienda y 
credito publico, 186.9-1870, p. 62. Mexico, 1870. 
2' Porfirio Parra, La reforma en Mexico, p. 56. Mexico, 1905; Garcia 
y Pereyra, Vol. XV, p. 169 (letter from the king to the audiencia and 
officials of the royal treasury, 1566). 
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convenient locations. The privilege of collecting tithes was 
farmed out, sometimes sold at public auction, to persons of 
recognized business ability, in amounts of $25,000 to 
$100,000. The arrendatario, as he was called, was re-
quired to have several guarantors, each of whom stood 
surety for the whole amount, even in the case of "the injury 
from fortuitous happenings" (el dano de los casos fortui-
tos). "'1 In addition to this the Church proclaimed the pen-
alty of excommunic~tion against any who should seek to 
conceal their gains in order to escape the tithe or any who, 
knowing of another's attempt at concealment, should fail to 
reveal it. No confessor had power to absolve from this 
"crime and excess." 30 To make assurance doubly sure, until 
the year 1833, the Church was aided by the civil power in 
the collection of tithes.3 1 
Furthermore, gifts and bequests of money and property, 
from the widow's mite to sums of princely munificence, were 
constantly enriching the Church treasury. It is related 
that Alvaro de Lorenzana, one of the rich men of New 
Spain, who built the Church of the Incarnation and the 
Hospital of the Order of San Francisco, left to the Church 
at his death on November 23, 1651, $800,000 in cash, several 
houses, with furniture and orchards, $20,000 for masses 
for the repose of his soul, $20,000 to the Convent of La 
Merced, a small legacy to each nun in the capital, and some 
special gifts to the Jesuits. 32 
In the matter of bequests there seems to have been great 
abuse. Testamentary cases were of mixto fuero, 33 that is, 
subject to the jurisdiction of either civil or ecclesiastical 
tribunals, but as a matter of practice the latter came to be 
the probate courts, to the exclusion of the former. The 
Indians34 were probably the wor st sufferers, as they usually 
29Abad y Queipo, Edi'.c to, JC de agos to de 1813. (Mora , Obras 
sueltas, Vol. I.) 
30Pastoral let t er above r ef erred t o. 
'" R ecopilaci6n, 1- 16-1. 
3 2 Rivera, Vol. III, p. 198. 
'13R ecopilaci6n , 2-15-196. 
UJbid. , 6- 1-32 and others. 
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died intestate, knowing littie of the intricacies of private 
property, succession and inheritance, especially in the mat-
ter of real estate. '" A law of June 7, 1621,3 6 gives the 
audiencias authority to examine and revise testamentary 
cases and urges them to use it "as protectors of pious 
works"; it states that the practice of ecclesiastical visita-
dores was to separate first from the inheritance all funds 
that the Church could possibly claim, giving esperas, or 
promises, to those creditors that had claims on the estate. 
These dilatory tactics enabled debtors to slip out of their 
obl.igations through the mixed jurisdiction, and so creditors 
were defrauded. The very large number of laws on this 
point throughout the colonial period indicates great abuse. 
It was even provided that ecclesiastics should have nothing 
whatever to do with testamentary cases,3 ' that they could 
not succeed to property by inheritance' either in their 
capacity of individuals or in the name . of the Church or 
any ecclesiastical corporation, and that they could not in 
any case succeed to the property of those that died intes-
tate. 39 
Another large source of income, as well as occasion for 
abuse, was the parochial fees for marriages, funerals, 40 
baptism, confession, and for masses both ordinary and 
requiem. They were divided between the curate and the 
bishop. It was a common practice for the prelate to demand 
"''It is probable, or at least possible, that even in pre-colonial times, 
the more advanced tribes disposed of their personal property by a sort 
of will. 
:<'6Recopilaci6n, 2-15-146. 
HReal Orden de Femando VI, 20 de julio, 1754, quoted hy Rivera, 
Vol. III, p. 262. 
"~Recopilaci6n, 1-13-9; 1-21-2. 
'<9[bid., 1-21-4; 1-13-9. 
• 0 As the fee for funerals was excessive and many priests refused 
their services unless it were paid, it sometimes happened that a mother 
would steal furtively into the church and lay her child's corpse on the 
altar. (Pareja, Cr6nica de la visitacion de Nuestra Senora de la 
Merced, redencion de cautivos de la Nueva E spana, estado 20, cap. 60, 
cited hy Rivera, Vol. I, p . 165.) Pareja was himself a Mercedario, 
the histor ian of the Order. 
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of the priest a fixed annual sum for the cuarta funeraz,n 
or his share of the fees for funeral services ; so that if the 
number of deaths in any one year was not sufficient to 
pay this sum according to the regular tariff, the families 
of those that did die had to pay handsomely. 
For these services the law allowed the New World clergy 
to collect fees three times as large as those customary [n 
Seville ;• 2 yet they could not be restrained even within this 
generous limit, and there are various royal cedulas upbraid-
ing the priests for their avarice and strictly enjoin-
ing them to observe the provisions of the law.4 i The 
curates alleged that they were dependent upon parochial 
fees for their living, because their portion of the tithes•• was 
so regularly withheld. Indians were by law exempt from 
the payment of parochial fees, in consideration of their pov-
erty; yet the law was absolutely a dead letter.45 In order 
to justify themselves for accepting fees, priests claimed 
that the Indians offered them voluntarily; a new decree 
then forbade them to receive fees from Indians, even though 
offered voluntarily.•6 
Rivera describes a curious little book that he had in his 
possession, Pindecuario de Coeneo,• 1 the schedule of pa-
rochial fees and dues for the parish of Coeneo consisting 
•1Recopilaci6n, 1-7-15. 
42/bid., 1-8-9. 
•3Garcia y Pereyra, Vol. XV, pp. 44, 169, 216; Cuevas, pp. 66-67; 
Ordenanza general de intendentes, art. 173; Solorzano, pp. 683-686; 
Recopilaci6n, 1-7-16; 1-8-9; 1-13-13; 1-14-7, 9; 1-18-2, 7, 10. 
HBut it was said that the Indians could not keep domestic animals, 
because the priests took them in payment of parochial fees. Mexico 
por dentro y por fuera bajo el gobierno de los vireyes. 0 sea, en.f erme-
dades politicas que padece la capital de la Nueva Espana en casi todos 
los cuerpos de que se compone y remedios que se deben aplicar para su 
curaci6n. Manuscrito inedito que da a luz por primer suplemento al 
tomo cuarto de la Voz de la Patria Carlos Maria de Bustamante, p. 
132. 11 de septiembre, 1830. 
•sRecopilaci6n, 1-3-10; 1-13-13; 1-18-10, and other laws; Ordenanza 
de intendentes, art. 172; Concilios provinciales, p. 188. 
46/bid., 1-18-10. 
•1Rivera, Vol. III, pp. 330-334. 
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of seven Indian villages in the Tarasco country. He quotes 
at length from it for the month of January, an astonishing 
number of petty exactions. The cash payments for special 
festivals and services for that month amounted to $115.75; 
large amounts of food were specified to be provided 
by the community for the festivals, numbers of altar-cloths 
and other articles, besides the daily exaction from each 
individual-twenty chile peppers, twenty tomatoes. a dish 
of salt, four onions, one head of garlic, ten eggs, tortillas, a 
pot of atole, a dish of chile sauce. Even confession was not 
free, but must be paid for with one egg. Rivera states that 
the other months were about the same as to requirements 
and that the case of the parish of Coeneo was by no means 
unique. 
Then there were the cofradias and archicofradias, broth-
erhoods for collecting funds to be used in honor of the 
patron saint of the town. The anonymous author of 
Mexico por dentro y por fuera bajo el gobierno de los 
vireyes'8 declared that these were secular funds and should 
be taken from the control of the curates and incorporated 
into the community fund (caja de comunidad). There were 
also innumerable processions, saints' days celebrated with 
fireworks and chimes (every separate peal of which cost 
money), fees for blessing candles, images, scapularies and 
burial robes. 
Furthermore, the clergy made use of the personal serv-
ices of the Indians for the purpose of increasing their own 
revenues. Whenever a church, convent or ecclesiastical 
residence was destroyed or damaged by lightning, earth-
quake, fire or flood, as frequently happened, the govern-
ment granted remission of tribute to the Indians of the 
parish in order that they might perform the necessary 
repairs or rebuilding. Taking advantage of that conces-
sion, many clergymen used such events, real or feigned, 
as a pretext for monopolizing the services of whole com-
munities of Indians.•" The viceroy, Marques de Montes-
46 P . 18. 
49/nstrucciones de vireyes. The Marques de Mancera to the Duque 
de Veraguas, October 22, 1673. 
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claros, wrote to Philip III in 1607: "Each village employs 
more Indians in the service of the convent than in all 
departments of government, and twenty Indians do not con-
tribute as much to Your Majesty as does one to the ministry 
of the doctrine."50 
The monasteries collected large sums under the name of 
alms (limosnas). The Convent of San Francisco in the 
capital, an order which was not permitted to own real 
estate, had an annual income of $100,000 from alms alone,"' 
and is said on one occasion to have collected $40,000 in 
one day."2 There is no doubt that this was a very serious 
drain upon the population, especially the poor, and most 
especially the Indians. Rivera thus describes the process: 
"And after the tithe-collectors had passed like a plague 
of locusts over all the plantations, farms, and Indian vii· 
lages, carrying away by divine right even ... the rope~' 
and cords, then from all the convents came the deman-
dantes, or lay-collectors of money and all kinds of produce, 
especially agricultural, under the name of alms for the 
convent. These demandantes brought a train of pack-
mules, which they loaded with their gains, and a sculptured 
image of the principal saint of the monastic order, placed 
in a niche and carried on a litter; and they were accom-
panied by four or five servants who helped them carry 
the image and manage the mule-train. . . ." The prestige 
of the image and the holy costume made it seem impious 
to refuse to give alms, and so all contributed. And de-
mandantes of the various orders went over the same ground, 
carrying away the last hen and the last egg.03 The litera-
ture of the period contains many references to litigation over 
the collection of alms, both in civil and ecclesiastical courts. 54 
soAdvertimiento sobre algunos puntos de gobierno de Nueva Espana, 
a.c;osto 7 de 1607, quoted by Rivera, pp. 156-157. 
s1Humboldt, Book II, chap. 7; Rivera, Vol. I, p. 105. 
s21t is true that it was a very special occasion, namely, the burning 
of the church. 
53Rivera, Vol. III, p. 272. 
s•Recopilaci6n, 1-7-17; 1-18-6, etc. 
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The law provided that alms could not be collected from In-
dians except by special permission from both the prelate 
concerned and the audiencia, but the provision seems to have 
had little effect .>; 
The convents of nuns had an additional source of wealth, 
namely, dowries. Thrifty fathers preferred to have their 
daughters marry rather than enter the cloister, for the 
latter was more expensive. In order to take final vows, 
the prospective nun must present at least $4,000 as a 
dowry, not less than $600 for the expenses of the ceremony, 
and a fund called reservas, which varied according to the 
financial position and generosity of the nun's family. 56 
Then she frequently used her influence to obtain donations 
from her family to the convent. '· ' The orders of nuns, in 
fact, were more wealthy than the monasteries of mor.ks, 
both in real estate and in capital placed at interest."' 
Gifts and bequests to the Church often took the form 
of a capellania (chaplaincy) which was an endowment fund 
of $3,000, the recipient of the income usually being desig-
nated and generally being a relative of the donor. The 
incumbent of .this benefice obligated himself to say a speci-
fied number of masses yearly for the soul of .someone 
chosen by the giver. Often several capellan'ias were held 
by the same ecclesiastic, either secular or regular. Some-
times a loan from the clergy took the form of a capellania, 
the borrower obligating himself to pay the interest of his 
loan in the form of an annuity to the beneficiary designated 
by the lender, either in perpetuity or for a certain number 
of years. 
A special form of this donation was the capellania de 
sangre, which was not necessarily held by a clergyman, 
but was an endowment founded by some rich man in order 
to furnish an annuity for a poor relative. This sort of 
"'· Ibid., 1-21-2. 
'·"Mexico por dentro y por fuera , p . 25. 
'· 7/n strucciones de v irey es , pp. 275-276. 
'·'See Memoria de la direccion de justicia y negocios eclesidsticos,. 
1833. Mexico, 1834. 
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capellania was always held in trust by the clergy, who were 
the bankers and trustees of the period. Special ecclesiasti-
cal courts (juzgados de capellanias) were established, 
whose sole function was to receive these funds-whether by 
donation or in trust-to invest them, to pay the income to 
the incumbent, to try cases that arose regarding their enjoy-
ment, and to appoint new beneficiaries to succeed those re·-
moved by death. After several generations the capellanias 
de sangre became virtually the property of the Church. 
In the later· year~ of the vice-royalty, especially, the 
clergy came to have a large income also from legal practice 
in the civil courts, as well as the ecclesiastical. They were 
permitted by law09 to defend cases to which they themselves 
were a party, or any of their relatives, if they chose, or 
any "personas miserables"; but the law very positively 
limited their practice to these cases.60 It was very common 
for them to defend Indians, doubtless from the purest of 
motives in the early days; but this practice, like so many 
others, opened the door to abuse and gave unscrupulous 
ecclesiastics another means of winning money and power. 
There were large numbers of lawyers in New Spain, espe-
cially in the capital; and since their legitimate field was 
so largely usurped by the clergy, they went to absurd and 
utterly unscrupulous lengths in order to get practice ;61 
hence the innumerable and interminable lawsuits of In-
dians, whose ignorance of the customs of civilization made 
them an easy prey and whose multitude of grievances, espe-
cially over land, predisposed them to listen to any sugges-
tion that offered hope of alleviation. 
Commerce, too, inevitably engaged the attention of eccle-
siastics. Since the tithes had to be disposed of, there were 
to be found all over the country, groceries, meat-markets, 
dairies, shops of all kinds owned by the clergy-a fact 
which was usually not apparent to the casual observer. As 
s9Recopilaci6n, 1-12-1; 2-16-15. 
so/bid., 1-10-1; 1-10- 4, 5; 3-1-5; 1-12-1. Beleiia, I, p. 52, Auto 86 
and p. 175, Auto 290. 
61Mexico por dentro y por fuera, pp. 51~52. 
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these stores paid absolutely nothing for their stock and 
had few expenses, their business grew without effort; they 
could undersell others and defy competition. Probably the 
necessity of disposing of the tithes was the beginning of 
commercial activity on the part of the Mexican clergy and 
from that it grew inevitably. They had interests in mines 
and fisheries, served as administrators, agents and trustees, 
as notaries and advocates, and even as con·egidores and 
alcaldes mayores. They had large business interests in 
the names of intermediaries, in order to avoid the appear-
ance of contravening the oft-repeated laws02 against their 
engaging in business and commerce."" 
The large sums that came into the possession of the 
clergy from these various sources were invested principally 
in real estate and real estate mortgages. The latter was 
a favorite form of disposing of ready capital. As money 
came easily to the ecclesiastics and as the Church fulmi-
nated against usury, they were indulgent creditors.04 They 
lent at six, five, and even four per cent, and allowed the 
debt to run on from generation to generation, provided 
interest payments were prompt. Real estate mortgages, 
as a rule, were nominally for a period of ten years; yet 
the mortgagor felt perfectly sure that he would not be 
called upon for the principal at the end of the period, if he 
kept up the interest, but usually he was at liberty to pay 
the whole debt when he pleased.(;" Some mortgages, how-
ever, were "irredeemable" by agreement. The clergy pre-
ferred this form, naturally, as it gave them a perpetu::il 
G"R ecopilaci6n, 1-7- 44; 1-13-23; 1-14-80; Belena, I, p. 175, Auto 
290; Concilios provincialei;, pp. 125, 205. 
"~The Fourth Eccles iastical Council of New Spain allowed the regu-
lar clergy to own wholesale stores, but not retail. (Rivera, Vol. III, 
p. 291.) 
"'But, according to one account, those who borrowed from the clergy 
had to add about one-third of the amount in the form of gifts and 
gratuities (propinas, obsequios, y gratificaciones). Maniau, p. 8. 
i;r>Refiexiones sobre la ley de 17 de mayo del corriente ano (1847) 
que declara irredimibles los capitales pertenecientes a corporaciones y 
obras pias. [Mexico, 1847?]; Jose Maria Luis Mora, Revista politica, 
p. 82 (Obras sueltas, Vol. I.) 
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investment without further effort on their part. :'.\Iort-
gaged property was bought and sold freely without consult-
ing the creditor, but could not be divided. Since borrowing 
was so easy, it is no wonder that landowners continued to 
invest all the capital that came into their possession in thi ~ 
substantial and tax-free form of wealth and to depend upr·n 
the never-failing source for their working capital. 
Many of the largest rural proprietors were land-poor. 
After the banishment of the Jesuits and the sequestration 
of their property ( 1767) one of the mortgages that the 
Duke of Terranova paid off to the royal treasury was for 
the sum of $121,622.6 6 Some estates worth $200,000 were 
hypothecated to the clergy for $150,00o.~• The subdelegr).(lo 
of Aguascalientes wrote~ " in 1794 to his chief: "The prc1;-
erties of this jurisdiction are encumbered in foundations 
and mortgages in favor of cathedrals, convents, chaplain-
des, and patronates to a larger amount than they are worth 
and pay more in interest than they yield, so that their 
owners are merely the administrators and the real owner-
ship resides in the owners of the foundations." 
No wonder there was consternation among the landhold-
ers when in 1804 Charles IV, in an effort to support an 
excessive issue of paper money ( ·i:ales) and to prevent the 
bankruptcy of his government, proclaimed by royal decree 
that the funds which the clergy of New Spain had on 
interest should be called in and paid into the royal treasury. 
It then came to light and on the unquestioned authority of 
the Bishop of Michoacan, that the Church had the immense 
66Riva Palacio, Vol. II, p. 843. 
67Abad y Queipo, R epresentacwn en contra de la consolidaci6n de 
vales reales, p. 84. 
6B/nforme estadistico de D. Pedro de Hen·era L eyra, subdelegado 
d e Aguascalientes, 21 de f ebrero, 1794, al intendente de Guadalajara, 
quoted by Rivera, Vol. I, p. 106. 
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sum69 of $44,500,00010 invested in this manner11 and that 
agriculture would be ruined if so large an amount were 
suddenly withdrawn. The clergy and the landed proprie-
tors joined hands to oppose the calamitous decree and so 
effective was their resistance that only about $1,200,00072 
was collected, according to Humboldt, though another ac-
count1:1 mentions $6,000,000 as the amount collected. So it 
was not altogether a sentiment of piety and devotion that 
kept the landholders invariably on the side of the Church 
in the long-drawn-out struggle of later years, but it was, 
in part, the strong ti~ of financial interest, for they were 
economically dependent on the clergy. 
The accumulation of real property by the Mexican clergy 
began early in the colonial era. In 1578-long before the 
economic domination of the Church had reached its apogee 
-the cabildo, or town council, of Mexico City besought 
the king to forbid the Augustinians and Dominicans to 
acquire any more property in the capital, either by pur-
chase or inheritance, since they already owned "the largest 
and best part" and would soon own all of it unless their 
acquisitiveness were curbed.74 
It is by no means sure that all their property came into 
the hands of the clergy by legitimate investment. Some 
of it, perhaps much of it, was acquired by direct usurpation 
of the property of others, especially Indians.75 The monks 
uusome scholars think the amount was much larger. The anonymous 
author of Consideraciones sobre la situaci6n politica y social de la 
republica mexicana en el ano 184 7 estimates that it was $80,000,000. 
7<1Manuel Abad y Queipo, Escrito presentado a D. Manuel Sisto 
E spinosa del consejo de es tado y director unico del Principe de la Paz 
en asuntos de R eal Hacienda, dirigido a fin de que se suspendiese en las 
Am ericas la real cedu la de 26 de diciembre de 1804, sobre enajenaci6n 
de bienes raices y cobro de capitales pios para la consolidaci6n de vales 
reales. In Mora, Obras sueltas, Vol. I, pp. 100-118. 
71 Some of it was invested in commerce, but by far the greater part 
in agriculture. 
72Humboldt, Book IV, p. 99. 
73Parra, p. 51. 
74Altamira y Crevea, Historia de Espana, Vol. III, pp. 345-346. 
15R ecopilaci6n, 1-7-ll. 
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and prelates who had encomiendas were probably no more 
conscientious regarding the land of the Indians composing 
them than were lay encomenderos. The secular clergy 
charged als·o that the regulars retained reducciones or vil-
lages of natives-instead of turning them over to the 
seculars-because they were interested in the Indians' land, 
which they usurped and administered a~ their own.7 6 In 
the frontier regions the padres in charge of missions aln~ost 
invariably usurped the neophytes' lands, which in the course 
of a generation or two became unquestionably the property 
of the missions.77 As the mission Indians were not subject 
to civil, but solely to ecclesiastical authority, unscrupulous 
or misguided padres were entirely unhampered in their 
acquisition of the neophytes' property.7 8 
A story of spoliation on the part of ecclesiastics is related 
by n. friar of La Merced. This order owned, in the capital 
city, a convent in one block and a church in the next. The 
monks desired to join the two by closing the intervening 
street, but a number of small houses stood in the way. 
When the prior of the monastery consulted the viceroy, the 
Count of Monterey, about the difficulty, the latter replied 
that there was no legal method of accomplishing the desired 
object; but he suggested that the friars might go out at 
night with their tools and close the street. They did so; 
and when the inhabitants thus despoiled appealed to the 
viceroy, he counseled them to "take it kindly and try to 
get along well with the monks, for it would be an advantage 
to have them as friends." 79 Accordingly they desisted and 
the church remained encloistered. 
It is impossible to do more than guess at the amount of 
real property owned by the Church at the end of the 
colonial period. In 1796, according to a reliable and official 
source,80 the income of the clergy from rented property 
76Maza, pp. 151-153. Mexico, 1892. 
77Mora, Mejico y sus r evoluciones, Vol. I, p. 273. 
78Maza, pp. 198-204, 308- 310, 328-330. 
79Pareja, Cr6nica de la provincia de la visitaci6n de Nue stra Senora, 
estado 2, cap. 8, quoted by Rivera, Vol. I, p. 166. 
soPadr6n general de las casas de esta capital, p. 220. 
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in the capital city alone was $1,060,995 out of. a total of 
$1,911,201. This income, capitalized at five per cent would 
give a property valuation of $21,219,893.8 1 The Carmelites 
had haciendas extending from the City of Mexico to 
Tampico, a distance of 120 leagues.8 2 Four-fifths of the 
real estate in the diocese of Puebla, where the Church was 
exceedingly strong, is said to have belonged to communities 
of monks and nuns, cathedral chapters, corporations aP.d 
hospitals."i One writer estimates the income of the clergy 
in 1800 at $13,000,000°4 which, capitalized at five per cent, 
would give $260,000,000 as the valuation of productive prop-
erty."· Lucas Alaman, a decided partisan of the clergy in 
their later struggles with the republican government, esti-
mated that not less than half the real property and capital 
of the country belonged to the Church at the end of the 
colonial era. Most of the remainder was controlled by the 
clergy through mortgages. The Church was the landlord, 
the banker, and the trustee of the period. 
There was no lack of wise legislation directed toward 
curbing the economic dominance and secular power of the 
clergy in the New World. By it the Holy See, the govern-
ment of Spain and the four Church' councils that were held 
in New Spain during the colonial era, ordered a reduction 
in the number of clergymen, limited the landed holdings 
and investments of the Church, forbade the clergy to engage 
81 In spite of t heir enormous interests in the capital city, the clergy 
stretched their fuero (see infra, p. 62) to the point of refusing to bear 
any share of the expense of paving the streets. lnstrucciones de 
virey es, pp. 22-23. · 
8 2Anastasio Zerecero, Memorias para la historia de las revoluciones 
en Mexico, p. 5, note 1. Mexico, 1869. 
8 3Humboldt, Book III, p. 125. 
8 1Bancroft, H istory of Mexico, be·ing a popular history of the 
Mexican people from the earliest primitive civilization to the present 
time, p. 560. New York, 1914. 
8"1. C. Enriquez (The religious question in Mexico by a Mexican 
Catholic, p. 6. New York, 1915) estimates the Church's income at the 
end of the colonial era at $50,000,000 which would indicate productive 
property worth $LOOO,OOO,OOO; but this is obviously too high an 
estimate. 
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in business, mining, and legal practice, and restrained them 
from holding encomiendas and otherwise exploiting the 
aborigines. As early as 1533 a royal decree forbade settlers 
and conquistadores to sell their property to "church, monas-
tery or other ecclesiastical person" under penalty of having 
their holdings confiscated.8 G In 1537 Pope Paul III issued 
a bull prohibiting the Church to acquire property at 
the expense of the Indians.87 A decree of October 24, 1576, 
forbade "monasteries of friars or nuns" to acquire any 
more property, income, or business interests than they al-
ready had. 88 In 1796 a decree imposed a tax of fifteen 
per cent on all property sold to mortmain proprietors. ~~ A 
royal decree of December 22, 1800, forbade testators to 
leave their property to their conf es so rs or to the relatives 
of the latter, or their communities or churches.9 0 These 
and many other similar provisions seem, however, to have 
had little effect. The distance from the seat of authority 
was too great for enforcement to be possible, the tide was 
too strong, opportunities for exploitation were too attrac-
tive, and there were too many black sheep in the fold . 
The economic hold of the clergy was strengthened and 
secured by their secular power and political influence. 
Every branch of public administration was subjected to 
their influence. Out of sixty viceroys eleven were bishops 
or archbishops. They governed the Indians and castas 
despite the effort 6f the civil government to emancipate 
them. 
The economic domination of the clergy was further in-
creased by their control of the courts. They exercised the 
power to imprison, to torture, to sentence to servitude and 
suRecopilaci6n, 4-11-10; 4-12-10. 
s1 Garcia y Pereyra, Vol. V, p . 258. Cf. supra, p . 24. 
ssGonzalez Roa, p. 291. 
B9Recopilaci6n, 4-12- 10, note. 
eoManuel Dublan y Jose Maria Lozano, L egislaci6n m exicana, o 
colecci6n completa de las disposiciones legislativas expedidas desde la 
i11dependencia de la re/)Ublica, Vol. I, pp. 80-82. Mexico, 1876- 1904. 
Cf. also supra, p. 50. 
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to the galleys. 01 They could and did proceed against civil 
officials who infringed the laws against their engaging in 
commerce while in office, yet they themselves could ignore 
civil laws with impunity and hide behind the ecclesiastical 
fuero. 0" 
Furthermore, the clergy had sole charge of vital statistics 
and came to have entire control of probate matters. They 
decided on the legitimacy of births, rights of succession 
to property, degrees of consanguinity, the legality of wills, 
and the disposal of the possessions of those who died intes-
tate. Their power to acquire property was limited only by 
their own will to do so; and their opportunities for acquisi-
tion were unlimited. 
u1Recopilaci6n, 1-10- 6, 7, 8; 1-13-6; Beleiia, Vol. I, pp. 60, 83; 
Altamira, Historia de E spana, Vol. III, p. 415. 
02Ibid. , 1-10-4. According to Bishop Abad y Queipo, the im-
munities of the clergy, or the privileges granted to their profession 
and persons, were both positive and negative. The latter consisted of 
exemption from taxation, personal services and public burdens (car-
gos vublicos) . The positive privileges were the right to be tried by 
ecclesiastical judges, the authority which the clergy exercised in 
m any matters and cases ( cosas y causas) not strictly spiritual, and 
finally the dignity of forming one of the three estates which composed 
the monarchy. The nobility and the clergy, said the bishop, were the 
two columns supporting the throne. Revresentaci6n sobre la inmuni-
dad v ersonal del clero, pp. 10-11. In Mora, Obras sueltas, Vol. I. 
CHAPTER IV 
EARLY ATTEMPTS AT REFORM 
Mexico's wars from 1810 to 1821 accomplished little more 
than separation from Spain. Liberty, fraternity and 
equality were as much strangers to that troubled country 
after 1821 as before; in fact, that date may be considered 
as the starting-point of the struggle for liberty and democ-
racy-a struggle that continues to the present day. The 
new republican government found itself face to face with a 
power against which it was well-nigh helpless, a power 
older, wealthier, better organized, and with infinitely more 
prestige than itself-the Church. 
The first really significant step in the long conflict be-
tween the temporal and ecclesiastical authorities in Mexico 
had been taken in the colonial era-the expulsion of the 
Jesuits and the sequestration of their property. In the 
early dawn of June 25, 1767, in all parts of the viceroyalty 
simultaneously, the members of the order were arrested 
preparatory to their expulsion and confiscation of their 
property. This order was very rich and powerful in New 
Spain possessing-besides several monasteries, twenty-five 
schools, the missions of Sonora and those of the Californias 
-urban and rural property and capital placed at interest 
sufficient to support all these institutions.1 Their capital 
was ordered to be called in and their real property, with the 
exception of schools and monasteries, which were retained 
to be used as schools and eleemosynary institutions, was 
ordered to be sold. 
This dramatic event was so hastily consummated that the 
transfer of property to the royal control was incomplete; 
1Colecci6n general de las providencias hasta aqui tomadas por el 
gobierno sobre el extraiiamiento y ocupaci6n de temporalidades, de los 
regulares de la compania de J esus que existian en los dominios de 
S. M. de Espana , lndias e Islas Filipinas, a consecuencia del real 
decreto de 27 de febrero y pragmatica sanci6n de 2 de abril de este 
aiio. De orden del Consejo en el Extraordinario. Madrid, 1767. 
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collusion took place between the buyers and the authorities 
appointed to conduct the sales, so that often the conveyance 
was on the basis of the buyer's assuming fictitious debts on 
the property," thus virtually receiving it gratis. Still, 
after transportation expenses and annuities for each mem-
ber of the order had been deducted, and after the royal 
treasury had assumed all the obligations of the members, 
as late as 1792 the receipts for that year were $2,864,515.3 
In 1829 there still remained $239,530 in temporalidades, or 
property of the extinct order of the Society of Jesus.4 One 
hundred and twenty-three haciendas," the richest and best 
of the country were sold, besides a large amount of urban 
property. The amount of money which the Jesuits had out 
on interest may be guessed from the incident of the Duke 
of Terranova previously mentioned.6 Another important 
event in colonial times was the consolidaci6n de vales reales, 
already referred to,' which, while its net financial results 
were not extensive, was yet significant in principle.8 
During the colonial era the civil arm had a check upon 
the ecclesiastical-the royal patronage. When the Jesuits 
were banished and their property was confiscated, there 
was not the slightest protest on the part of the clergy. 
When Charles IV decreed the confiscation of ecclesiastical 
property and capital for his consolidaci6n de vales reales, 
Bishop Abad y Queipo protested, to be sure, but mildly and 
"Co lecci6 n genera l de las providencias to-madas sobre el es trn1!aJ 
mien to y ocupaci6n de temporcilidades de regulares de la extinguida 
ol'den de la CfJm7Hoiia. de Jes1£s, que existian en lo s dominios de S. lvl., 
parte quarta. Mexico, 1778. "Orden circular de 3 de noviembre de 
l 76!l, a las juntas provinciales." 
3Maniau, pp. 67-68. 
•Dubbin y Lozano, Vol. II, pp . 118-121. 
'·Riva Palacio, Vol. II, p . 843. 
1;S11pra, p. 57. 
1Ibid. 
8 lncidentally this event was the occasion of the sporadic rebellion 
of 1808. Gabriel Yermo, who led the band that arrested Viceroy 
Iturrigaray (September 15, 1808) , owned several haciendas valued at 
$2,000,000, which were deeply mortgaged to the clergy. Zerecero, 
pp. 14- 16. 
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re&pectfully, and in the ~ame of the landholders not the 
clergy. ' 
The so-called wars of independence began as an outburst 
of the masses and ended as a triumph of the privileged 
groups. The conflict was essentially a civil war, a struggle 
between the lower and upper strata. 0 Probably the 80,000 
Indians and rnestizos that followed Hidalgo and Morelos 
had extremely dim ideas of what they were fighting for; 
they only knew that they were miserable and hoped for 
alleviation of their wretchedness. Perhaps some of the 
Indians vaguely expected 10 to recover their lands, to free 
themselves from servitude, tribute and the many exactions 
that made life a burden. Four-fifths 11 of the masses were 
in rebellion during the first three or four years of the war, 
and they seized large numbers of haciendas which they did 
not cultivate but found a fierce joy in holding. As the war 
continued with no results visible to the masses, they grad-
ually fell away and the final victory was won by the privi-
leged classes. The clergy and large landholders were not 
interested in separation from the home country as long as 
reaction prevailed there; but the establishment of constitu-
tional government in Spain (1820) and the unmistakably 
liberal trend in ecclesiastical matters there, settled the issue 
in New Spain; the privileged classes decided for independ-
ence, and it was consummated. 
The clergy emerged from the wars with relatively greater 
economic strength than before. True, they had lost some 
9The clergy and the large landholders furnished both money and 
men to fight the insurgents. Juan Moncada, Conde de S. Mateo Val-
paraiso y Marques del J aral recruited and equipped, merely from the 
peons of his plantation , a whole regiment of which he was made 
colonel. (Riva Palacio, Vol. III, p. 126.) The prior of the convent 
of Carmen alone promised, at the outbreak of hostilities, $200,000 in 
cash, 10,000 hor ses and 700 men, mounted and supported by the 
Hacienda del Pozo, which belonged to that convent. R elacion de Fray 
Gregorio de la Concepcion, quoted by Riva Palacio, Vol. III. p. 148. 
1 0E. Maqueo Castellanos, Algunos problemas naciona1es , p. 76. 
Mexico, 1909. 
' ' Abad y Queipo, Edicto, p. 165. 
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millions of dollars in tithes-for the bishops, as a special 
dispensation, had held sureties responsible for only a pro-
portionate amount of collections . ' ~ True, they had given 
large sums voluntarily to their supporters and had been 
forced to give or lend other large sums to their opponents; 
yet their proportional losses were small as compared with 
those of the landholders. The haciendas had declined 
greatly in value during the wars, some of them being worth 
scarcel¥ half of their pre-war valuation. Payment of inter-
est on mortgages was suspended during the years of civil 
strife, because the haciendas yielded so little return that 
their owners found it impossible to meet their obligations. 
At the close of hostilities the clergy demanded the accrued 
interest, and the hacendados whose estates had been mort-
gaged to the amount of their full valuation more or less, 
now found themselves obligated to that same amount plus 
accrued interest, though their property was worth only 
about half as much as before the wars. The result was that 
some suffered the loss of their estates and were totally 
ruined, and that others were forced to mortgage their prop-
erty yet more deeply to the clergy. 11 
The power of the Mexican Church was also greatly 
increased by the actual separation from Spain. In the 
opinion of the political leaders, the patronage had passed 
to the civil government as successor to the King of Spain. 
The view of the Holy See, on the other hand, was that the 
patronship had been a special and personal favor shown to 
the sovereigns of Spain and did not pass to the civil govern-
ment without an express declaration to that effect. Since 
such a declaration was not forthcoming, the Mexican clergy 
regarded their authority as virtually independent of the 
civil government, as long as the Vatican did not enter into 
a concordat with the republic on the matter. The eccle-
siastical fueros, . or privileges, of the clergy were now 
strengthened by their independence of the civil authority, 
and their arrogance knew no bounds. 
'" Abad y Queipo, Edicto, pp. 162-163. Cf. supra, p. 49. 
'"Mora. Mejico y sus revoluciones, pp. 503-507. 
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The period of greatest ascendancy of the clergy in Mexico 
was from 1821 to 1856, and especially from 1821 to 1833. 14 
It brought forth many changes and reforms, but they were 
extremely temporary, following the kaleidoscopic changes 
in government, and were important only as showing the 
general trend of opinion and sentiment. The state govern-
ments were the bulwarks of liberalism and the clergy of 
reaction, while the national government wavered, vacillated, 
and swung from one extreme to the other.' 5 The attempted 
reforms 'r. of the state governments were for the most part 
entirely ineffective, because the clergy slipped out on the 
ground of ecclesiastical privilege or on the pretext that the 
matter pertained to the central government. In 1823, to 
be sure, the government nationalized the very considerable 
property of the Inquisition,11 consisting of urban and rural 
real estate and capital loaned on mortgage security, 
abolished primogeniture and destroyed many privileged as-
sociations and guilds, such as those of lawyers and mer-
chants; but it did not dare to attack the main fuero-that of 
the clergy-consequently the many ecclesiastical corpora-
tions with their large property and capital survived almost 
unimpaired. 
In 1833, however, relations between the temporal and 
ecclesiastical authorities reached a crisis. The central gov-
ernment was in desperate financial straits; its revenues did 
not suffice even for ordinary expenditures, of which there 
was an accrued deficit of more than $36,000,000; the public 
14M. Otero, Ensayo sabre el verdadero estado de la cuesti6n social 
y politica que se agita en la republica mexicana, p. 38. Mexico, 1842. 
1sMora, Revista politica, pp. 1-292. 
1GUnder the Constitution of 1824 several states attempted measures 
similar to the Reform of 1856-1859. There were also isolated efforts 
to remedy the agrarian situation such as that of Francisco Garcia, 
governor of Zaca tecas, who bought up some large estates and sold 
them in small parcels, but such measures were not a drop in the 
bucket. Mora, M ejico y SUS revoluciones, Vol. I , p. 512; Gonzalez Roa, 
pp. 69-70. 
11rn 1829 the ex-inquisition property still amounted to nearly 
$2 000,000. Dublan y Lozano, Vol. II, pp. 122-124. 
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debt amounted to nearly $128,000,000 and the government 
was not able to pay interest on it. The property of the 
Church at this period was conservatively estimated by 
J. M. L. Mora, '' one of the authors of the 1833 reform, at 
$180,000,000, and the clergy's income at $7,500,000-more 
than the revenues of all the state governments combined. 
It was impossible for the national government to tax secular 
real estate because it was mortgaged beyond its value to 
the clergy; industry could not be taxed, for it was reduced 
to almost nothing; nor could mining, which had not recov-
ered from the effect of the war and was deeply encumbered; 
nor commerce, which had been almost destroyed by contra-
band operations. Consequently the only means left for 
obtaining revenue was to draw upon ecclesiastical proper-
ties, which were in a relatively prosperous condition. Fur-
thermore, the government owed the clergy more than 
$13,000,000; so confiscation of the Church property and 
capital would automatically extinguish that much of the 
internal debt. 
Valentin Gomez Farias, who was at that time vice-presi-
dent and acting president under Santa Ana, had worked out 
a very elaborate plan of reform and published it in the 
official paper, El lndicador de la Federaci6n. He and his 
collaborators calculated that the ecclesiastical resources 
were sufficient both to extinguish the national debt and to 
support the Church, if the latter were under government 
control. Their' plan was more comprehensive and far-
reaching than the one that was finally put into operation in 
1856-1859. It was, Mora says, a "perfect plan," but, while 
both houses of Congress debated over each of the one hun-
dred articles, the forces of reaction gathered and the storm 
descended. The opportunity was lost; it was impossible to 
do more than inaugurate a few fragmentary and isolated 
1 8R evista poli tica, pp. 112 and 372- 373. Mora itemized his calcu-
lat ion and omitted a number of important items, such as schools, hos-
pitals, libraries, some churches and ecclesiastical residences, because, 
as he stated, he did not know their value. His estimate is, therefore, 
probably a decided understatement. 
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measures, some of which were annulled almost immediately 
by the theatrical Santa Ana, whose policy seems to have 
been to put his vice-president forward whenever funds were 
needed and then to dash in himself as the savior of vested 
interests and the defender of the Church. 
Some of the more important of these reform measureg 
were: the declaration that payment of tithes to the Church 
was no longer a civil obligation ;19 the secularization of the 
California missions and incorporation into the national 
treasury of funds and real estate belonging to them ;20 the 
nationalization of all pious funds whose revenue went out 
of the country,2 1 among them those for Philippine missions: 
the cession of the remaining property of the Jesuits to :he 
states in which it was situated, to be used for purposes of 
public education; and the prohibition of the clergy's calling 
in loans,22 which they were doing on a large scale in order 
to put their funds in a place of safety. On their part, the 
clergy did not fail to point to the deadly epidemic of cholera 
which devastated the country in 1833 as an evidePce of 
divine wrath against the despoilers of the Church.23 
l9But tithes continued to be paid as before, for the clergy had the 
powerful weapon of excommunication with which to enforce com-
pliance. Many were refused absolution at death until they willed to 
the Church their arrears of tithes. Consideraciones sobre la situa-
ci6n 7Jolitica y social de la republica mexicana, en el ano 1847, p. 10. 
Mexico, 1848. 
2orn 1842 these funds amounted to more than $4,000,000. Mani-
fiesto a la R epublica Mexicana, que hace el General de Brigada Jose 
Fi,gueroa, Comandante General y Gefe Politico de la Alta California, 
sobre sit conducta y la de los senores D. Jose Maria de Hijar y D. Jose 
Ma.ria Padres como directores de colonizaci6n en 1834 y 1835. (Quoted 
bv Rodriguez de San Miguel, Guia de Mejico, p. 19. Mexico, 1845. ) 
· 21This had been decreed in 1822, but had been reversed by one of the 
intervening governments. (Memoria de hacienda y credito publico, 
1869-1870, pp. 69, 154.) 
22The object of the prohibition was to protect the landholders upon 
whom this operation was working great hardship. 
n carlos Maria de BuRtamante, Campana sin gloria y guerra como 
la de los cacomixtles en las torres de las iglesias. Tenida en el recinto 
de Mexico. Causada por haber persistido D. Valentin Gomez Farias, 
Vice Presidente de la Republica Mexicana en llevar adelante la s /eyes 
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The years 1833 and 1834 are notable also for an interest-
ing movement among the Indians. The extreme Liberal 
wing, led by Pedraza and Rodriguez Puebla-the latter a 
full-blooded Indian-advocated maintaining in statu quo 
the Indian communal property, "4 establishing special schools 
and cooperative societies for the Indians and granting them 
special religious and civil privileges-in a word, giving 
them distinct civil status and pre-eminence as a race. This 
party published an official organ, Fenix de la Libertad, and 
was quite active, but was strongly opposed by Gomez Farias, 
who believed the races should be amalgamated as fast as 
possible and there should be no distinction based on race. 
This wing, alienated by the vice-president's attitude was, 
in part, responsible for his downfallY. 
In the next few years the clergy, seeing the fatal trend 
of events, began to dispose of their real estate as rapidly 
as possible. It is said that between 1833 and 1860 they sold 
real property valued at $85,000,000 for about $42,000,000.26 
The government, in an effort to put a stop to this process, 
decreed (October 14, 1841) that religious corporations couid 
not sell property without its permission. In 1842, also, a 
tax of fifteen per cent was imposed on any acquisition, by 
mortmain proprietors, of real estate and funds for pious 
works, benefices, chaplaincies, etc. 21 
The next crisis came in 1847. At the beginning of that 
year the president, Santa Ana, was leading the army of 
Mexico against the United States, and the vice-president, 
Gomez Farias, was acting in his stead at the capital. The 
de 11 de enero y 4 de febrero de 1847, llamadas de manos muertas que 
dc spojan al clero de sus propiedades con oposici6n casi general de la 
naci6n, p. 7. Mexico, 1847. 
2 4 There was continual agitation among politicians for the abolition 
of communal ownership and the substitution of private ownership of 
property. 
""Mora, R ei·ista politica, 262-264. 
2"Hubert Howe Bancroft, History of Mexico, 151 6-1 887, Vol. VI, 
p. 591. San Francisco, 1883- 1890. 
27The Sisters of Charity were exempted from the effects of this law, 
as were also donations to hospitals. 
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army being in desperate financial straits, Congress was in 
continuous session, day and night, January 7 to 10, trying 
to find a way out. Santa Ana thereupon sent a private and 
confidential letter"' to Gomez Farias, suggesting that he 
have Congress authorize the vice-president to raise 
$15,000,000 on ecclesiastical property. Congress docilely 
authorized Gomez Farias to "take the necessary financial 
steps to carry on the war with the United States." Accord-
ingly the vice-president issued an executive decree (January 
11, 1847) providing that the government obtain $15,000,000 
by mortgaging or selling at auction property held in mort-
main, excepting that of educational and eleemosynary insti-
tutions and with certain restrictions regarding mortgage 
loans, designed to make the burden as light as possible upon 
usufructuaries and tenants. Other decrees followed on 
January 14, February 4, and March 11, providing for the 
apportionment of the su·m among the bishoprics and the 
time and manner of payment." 9 
The archbishop, the metropolitan chapter, and many 
bishops protested violently and virulently, calling attention 
to the fact that in the war with the United States alone, 
the clergy had already furnished more than $1,200,000, 
and had allowed their property to be mortgaged as security 
for a foreign loan of $20,000,000. ''° The Cathedral of 
Mexico and many churches were closed in protest; bitter 
notes passed between the Cathedral Chapter and the Town 
Council. But, as their protests went unheeded and decree 
followed decree in fateful succession, the only recourse of 
the ecclesiastics seemed to be to arouse a vigorous rebellion 
in the capital city at the very hour when the American 
army of invasion was marching rapidly upon it"'-an event 
which was interpreted by some of the clergy as a sign of 
divine wrath as the cholera epidemic had been in 1833.3" 
2s Riva Palacio, V ol. IV, pp. 589- 608. 
29Memoria de hacienda y credito publico, 1869-1 870, pp. 28-30. 
:<oDespojo de las bienes eclesiasticos, p. 24. Mexico, 1847. 
:nMemoria de hacienda y credito publico, 1869-1870, p. 28. 
32Cam.paiia sin g·loria, p. 7. 
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At this dramatic moment Santa Ana hastened to the 
capital on the very day (March 28, 1847) that a new decree 
-probably authorized by him-was promulgated, empow-
ering the executive to raise $20,000,000 without alienating 
any national territory, contracting forced loans, making 
colonization contracts, attacking the property rights · of 
individuals or those of educational and eleemosynary insti-
tutions. Ecclesiastical property was not mentioned, but 
evidently the decree was aimed at it and it alone. The 
clergy acknowledged defeat in this bout by offering 
$2,000,000 in cash for the derogation of the law, to which 
Santa Ana acceded, issuing a decree to that effect on 
March 29, 1847. Thus he won the gratitude of the clergy 
and seemed also to back the Liberal administration.'" 
In order to raise the promised $2,000,000 the clergy, not 
willing to dispose of any more real estate, began to call in 
mortgage loans. This aroused much opposition and r.om-
plaint from the hacendados, upon whom it really worked 
a hardship in all probability; they besought the govern-
ment for help and the reply was the "law of May 17" 
(1847), forbidding the clergy to call for the redemption of 
mortgage loans. 
The year 1847 was marked also by several desperate up-
risings of Indians, which began with their attempts to bke 
lands from the whites-lands which the latter had in turn 
taken from them. The standing committee on colonization, 
in the ministry of Fomento, thereupon presented to the 
president a petition in which it was urged that something 
be done for the Indians, instead of for foreign colonists. 
The Indians, it was said, were exasperated by suffering 
due principally to lack of land sufficient to support them. 
They were only asking for "protection, justice, and a means 
of livelihood." Peace was impossible while a few · individ-
uals possessed veritable kingdoms and the masses were mere 
serfs."' 
33Riva Palacio, Vol. IV, pp. 589-608; Memoria de hacienda y cre-
dito publico, 1869-1870, p. 28. 
34Maza, pp. 368-393. 
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The next serious clash between temporal and ecclesiasti-
cal authorities in the matter of property came in 1853, when 
Benito Juarez, Minister of Ecclesiastical Affairs and Public 
Instruction in the cabinet of Juan Alvarez, sponsored +he 
law bearing his name, the Ley Juarez (November 22, 
1855) . Among other provisions regarding special trib-
unals, it forbade ecclesiastical courts to take cognizance of 
civil cases and limited their jurisdiction to offenses of the 
clergy. 
The promulgation of the Ley Juarez precipitated a formi-
dable rebellion in the state of Puebla-the stronghold of 
the Church-led by Antonio Haro y Tamariz and incited 
and financed by the clergy of the bishopric of Puebla. 
President Comonfort, who had taken office December 11, 
suppressed the uprising with considerable loss of life and 
the expenditure of $1,200,000. The president then issued 
a -decree providing for the sequestration of property of 
the bishopric of Puebla in an amount sufficient to indemnify 
the government for war costs, to pension the disabled and 
the families of the killed, and to indemnify the inhabitants 
of Puebla for the damage incident to the siege. The 
governor of the state, General Traconis, was given dicta-
torial powers for putting the decree into effect. An office 
was established35 for handling the confiscated property; 
officials of tax and registry offices were required under 
severe penalty to furnish data regarding ecclesiastical 
holdings. 
The opposition of the clergy to this measure was des-
perate. Finding that pastoral letters and edicts were ineffi-
cacious, they resorted to threats of excommunication and 
to refusal of sacraments ; they also used the confessional 
and their personal influence upon individuals to prevent 
them from buying the property or giving information about 
it. They concealed titles, deeds, and account books and 
35This office was in charge of Juan de la Portilla, whose account 
of his activities is the basis of this resume. (Episodio his t6rico del 
gobierno dictatorial del Sr. I. Comonfort. Escrito en propia defensa 
por Juan de la Portilla. Mexico, 1860.) 
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forced stewards to hide or go into exile. The people of 
Puebla, moreover, were slow to purchase the property, be-
cause of their piety and their devotion to the clergy, because 
of lack of faith in the permanence of the law, and because 
they preferred to forego the opportunity of a good bargain 
in real estate rather than fall into the claws of the Evil One. 
There was not in Puebla even a child of eight years that did 
not recite: "No devil that makes any attempt against the 
holy priesthood or against the property of the Holy Church 
will be absolved, confirmed, married, or buried in holy 
ground." Nevertheless President Comonfort persisted, and 
by September 7, 1857, the sequestration operations were 
ordered suspended, their purpose having been practically 
accomplished. '"; 
The Puebla incident was really the opening gun in La 
Refol'ma, the most significant and dramatic period of Mexi-
co's history. Comonfort would have been the hero of that 
movement, had it not been for his fatal policy of conciliation 
and his failure to see that this was no time for ~ompr0m;se , 
that only the most drastic procedure could hope for even a 
measure of success. 
3 '; It is likely that quite a large sum of money was realized, for, 
besides the amounts collected for the purposes provided by the decree, 
Juan de la Portilla, who was in charge of the sequestration operations, 
charged to "extraordinary expenses," according to his own statement, 
hi s salary of $300,000 per month. (Portilla, p. 112.) 
CHAPTER V 
THE REFORM 
On the eve of La Reforma social and economic conditions 
had not changed greatly-and certainly they had not im-
proved-from the gloomy description given by Bishop Abad 
Y Queipo at the end of the colonial period. None of the 
burdens that weighed down upon the masses had been 
removed or lightened. The landholders, perhaps in an 
effort to retrieve their fortunes impaired by the wars, per-
haps hardened by the continual efforts of the Indians and 
the masses in general to seize and hold lands, had en-
croached more than ever on the village properties until in 
many cases the villages held only the land on which their 
miserable jacales, or huts, were built. 
In some places the ignorant Indians still paid tribute "to 
the king of Spain" and gave money for the "Redemption 
of Captives" and the "Holy Places of Jerusalem," despite 
the nationalization of these funds. 1 Some of the clergy, 
taking advantage of their alleged freedom from the re-
straint of the civil authority, exacted even more excessive 
parochial fees than before. The peon who earned thirty 
pesos per year had to pay almost a year's wages for the 
marriage ceremony or else live without the sanction of the 
Church.2 There were even parish priests, according to 
Melchor Ocampo, "the sociologist of the Reform," whose 
income was greater than the salaries of state governors, 
cabinet members, or judges of the Supreme Court. 3 The 
yearly income of the archbishopric of Mexico was $348,378.4 
iconsideraciones sobre la situaci6n politica, p. 6. 
2Respuesta primera que da Melchor Ocampo al senor autor de 1ma 
impugnaci6n a la representaci6n que sobre obvenciones hizo el mismo 
Ocampo al honorable Congreso de Michoacan. Morelia, 1851. 
3Qcampo argued that, since parochial fees could be collected by 
civil authority, they were a tax and the same authority had a right 
to reduce them. 
•Fortuno Hipolito Vera, Catecism 1 geografico-hist6rico-estadistico de 
la iglesia mexicana, pp. 12-14. (Amecameca, Mexico?), 1881. 
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Although considerable inroads had been made upon the 
ecclesiastical holdings, the presbyter, Hipolito Vera, esti-
mated that the real property of the Church was worth 
$184,600,000." This was merely productive real estate 
(fincas rusticas y urbanas) and did not include churches, 
monasteries, schools, hospitals, furniture, plate, libraries, 
and a:rt treasures. Ninety per cent of the urban property 
was said to be owned by the clergy and most of the rural 
real estate either belonged to them in reality, or virtually 
so, because of being so deeply mortgaged in their favor. 6 
The revolution of Ayutla was vaguely committed to 
agrarian reform. The masses, giving a literal interpretation 
to general phrases about liberty and progress, insistently 
demanded land, and various uprisings took place having 
for their object the seizure and distribution of it. General 
.Alvarez, leader of the Ayutla revolution, when bitterly 
attacked by the conservative press for atrocities incident 
to these uprisings, replied in his Manifiesto a los pueblos 
cultos de Europa y America, setting forth the wretched 
condition of the peons who were bought and sold like slaves 
and then held by means of debts which passed on and on 
even to the eighth generation. "The hacendados' insati-
able greed for land," he continues, "never diminishes; they 
gradually possess themselves both of the lands of indi-
viduals and the ejidos of villages-when there are any-and 
then, with the most incredible impertinence, allege owner-
ship without presenting a legal title of acquisition, while the 
villages clamor for justice and protection, but the courts are 
deaf to their cries. Contempt, persecution, and imprison-
ment are the penalty meted out to those who but claim 
their own property."7 
The hacendados issued a pamphlet in reply to .Alvarez' 
manifesto, invoking the sacred rights of property against 
those who "without religious or civil principles, have no 
regard for property rights and, with an insatiable thirst 
5lbid, p. 15. 
6Mora, Mejico y sus revoluciones, Vol. I, pp. 513-514. 
7 Riva P alacio, Vol. V, pp. 249-252. 
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for lands, continually invade those of adjoining owners, 
whether hacendados or villages." "And," they ask, "in 
order to put it into such hands, will these psuedo-philan-
thropists deprive us of our property? There could be no 
surer means of reducing the country to barbarism."8 
But in reality the landed proprietors had no immediate 
cause for anxiety, for economic warfare was to fake a 
purely theological turn: the reformers were training their 
guns on the great landholder-the Church. Previous meas-
ures had been ineffective and had only served to make the 
clergy tighten their grasp and prepare for the fray which 
was to be war to the death, economically and even literally 
speaking. 
The first reform that was in any sense national in scope 
was the Law of Expropriation (Ley. de desamortizaci6n ), 
June 25, 1856, called Ley Lerdo9 from the name of its 
author, Miguel Lerdo de Tejada, Minister of the Treasury 
under President Comonfort. The law provided that no 
corporation, civil or ecclesiastical, would be permitted to 
acquire or own real property (fincas) ; that properties, both 
rural and urban, then owned by such corporations, would be 
adjudicated to the tenants or usufructuaries at a price 
determined by capitalizing the rent or canon at six per 
cent ;' 0 that properties not rented or leased would be sold 
at public auction. If a tenant did not take proper steps 
to secure his right within three months, the property would 
then be open to denunciation at the same price. At any 
time within the three months the corporations were at 
liberty to make sales, with the approval of the government. 
sGonzalez Roa, pp. 70-77. 
9C6digo de la reforma: o sea, colecci6n de lqs leyes que afectan 
especialmente a los cat6licos y al clero, ordenada y anotada por Fran-
cisco Pascual Garcia, primera edici6n, pp. 170-192. Mexico, 1903. 
100.ne object of adjudicating the property to tenants was to find out 
what and where it was, as the government had practically no data 
regarding it. (Parra, pp. 120-121.) As applied to the church proper-
ties, the process was that of expropriation and adjudication or sale; 
a s applied to property owned by civil corporations, expropriation and 
allotment in severalty. 
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The manner of payment was to be a censo redimible (re-
deemable by agreement) at six per cent, that is to say, the 
purchaser was to pay six per cent interest per year indefi-
nitely with the privilege of paying the principal at any time 
and receiving a clear title. All sales were subject to the 
payment of the alcabala at five per cent, one-half in cash, 
and one-half in bonds of the public debt. 
The Ley L erdo was in reality a very moderate measure. 
Its supporters in Congress nevertheless had a stiff fight 
for its adoption. Their leader, Francisco Zarco, made 
much of the fact that the attempted reforms of 1833 and 
1847 had failed largely because of being too radical. The 
measure did not deprive the Church of any property-
merely changing its form and reimbursing the owner; it 
made no attack upon the mortgaging and money-lending 
operations of the clergy; it did not touch the vast funds 
of the capellanias and pious works; it did not disturb con-
ventual and church buildings, educational and eleemosynary 
institutions, parish houses and episcopal residences; it did 
not question the right of ecclesiastical corporations to exist 
and perform all economic functions except that of owning 
real property. 
The purposes of the law, 11 as stated in the circular accom-
panying it, were to make real property more mobile, thus 
conducing to its improvement and development, to equalize 
taxation of real estate, and to increase the revenue of the 
government by receipts from the alcabala and other forms 
of taxation. A studied silence was maintained as to the 
political side of the question, only the economic advantages 
being stressed . 
The clergy, however, were not slow to see the former 
side, and, with the exception of the Bishop of Guadalajara 
who accepted the situation gracefully, the protests from 
prelates were violent. For the most part they contended 
that the government had no jurisdiction over the Church 
and must take the matter up with the Holy See. On the 
other hand, the Liberals hailed Lerdo de Tejada as the 
11 Riva Palacio, Vol. V, pp. 150-153. 
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savior of his country and prophesied an era of unprece-
dented prosperity. 
Nevertheless the results were extremely disappointing 
from the standpoint both of property movement and of 
revenue. Se:fior Lerdo published a detailed account12 of the 
operations of expropriation for the first six months after 
the passage of the law; but from that point on there is no 
record, the archives having supposedly been carried away 
by Juarez in his hasty exit from the capital in 1858. 13 
Lerdo's account contains, besides the one hundred and 
forty-four circulars explaining the law, a list of more than 
nine thousand 14 pieces of property adjudicated to tenants 
or sold at auction-principally the former-in the period 
of six months. The total valuation was $23,019,280.72, 
though Lerdo says the prices were very low and the actual 
value was probably upwards of $50,000,000. The prices 
ranged from 39 cents to $333,333; the great bulk of the 
property was urban and situated in the capital.'" The 
author says that the returns were very incomplete, several 
states not having been heard from at all and some others 
reporting only three to nine adjudications. Unfortunately 
the size of the tracts is given in only a few cases; so far 
as one may judge from those mentioned, the usual price for 
improved agricultural !and was about two pesos per acre. 
As for revenue, the alcabala for the period mentioned pro-
duced for the government $1,083,611.01, of which the sum 
of $308,302.28 was in securities of the internal debt-an 
insignificant amount. 
The Ley Lerdo remained in force about eighteen months. 
12Memoria presentada al Exmo. Sr. Presidente Sustituto de la 
Republica por el C. Miguel Lerdo de Tejada, dando cuenta de la marcha 
que han seguido los negocios de la hacienda publica, en el tiempo que 
tuvo a su cargo la secretaria de este ramo. Mexico, 1857. 
1sManuel Payno y Flores, Cuentas, gastos, acreedores y otros asun-
tos del. tiempo de la Intervenci6n Frances1~a y e! lm71erio. De 1861 
a 1867, p. 3. Mexico, 1868. 
HThere were fewer than 9,000 adjudicataires, as many persons ac-
quired several pieces of property each. 
"'Memoria of Lerdo de Tejada, pp. 170-532. 
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It is probable that the result of its operation was to leave 
a few rich men richer and to enable a few speculators to 
carry on operations advantageous to themselves.16 It was 
soon evident that many tenants and usufructuaries had had 
property adjudicated to themselves merely to keep it out of 
the hands of the government and restore it to the clergy. 
Many others intimidated by fear of eternal punishment, or 
cajoled, induced or threatened by speculators, relinquished 
their rights, thus giving the latter an opportunity to de-
nounce the lands concerned. It is probable that no poor 
man was relieved ; for he could hardly afford to pay the 
alcabala and registry costs, in addition to continuing pay-
ments in cash at the same rate that his rental had been-
the latter often in kind-and to being responsible for the 
upkeep of the property and supplying working capital. 
Not only was the poor man not benefited by the Ley 
L erdo, but the beginning of the extreme impoverishment 
of the Indian and the loss of municipal freedom is to be 
found in the unfortunate inclusion of civil corporations in 
the process of expropriation. Perhaps this was for the 
purpose of softening the blow that fell upon the Church, 
by making it appear that the law was not exclusively di-
rected against the priesthood ; more likely it exemplified the 
belief of the reformers that the elimination of communal 
ownership of property-by villages, congregaciones, and 
rancherias-and the substitution therefor of private own-
ership, would be a step forward in civilization. The Ley 
Lerdo exempted from its application lands destined for 
municipal support, but this exception was later wiped out 
by constitutional provision. Lerdo's list shows some val-
uable municipal lands and communal lands of Indian vil-
lages sold to individuals-which meant that one man had 
added to his holdings, while some hundreds had been 
deprived of a means of livelihood. In other cases the 
commons were divided proportionally among the .village 
inhabitants, with results that will be noticed on a larger 
1 cMelchor Ocampo, Exposici6n sobre las circul.ares de Don Melchor 
Ocampo. Obras cornpl.z tas, Vol. II, pp. 158-173. Mexico, 1900. 
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scale later.11 There were many uprisings of Indians in 
consequence of this unfortunate blunder.18 
The Constitution of 1857 substantially incorporated the 
Ley Juarez, the Ley Lerdo, and some of the other reforms 
of Comonfort. It was probably too liberal for its period, 1 ~ 
even if two far more radical measures suggested for inclu-
sion in it at the constitutional convention, were defeated, 
namely, one providing for religious liberty~0 and another 
for agrarian reform. 
The latter, proposed and rather loosely formulated by 
Ponciano Arriaga, included the following ten provisions :21 
( 1) as concentration of large expanses of land in the hands 
of a few was prejudicial to the public good, property rights 
were to be perfected only "by means of work" (por media 
del trabajo); (2) no individual was to own more than 
fifteen square leagues (75,850 acres) of land, unless all of 
it were fenced and cultivated; (3) if at the end of a year, 
any haciendas exceeding 75,850 acres remained unfenced 
or uncultivated, the owners must pay a special tax of 
twenty-five per mille on the total valuation fixed by experts; 
( 4) at the end of the second year, if such haciendas stm 
remained unfenced or uncultivated, they would be declan~d 
the property of the nation; ( 5) sales of tracts smaller than 
75,850 acres were free of tax; ( 6) any additional lar.d 
beyond the maximum established must pay a tax of twenty-
five per cent on the valuation of the excess; (7) entail-
ment and mortmain were to be abolished; (8) all villages, 
cangregaciones, and rancherias must be supplied with land, 
proprietors whose land it was found necessary to expro·· 
priate for the purpose, being indemnified; (9) any source 
of wealth not exploited by the owner of the land on which 
11Jnfra, pp. 112-115. 
1sAnselmo de la Portilla , p. 122. 
19fbid., Mexico en 1856 y 1857. Gobierno del General Comonfort, 
pp. 186-187. New York, 1858. 
2ocomplete religious liberty was provided for by a decree of Juarez, 
December 4, 1860, and incorporated into the constitution by amend-
ment December 14, 1874. 
21Gonzalez Roa , p. 73. 
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it was situated would be adjudicated to any one who should 
denounce it; (10) rural properties, the fiscal valuation of 
which did not exceed fifty pesos, were not to be subject to 
taxation.22 
Despite the ardor of Arriaga and other advocates of 
these measures, the convention took no action upon them. 
The cry of heresy on the one J:iand and of socialism on the 
other was sufficient to overpower the advocates of such 
radical changes."' 
The two articles of the Constitution most opposed by the 
clergy were number twenty-seven, which forbade civil and 
ecclesiastical corporations to own or administer real prop-
erty, except 'that which was destined immediately and 
directly for worship or for the object of the institution; and 
number twenty-five, which declared that the state could 
not permit any contract, compact, or agreement to be 
entered into, by which an individual lost or irrevocably sac-
rificed his liberty, whether by reason of work, of education 
or of religious vows.2 • The latter article was in part di-
rected against peonage; but while it did not expressly 
22lt is interesting to observe that practically all of Arriaga's pro-
visions reappear, in principle, in Article 27 of the Constitution of 
1917. 
23In 1861 the legislature of the state of Aguascalientes passed an 
agrarian law which required those who owned more than 17,356 acres 
of land to sell the excess, and provided for a steeply graduated scale 
of taxation which, if put into effect, would have forced the subdivision 
of large estates. The proceeds of the taxation were to be devoted to 
educational and beneficent purposes and to the establishment of "banks 
for the aid of artisans." It was impossible, however, to enforce the 
law. The landed proprietors, in their protest to the national govern-
ment, represented the great hardship which the law would entail 
upon those who owned 1,500,000 or 2,000,000 acres of land, adding that 
the subdivision of large estates was an "obsession of long standing 
among Mexicans ." Exposici6n que elevan al soberano congreso de la 
union varios propietarios pid1'.endo la insubsistencia de la llamada ley 
agraria, pp. 14-55. Mexico, 1861. 
2•other reforms of the period were: the requirement of civil registry 
of vital statistics, the secularization of cemeteries, and the limiting of 
parochial fees for baptism, bann s, marriage, and burial, and requiring 
those rites to be p erformed for the poor free of charge. Parra, p. 49: 
Riva Palacio, Vol. V , p. 133. 
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abolish monastic orders, it contained the germ of their 
suppression and deprivation of their property, and it cer-
tainly would imply the corollary that the government would 
not help to enforce the fulfilment of monastic vows, as it 
had hitherto obligated itself to do. 2 " 
There were some in the convention who saw the danger 
of including civil corporations in the expropriation process. 
Castillo Velasco, for example, pointed out that the granting 
of municipal liberty would be a cruel jest, if the towns 
were deprived of their propios for municipal support, as 
would also the declaration of personal liberty if the ejidos 
were taken away; for without the latter the Indians would 
inevitably fall into peonage.26 
The Constitution was promulgated February 12, 1857, 
and all government officials were required to take the oath 
of allegiance as a condition of retaining their respective 
offices. On the other hand they were forbidden to do so 
by the clergy on pain of excommunication and deprivation 
of the holy sacraments.21 Confronted by this dilemma, 
some officials took the oath, retracted it before a priest, and 
then took it again. Priests who absolved persons that had 
taken the oath and had not subsequently retracted it were 
suspended by their prelates.28 There was a perfect deluge 
of pastoral letters and of tracts, pamphlets, and newspaper 
articles on both sides. Rebellions and crimes were perpe-
trated in the name of religion on the one hand, of liberty on 
the other.29 President Comonfort himself lost faith in the 
Constitution and supported the pronunciamiento de Tacu-
baya (December 19, 1857) which declared the Constitution 
25Civil coaction in enforcing the fulfilment of monastic vows had 
been abolished in 1833, and restored in 1834 by Santa Ana. (Riva 
Palacio, Vol. V, p. 133; Mora, Revista politica, Introducci6n, p. 125.) 
zaGonzalez Roa, p. 71. 
21Anselmo de la Portilla, Mexico en 1856 y 1857, pp. 186-187. 
2ssome of the clergy accepted the constitution; the Bishop of Oaxaca 
ordered a Te Deum in its honor. The greatest disorders were in small 
towns entirely dominated by clerical influence. (Riva Palacio, Vol. V, 
p. 228 et seq.) 
29lbid. 
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abolished and made Comonfort head of a provisional govern-
ment until a constituent congress should have been called 
and a new Constitution drafted. The archbishops issued 
a circular and had it sent to all the dioceses, declaring that 
all who subscribed to the Plan de Tacubaya would be re-
leased from any penalties they might have incurred by 
swearing allegiance to the Constitution. 
Benito Juarez, who was Chief Justice under Comonfort, 
succeeded constitutionally to the presidency, fled from the 
capital and set up his government successively in Guana-
juato, Guadalajara, and Vera Cruz. For the three years 
following two governments functioned in Mexico: the reac-
tionary one, with its seat in the capital, declaring the annul-
ment of the L ey Lerdo, trying to restore the clergy's prop-
erty, and reviving the ecclesiastical tribunals; the liberal 
one, with its seat at Vera Cruz, promulgating still more 
drastic laws against the clerical privileges. 
On July 12, 1859, Juarez issued an executive decree 
nationalizing ecclesiastical property. In the preamble he 
gives as his reasons, that the clergy were in open rebellion 
against constitutional government; that they had diverted 
to war purposes the funds of the faithful; that they had 
resisted the government's efforts to remove the odium at-
tached to the collection of parochial fees by civil authority; 
that they had maintained a constant attitude of hostility 
toward government measures, even those that conduced to 
the good of the Church. The decree proclaimed the abso-
lute separation of church and state, the suppression of 
monastic orders, confraternities, archconfraternities, broth-
erhoods, and congregations, the partial suppression of or-
ders of nuns,30 the nationalization of all property of the 
regular and secular clergy, whether rural or urban, real 
30 Nuns were encouraged , but not required, to leave their cloisters 
and the novitiates were closed. Sisters of Charity were excepted 
because of their humane work and because of not living in com-
munities. Both monks a nd nuns were provided for financially, though 
rather scantily. Nuns were allowed t o retain their dowries, in any 
case. 
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estate, stocks or rights to receive money. Churches were 
excepted-at least as many as should be designated by state 
governors as adequate to provide for public worship. Resi-
dences of the secular clergy were also excepted by infer-
ence.'n 
On the following day Juarez promulgated the "Law of 
occupation of ecclesiastical property," "" providing the man-
ner in which the nationalization should take place. Special 
offices, subordinate to the treasury department were to be 
established in state capitals and other centers. The officials 
in charge of them, accompanied by notaries and witnesses, 
were required to demand of stewards and managers all 
papers and documents relating to interests in their charge, 
and to make inventories and present them to the treasury 
department. They were to be given police and military 
protection if necessary. When the inventories had been 
completed, the properties were to be sold at public auction 
under the supervision of the officials in question. 
The terms were made easy for purchasers; no alcabala 
was levied; only one-third of the price was required to be 
paid in money, and that in easy installments of five to 
nine years; at least one-third was to be in securities of the 
national debt, and the bid of the person offering the largest 
proportion of such securities was to be accepted. Mort-
gage loans, whether they antedated the law of June 25, 
1856, or were a result of it, cou1d be redeemed by the 
debtors on liberal terms-three-fifths in securities of the 
public debt and the remainder in money payable in forty 
successive monthly installments, for which they were to 
give promissory notes, payable "to bearer." It was pro-
vided that, if mortgagors did not redeem their loans within 
three months, the claims of mortgagees would be sold 
at public auction. In order to circumvent the efforts of 
the clergy to conceal their holdings, specially liberal terms 
were offered to those who should denounce properties or 
capital of which the offices had no knowledge. 
' IC6digo de la r eforma, pp. 364-366. 
32fbid., pp. 169-202. 
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It is not likely that Juarez had any hope of putting these 
laws adequately into effect at the time of their promulga-
tion. They were a declaration of principles, a desperate 
war-cry, a flaming challenge rather than a definite piece of 
legislation. Probably he had the further object of attract-
ing new adherents to the Liberal cause through the prospect 
of gain, creating a new proprietor class bound to the Liberal 
party by ties of material interest; and doubtless he hoped 
also to improve the condition of his exchequer. Since he 
controlled only part of the country and since the other 
government was actively undoing the effects of the law of 
June 25, 1856, it was manifestly chimerical to expect any 
adequate financial results. 
There are no published records of these years 1858-1861, 
though it is likely that many transfers under the law took 
place. 33 It has been charged that the great majority of 
them were used as political spoils for Liberals.34 Specula-
tors were not attracted by the opportunities offered by the 
Vera Cruz government, and investors would not think of 
putting their money into real estate, even at a bargain, 
which might be snatched from them any day by a change 
in administration. State governors and military comman-
ders nevertheless disposed of the ecclesiastical property with 
a free hand, allowing mortgage loans to be redeemed at five 
per cent of their face value without accrued interest, selling 
an hacienda for a horse, or even gratuitously presenting 
real estate and money claims to their partisans. 35 Never-
theless nationalization operations are said to have produced 
for the treasury six million dollars in this period. 36 
With the end of the Three Years' War, December, 1860, 
the triumph of the Liberals, the return of the Juarez gov-
" 3Memoria de hacienda y credito publico, 1869-1870, p. 533. 
34Regis Planchet, La cuesti6n religiosa en Mexico, o sea, Vida de 
B enito Juarez, pp. 146-147. Rome, 1906. 
3 0Planchet, pp. 146- 147 ; Ricardo Garcia Granados : La constituci6n 
de 1857 y las leyes de reforma en Mexico ; estudio hist6rico-sociol6gico, 
pp. 101-102. Mexico, 1906. 
36Justo Sierra, Mexico, su evoluci6n social, Vol. I, p. 274. Mexico, 
1900-1904. 
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ernment to the capital, and the short lull of about a year 
before the French intervention, begins the period when 
the reform laws were really somewhat effective and when 
some data are available as to their proceeds. Juarez issued 
a manifesto defining anew the scope and purposes of the 
movement, and promulgated further laws and provisions 
for enforcement.37 His objects seem to have been to legal-
ize transactions already made, to detect and undo frauds , to 
stimulate denunciation of property hitherto untransferred, 
improving thereby the condition of the treasury, and to 
reduce the public debt. With this last-named object in 
view, the proportion of securities to cash was increased to 
sixty per cent; and an effort was made to diminish the 
enormously long list of pensioners and employees of the 
government by allowing them to exchange for real prop-
erty or claims on mortgage loans of the clergy their accrued 
claims against the government and the capitalization of 
their future claims.38 
Convents of nuns and their invested funds were included 
this time in the nationalization, the orders exclusive of 
Sisters of Charity, being definitely suppressed. The admin-
istration of educational and eleemosynary institutions was 
transferred to the government and their funds-so far as 
they could be discovered-retained as a source of income for 
the institutions. Churches and parochial and episcopal 
residences were still exempted from nationalization. Cape-
llanws de sangre, which were properly regarded as secular 
funds held in trust by the clergy, could be redeemed by 
the beneficiaries at ten per cent of the principal. 
The return from these operations was, as in the case of 
the law of 1856, rather disappointing to the Liberals. 
Data are very fragmentary and incomplete. ·The only de-
tailed report available is that of the special office established 
in the Federal District, which was to be the center of the 
system and to which the various branch offices over the 
a1c6digo de la Reforma, p . 291 to end. 
3BEl gobierno constitucional a la Nacion, in Ocampo, Obras com-
pletas, Vol. II, p. 129. Mexico, 1900-(1901?). 
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republic were to be subordinate. This report, covering 
the period January 7 to December 5, 1861, shows the total 
valuation'19 of 'property sold by the government within 
those eleven months to have been $16,584,447.03. More 
than $14,000,000 of that amount is attributed to the capital 
and the Federal District, which shows that the returns 
were very incomplete when the report was made. The list4o 
of properties and adjudicataires shows 2,007 adjudications 
at prices ranging from $150 to $505,477.25. Some of the 
same properties occur as on the 1856 list, but this one con-
tains no reference to municipal lands or to Indian com-
munal lands. 
A very good beginning was made toward amortizing the 
public debt, since in 1861 alone the recorded operations in 
bonds amounted to $9,712,389.554 1 and it was estimated by 
the treasury department42 that up to that date $24,000,000 
of the debt, all told, had been extinguished by operations 
of expropriation and nationalization. 
But there comes another period in which one can only 
guess at what happened.4" Juarez was again forced from 
the capital (May 31, 1863) and a Regency installed there, 
then the Empire, under Maximilian. Again there were 
two governments in Mexico, both issuing dicta on the sub-
ject of nationalization of ecclesiastical property; but this 
time both were working in harmony, though with no inten-
tion of doing so. It soon became apparent that the princi-
ples of the Reform had nothing to fear from the Empire 
39Memoria de las operacfones que han t enido lugar en la oficina 
especial de desamortizaci6n del distrito desde el 7 de enero, en que se 
abri6, hasta el 5 de diciembre de 1861 , en que cesaron sus labores para 
continuarlas la Junta Superior de Hacienda creada en virtud de ley 
de 17 de ju lio del mismo afio. P arte la. Mexico, 1862. 
•oJbid., Parte 2a. 
4 1lbid. , Parte 3a. 
4 2 Memoria de hacienda y credito publico, 1869-1870, p. 561. 
4"Jua r ez is supposed t o have carried away the promissory notes, 
bonds, etc., that wer e on hand, to prevent their falling into the hands 
of the enemy ; and the theory is that they were either lost or destroyed 
after the disastrous battles of Chihuahua and San Luis. (Garcia 
Granad os, pp. 101-102.) 
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and that the clergy were in a worse situation, as regarded 
their property, than under the Liberals. When the vic-
torious army of intervention entered the capital, General 
Forey issued a manifesto declaring that proprietors of 
nationalized property that had been regularly and legally 
adjudicated to them need not be disquieted, as they would 
be left in peaceful possession. This was, in short, the 
policy of the Empire. Maximilian made futile attempts to 
arrive at a modus vivendi with the Vatican, but the Pope 
refused even to treat with his envoy until the ecclesiastical 
property should be restored and the hostile laws abrogated. 
The emperor then called upon his Minister of Justice, E scu-
dero, to formulate a plan44 for revising the operations of 
nationalization in such a way that legitimate interests 
should be protected, fraudulent ones destroyed, and the 
whole matter finally settled so that property owners would 
be secure in their possessions. Laws were enacted substan-
tially reaffirming the principles of the Reform and subject-
ing to revision all operations of nationalization and adjudi-
cation. A special office was established and a Liberal, Juan 
Suarez Navarro, placed at the head of it. This office 
revised titles of property previously expropriated, and 
nationalized additional real estate until in 1866 the total 
valuation of such property there recorded was $62,365,-
516.41.45 Given the fact that, at the same time, Juarez was 
conducting operations of nationalization, in parts of the 
country that did not respond to Maximilian's offer,46 it is 
HPayno y Flores, lntroducci6n. 
4o[bid., num. 2. 
46Several states do not appear at a ll on Payno's li st and several 
others with very insign ificant amounts. His report was published 
after the end of the Empire, but he gives no figures for Juarez 
during that period. On May 11, 1865, Juarez with the purpose of 
counteracting Maximilian's activities, decreed that all transfer s of 
ecclesiastical property that had been approved by the F ederal Govern-
ment were valid even if there had been some irregularity about them. 
It seems likely, therefore, that the sections adhering to Juarez trusted 
his authority and did not present their claims for revision by 
Maximilian. 
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evident that quite a large amount of ecclesiastical property 
must have passed to private ownership during the period 
of the Empire. An anonymous author writing in 186G 
estimates on the basis of considerable data, that property 
to the amount of $112,000,000 had changed hands.47 The 
Abbe Testory, chaplain of the French army of intervention, 
thought that in 1865 the clergy still owned $100,000,000 
worth of property, and urged them to give it up volun-
tarily.48 
When the sad drama of the Empire had been played out 
to its tragic conclusion and President Juarez had re-entered 
the capital in triumph (July 15, 1867), among his first 
measures were the establishment (August 12, 1867) of an 
"Administration of Nationalized Property" and the ofter 
of new and more liberal terms to those who would denounce 
"concealed property" and to those who had allowed their 
payments on ecclesiastical property that they had acquired, 
to lapse.1 ~ 
There was considerable liquidation in the next ten years 
(1869-1879) , of which the actual proceeds in cash and 
securities reached $2,484,029.20. 5° From that point on, the 
amounts become quite insignificant until on November 8, 
1892, the "Law of Liberation"5 1 declared nationalized eccle-
siastical property free from any further claims by the 
treasury. 
The net financial result from the whole process of expro-
priation was, that about a hundred million dollars' worth of 
ecclesiastical property was reduced to private ownership 
and that the government realized a few millions of revenue, 
applied principally to the public debt. The actual value of 
the property transferred was much greater than the records 
show. It could not be disposed of on the same basis as 
47 0bservaciones sobre la ley de 26 de febrero y sobre su reglamento, 
pp. 7- 10. Mexico, 1865. 
~8L' Abbe Testory : El impe~io y el clero mexicano. Mexico, 1865. 
4"Memoria de hacienda y credito publico, 1869-1870, p. 754. 
00 El erario federal en el ultimo decenio 1869-1879, pp. 3, 15, 27, 39, 
52, 63, 74, 86, 99, 112. Mexico, 1879. 
r.1 vmamar, p. 56. 
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private property because of religious scruples which would 
yield only to powerful inducement, and because the legality 
of titles r ested merely upon the decree of a leader of a 
faction and might be annulled at any turn of the wheel of 
military fortune-as happened more than once. Further-
more, in the many changes of the seat of government, it is 
likely that records, promissory notes, and obligations were 
lost, so that many purchasers did not pay even the small 
price for which the property was adjudicated to them; a:id 
besides, much of it went as political spoils, yielding no 
return to the government. Unfortunately the ecclesiasti<:Rl 
real estate passed, for the most part in large tracts, only 
increasing the concentration of property in the hands of the 
few. Juarez succeeded far too well in creating a new 
landed aristocracy. Those enriched by the Reform, thougn 
calling themselves Liberals, became less and less liberal in 
sentiment until in the course of a few years the line between 
Liberals and Conservatives was obliterated and the old 
alignment was restored-on one side the clergy and land -
holders, on the other the masses. 
The great defect of the Reform Laws was their inclusion 
of the property of civil communities in the process of expro-
priation thus taking from towns and villages their land::: 
for municipal support and-worse still, perhaps-depriving 
Indian villages and others of communal lands. 52 If the 
villages had to fight to retain their lands when they were 
protected, at least technically and in some measure practi-
cally, by the beneficent Laws of the Indies, evidently their 
condition was much worse when the Reform Laws not only 
failed to protect them in their immemorial method of land 
tenure, but actually forbade it. The "lands for allotment" 
(terrenos de comun repartimiento) and the ejidos, or 
commons, were now to be apportioned in severalty to the 
communal owners. Some of the villages that were so for-
tunate as to possess clear-sighted leaders, saved themselves 
from ruin by depositing their individual titles in the car0 
s2cf. supra, p. 80. 
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of a trusted cacique and resuming communal life."" But hy 
far the greater number, when presented with titles which 
meant nothing to them, bartered them for a dollar or two, 
a sack of corn, or a quantity of liquor. So the large land-
holders and the speculators, both native and foreign, waxed 
rich while the class of landless and disinherited grew. 
The Reform had one result that was an unquestionable 
advantage to the country, namely, that something resem-
bling a middle class began to appear ; many mestizos became 
landowners ; race lines and property lines ceased, in a meas-
ure, to coincide. The Reform also emancipated landed pro-
prietors from economic subjection to the clergy, for it 
allowed them to pay off their mortgages and debts on easy 
terms; and doubtless many profited by the chaotic conditions 
to slip out of their obligations altogether.54 In a word, it 
consolidated the position of the landholders, weakened th2t 
of the clergy, and dealt a mortal blow to the villages. 
Considered from the standpoint of its central purpose-
namely, depriving the clergy of their ~conomic power-the 
practical operation of the Reform was far from thorough. 
It is fairly certain that a great deal of the Church property 
did not change hands at all, and that many of the purchas-
ers merely went through the form of acquisition, acting ag 
intermediaries by agreement with tlie clergy.55 Large sums 
are said to have returned to the ecclesiastics through the 
contenta, or indemnity paid to the expropriated owner.56 
In return for it the new proprietors received from the 
clergy a declaration that the Church renounced all right of 
ownership of the property in question. All those who 
bought ecclesiastical holdings paid the contenta, some be-
""Maner o, p . 25. 
54Payno y Flores (op. cit., p. 412) hints darkly at "violent oper-
tions" that took place in the latter part of the year 1867, as a result 
o ·( which the government r ealized only 30 per cent to 50 per cent on 
the promi ssory notes and obligations of purchasers of nationalized 
property. 
r.;y _ Guerrero, Bienes eclesiasticos, pp. 8, 21-22. Mexico, 1865. 
r.nR. B. Brinsmad e and M. C. Rolland, Mexican Problems, p. 24. 
(n. p . 1916). 
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cause of scruples of conscience, others because it made 
them feel more secure in the possession of the property 
acquired. 5 7 Doubtless, too, a part of the capital placed at 
interest and of the securities failed to pass to the control 
of the nation, since it could more easily be concealed than 
could ownership of real estate."8 
As time went on, observance of the Reform Laws became 
more and more lax. Diaz, soon after the beginning of his 
long administration, inaugurated his so-called "policy of 
conciliation,""9 or ignoring the Reform. The clergy had 
found that their earlier practice of excommunicating those 
who took the oath to observe the Constitution of 1857, made 
punishment so common that it lacked force. Consequently, 
they hit upon the plan of requiring for entrance into the 
Church, a counter oath that the applicant would not keep, 
or cause to be kept, the Reform Laws.60 Diaz, in order to 
conciliate the powerful influence of the Church, skilfully 
encouraged the designs of the clergy in that regard. Re-
strictions were relaxed, first those against charitable institu-
tions, then educational, 6 1 finally the "contemplative or-
ders."62 
ffEmile Velasco, ":Etude sur les relations entre l'etat et l'eglise dans 
la Renublique du Mexiane." Snr,1ete de legislation comparee, Bulletin. 
Annee 27, pp. 613-632. Paris, 1906. 
58Jt is related that in a certain juzgado de capellanias the inventory 
exhibited to the agents of the government showed only $10,535.69 in 
cash and bonds; but a thorough search by the agents brought forth 
$3,886,478 in cash, securities, and promissory notes. A roll of govern-
ment bonds worth, with the coupons, $1 ,750,558 was found hidden in 
the ceiling. Memoria de hacienda y credito publico, 1869-1870, pp. 
563-564. 
'-9Diaz covertly and cautiously acted upon this principle from the 
beginning of his presidency, but his policy was not sufficiently notice-
able to be discussed in the press until toward the end of the year 1890. 
C6digo de la ref orma, Apendice num. 1. 
eoLuis Lara y Pardo, De Porfirio Diaz a Francisco Madero; la 
sucesi6n dictatorial de 1911, pp. 68-77. New York, 1912. 
e11n 1905 the clergy had 593 schools in Mexico. Antonio Pefiafiel, 
Cuadro sin6ptico informativo de la administraci6n del Senor General 
Don Porfirio Diaz , p. 29. Mexico, 1910. 
G2Luis Cabrera, The Religious Question in Mexico, p. 15. New York, 
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Under the aegis of presidential favor and with the 
connivance of the authorities, the clergy were rapidly 
regaining the economic power which they had largely lost 
in the fifties. In addition to the sums which they had 
saved from the ruin of the Reform they now received gifts, 
bequests, and dowries of nuns as they had before the days 
of Juarez. The tithe was restored in fact, though not in 
name; almoners went from house to house soliciting funds; 
brotherhoods, confraternities, congregations, and societies 
for "pious works" were organized; new churches were 
built and new dioceses formed. 63 Both regular and secular 
clergy were permitted to hold real estate and to lend money 
on real estate security as before the Reform, but in general 
they did not do so openly. Much property continued to be 
held through intermediaries, but this method was not quite 
safe, since the heirs of the intermediary sometimes did 
not scruple to claim the inheritance. A large amount was 
also held by the secular clergy as private property, and 
willed by them either to their successors in office or some 
layman designated by higher ecclesiastical authority. The 
safest method, however, and the one most used was the 
formation of stock companies, ostensibly commercial, in 
which the clergy owned the controlling interest and retained 
the management.6 4 The sole purpose of these companies, 
however, was the handling of ecclesiastical estates and 
funds. 65 The economic recovery of the Church progressed 
1915; Helie Robert Savary , "L'eglise et l'etat au Mexique," Le 
Correspondant, Vol. CCXXV (n. s. v., 189), pp. 476-492. Paris, 1906; 
Rafael de Zayas Enriquez, L os E stados Unidos Mexicanos; sus pro-
g'1·esos en veinte aiios de paz, 1877-1 8 97. E studio hist6rico y estadis-
t ico1 fundado en los dato s oficiales mas recientes y completos, p. 91. 
N ew York (1900). 
6 ~Rodolfo Menendez Mena, The W ork of the Clergy and the Religious 
P ersecu tion in Mexico , pp. 19- 21. Merida, (n. d.). 
64H ence the Const itution of 1917 forbids commercial stock com-
panie~ t o "acquire, hold or administ er rural properties." (Sec. 4. of 
art. 27. ) 
6 5Sava ry, p. 489 ; Cabrera, p . 11; Julio Guerrero, La genesis del 
crimen en Mexico, p. 98. P a ris , 1901; Candido Aguilar, Le Probleme 
M exicain, p. 39. Paris, 1919. 
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so far under Diaz that it was charged as late as 1916 
that ten per cent of the capital of the country belonged 
to the clergy, who loaned money in the name of European 
bankers.nn 
·Thus the long and difficult Reform was only partially 
successful as to its main object. Furthermore, because 
of the unfortunate circumstances of its inception and 
execution, while it lessened some great evils, it allowed 
others-perhaps greater-to develop; and the people, in 
the words of Justo Sierra, still "hungered and thirsted 
for justice." 
GG Robert Bruce Brinsmade, El latifundismo mexicano, su origen y 
su remedio, p. 24. Mexico, 1916; Modesto C. Rolland, The R eligious 
Question in Mexico; open letter to Monseigneur Kelly, p. 16. New 
York, 1916. 
CHAPTER VI 
PUBLIC LANDS AND COLONIZATION 
The early leaders and statesmen of independent Mexico 
felt that the hope of future greatness for their country 
lay in attracting immigration from Europe; and the exam-
ple in this respect of the rapidly expanding republic to the 
northward inspired them to emulation. They also desired 
to increase the proportion of the white race to the Indian 
and thus raise the general level of culture which was kept 
low by preponderance of the native population. 
Enormous difficulties, however, stood in the way of colo-
nization-the lack of transportation facilities, the constant 
turmoil and struggle among political factions and social 
classes, the absence of religious liberty, and-perhaps the 
greatest practical difficulty of all-the absolute ignorance 
of both the central government and the state governments 
as to what public lands were at their disposal, what their 
extent was, or where they were situated. It was even said 
by some that public lands did not exist, except in the 
records of the Department of Fomento (Promotion) .1 
This situation arose partly from the fact that boundaries 
had been ill-defined in the Spanish land grants, which 
usually indicated limits by natural landmarks only, without 
previous survey. Proprietors of land had taken advantage 
of that situation. They availed themselves also of the 
opportunity offered by the ignorance of the Indians to 
extend their boundaries and increase their acreage. Efforts 
had been made during the colonial period, by means of 
composiciones,2 or adjustments, to locate and delimit the 
royal lands that were interspersed among private and com-
munal properties; but landowners only made these activi-
ties the pretext for greater usurpation and for confirming 
or obtaining titles to property acquired by questionable 
means. 
1 Pimentel, M em.oria sobre las causas, p. 224. 
2supra, p. 32. 
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During and for many years after the struggle of 1810 
to 1821, landed proprietors had more reason than during 
the colonial era for concealing the amount of their holdings 
and resisting any attempt at accurate appraisement, since 
the almost constant wars were sustained principally by 
forced loans and extraordinary taxes on real estate, grad-
uated as far as possible according to the capital and prop-
erty of the individual or corporation. In 1835, for instance, 
in order to sustain the war with Texas, a tax of two per 
mille was levied on all urban real estate." In 1836 the 
same tax was continued and one of three per mille was 
imposed on rural real estate.• Also numerous extraordi-
nary taxes were levied on income from real property/• 
These various measures met with such bitter resistaPce 
that the return from them was relatively slight.6 
It was also to the interest of landholders to conceal the 
amount of their property because of the unsettled policy of 
the government regarding regular taxation of real estate. 
During the short period of the First Empire Iturbide made 
an effort to establish a direct tax on rural real property,7 
based on the clergy's receipts from tithes; but the attempt 
seems to have had little success. During the first period 1, 
in which federalism prevailed in the Mexican republic 
( 1824-1836), a few of the states established direct taxes 
on real property, but most of them did not. In any case 
such taxes were not an important and essential part of 
state revenue." 
With the advent of centralism (1836) a regular annual 
"Dublan y Lozano, Vol III, pp. 102-105. 
•Ibid., pp. 169-173; 176--178. 
5lbid., Vol. I, pp. 657-659; Vol. II, p. 644, etc. From all these bur-
dens ecclesias~ical property was exempt, that is, convents, churches, 
ecclesiastical residences and eleemosynary institutions. 
SThe tax of 1835 on urban property yielded only $147,174 and that 
on rural property $159.203. Memoria de hacienda y credito publico, 
1838, segunda parte, documento numero 17. Mexico, 1839. 
7 Dfotamen de la comisi6n de hacienda sobre una contribuci6n predial. 
Mexico, 1822. 
BDublan y Lozano, Vol. V, pp. 269-270. 
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tax of two per mille was imposed by the national govern-
ment on urban real estate and of three per mille on rurai 
property." In 1838 the tax was removed' 0 and in 1841 
it was again imposed as a temporary measure to defray war 
expenses, 11 and in 1842 was declared permanent. ' " Five 
years later-federalism having been restored August 22, 
1846-these taxes were declared to be "revenues of the 
federal government" (rentas de la federaci6n) .1" On May 
30, 1853-the republic having returned to centralism-
Santa Ana decreed that the tax on urban real estate was 
"reestablished in all parts of the republic." '·\ 
The measures that have been mentioned are given merely 
as examples. Extraordinary confusion reigned in the mat-
ter of taxation of real estate by the national and state 
governments. The question did not assume any semblancr:> 
of order until after the adoption of the federal constitution 
in 1857, or-perhaps more accurately-until after the end 
of the French Intervention (1867). From that time on, 
the national government taxed real estate in the Federal 
District only, leaving to the states and territories the power 
of direct taxation of real property within their respective 
boundaries. 
Enough has been said to explain the opposition of land-
holders and ecclesiastical corporations to accurate survey 
and appraisement of land. Even state governments tried 
to conceal the value of their property and the sum total 
of their wealth, in order to escape lightly from contribu-
tions to sustain wars and to support the federal govern-
ment.'" 
~Ibid., Vol. V, pp. 169-173, 176-178. 
10/bid., Vol. III, p. 444. 
11 /bid., Vol. IV, p. 94. 
1"Colecci6n de los ultimos decretos sobre contr ibuciones directas, 
potestad coactiva y papel sellado, p. 95. Mexico, 1842. 
1"Dubl:in y Lozano, Vol. V, pp. 269-270. 
1 4/bid., Vol. VI, p. 220. 
"'In 1824, for instance, the sum of $3,136,875 was apportioned 
among the states as their contribution to the expenses of the federal 
government. Dubl:in y Lozano, Vol. I, pp. 710-712. Memoria de la 
secretaria de fomento, 1865, pp. 119-120. 
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The national leaders, in the early years of Mexico's 
independent existence, realized that colonization could not 
be undertaken to the best advantage until a thorough and 
general survey had been made, which would extricate public 
lands from among private properties and accurately delimit 
both. But the condition of the treasury absolutely forbade 
the performance of so huge a task, even if no opposition had 
been faced from the landholders, 'G and if the government 
had not been confronted from the outset with the more 
pressing question of ecclesiastical reform. 
Other serious difficulties hindering a proper utilization 
of the public domain, during the early and formative yearf' 
of the republic rose out of uncertainty and difference 0f 
opinion prevailing about a number of questions almost, if 
not quite, as fundamental: as to whether all private and 
communal property must be protected by original grants 
from the Spanish crown in order to exempt it from claim 
by the government ;11 as to whether public lands formerly 
the domain of the Spanish crown ( tierras realengas) had 
been transferred to the states or to the federal government; 
as to whether or not they were prescriptible. The result 
of all these practical difficulties and theoretical differences 
was extreme vacillation of policy regarding public lands 
and colonization, and frequency of illegal transactions. 
Hence it was decided not to make the matter of coloniz:::-
tion wait upon the survey of public lands and the settling 
of all points regarding them. 
The first colonization law, August 18, 1824, 1 ~ declared 
states to have control over public lands situated within 
their respective limits, and the federal government, of 
those in territories ; but such lands are referred to as "land.o 
16The typical hacendado's attitude was that of Pimentel, who, al-
though a very intelligent man, opposed the survey because "the r esult 
would be the same as that of all agrarian laws-discontent, disturb-
ances, hatred toward the government." Memoria sobre las cau~ a~ , 
p. 224. 
J7Wistano L. Orozco, Legislaci6n y .iurisprudencia sobre terrenos 
baldios , pp. 188-191. Mexico, 1895; Villamar, p. 142, et seq. 
1sMaza, pp. 191-193. 
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of the Nation" (terrenos de la Naci6n). 19 From this time 
until the adoption of the Constitution of 1857, policy varied 
according to the vicissitudes of the struggle between feder-
alism and centralism, interspersed with the personal ambi-
tions of contestants for the office of president. The states 
managed public lands very imprudently, selling large tracts 
for almost nothing, giving away others as political spoils, or 
entering into ruinous colonization contracts in order to 
raise a little revenue to meet war expenses. They soid 
public land to colonization companies for fifteen dollars per 
square league, or about three-tenths of a cent per acre."0 
Yet population was not augmented thereby, and the only 
effect was that the haciendas grew in size and increased in 
number. 21 
Nor were state governments the only offenders in the 
matter of squandering the public domain. Revolutionary 
leaders and jefes politicos, 22 or local authorities, gave away 
public lands with a free hand, and the federal government 
used them to reward successful leaders.2 3 The national 
government sold a mission in Lower California with its 
furniture, chapel, garden, orchard and six or eight square. 
leagues (26,340 to 35,120 acres) of irrigated agricultual 
land to an American for thirty dollars. About four hundred 
square leagues (1,756,000 acres), also in Lower California, 
were sold to a Mexican for two hundred dollars.24 
19Art. 2. 
20Memoria de fom ento, 1867-1868, pp. 60-76. 
2 1 The colony of Progreso in Yucatan failed because the state gov-
ernment sold its land to obtain revenue for war expenses. One in 
Nuevo Leon, to which 127,300 acres had been given, failed for the same 
reason. (Memoria de fom ento, 1865, p. 103.) 
2 ~ Maza , pp. 591, 636. 
n one of the first acts of the provisional government ( 1821) was 
to vote to the liberator Iturbide $1,000,000 and twenty square leagues 
of land. Later $200,000 of the $1,000,000 was paid to his heirs in 
land-3,051,000 acres. (Jose Diego Fernandez, Mexico, politica ex-
perimental, p. 59. Mexico , 1919; Maza, pp. 279, 525-526.) 
24Vicente Manero, Documentos interesantes sobre colonizaci6n: los 
ha reunido, puesto en orden cronol6gico y los publica Vicente E. 
Manero , p. 51. Mexico, 1878. 
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In 1837 an attempt was made to convert the foreign debt 
by means of the public domain. The outstanding bonds 
were secured by a special mortgage on 100,000,000 acres 
of public land situated in the Californias, Chihuahua, New 
Mexico, Sonora and Texas. Holders of bonds could convert 
them into ·land scrip exchangeable for public lands in the 
above states at $1.25 per acre .ZS It was hoped that this 
measure would confer the double benefit of reducing the 
national debt and leading to colonization; but in 1857 
the Minister of Fom ento stated that he did not know of a 
single bondholder who had taken advantage of it.2" 
Other attempts at colonization in the earlier years were 
hardly more successful, partly because of the vagueness .')f 
the offers made by the government, but principally becausr 
the greater security and prosperity of the republic to !he 
northward attracted all potential colonists . It is hardly 
necessary to rehearse the various fiascos of state govern-
ments and central government, some of them genuine efforts 
to colonize, others merely schemes by which to obtain 
revenue. 
The only really successful colony, Texas, turned out to be 
the greatest failure of all, for it cost Mexico nearly half 
of her territory. The leaders of the government did not 
stop to consider that Texas was remote from the central 
authority, that the language and traditions of the colony 
were largely Anglo-Saxon, and that the United States had 
only to stretch forth a hand in order to seize it. The 
Mexicans learned wisdom from that bitter experience. how-
·ever, and after the war with the United States, colonization 
contracts always provided that a certain proportion of the 
·colonists in any given unit should be Mexican, and they 
always eliminated United States citizens as colonists by 
specifying what nationalities would be acceptable. 2 ' 
2°Laws and Decrees of the Repu blic of Mexico in R elation to Coloni·-
zation and Grants of Land, More Particularly in New Mexico and 
California from 1823 to 1846, pp. 20-24. New York, 1871; Maner o, 
p. 44; Maza, p. 284. 
2GManero, op. cit., p. 44. 
21Memoria de fomento, 1897, pp. 191-194. 
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In 1854 Santa Ana issued a decree inviting foreigners 
to Mexico, offering free land and transportation. He ap-
pointed Rafael Rafael director of colonization, furnishing 
him a capital of $50,000, with which he absconded. In 
order to provide for the flood of colonists whom Rafael was 
to bring, the government had entered into a contract with 
Jecker, Torre & Go. to survey and delimit the public 
!ands in Tehuantepec, Sonora, Lower California, Sinaloa, 
Durango, Tamaulipas, Chihuahua and Isla del Carmen, and 
to receive in compensation one-third of the land surveyed. 28 
Private individuals were forbidden to disturb the oper-
ations, and surveying parties were accompanied by judges 
who were to prevent the spoliation of any who were in 
possession of land without titles, 29 provided they obtained 
titles at once. 
Jecker did not fulfil his obligations, and a later govern-
ment, convinced that the company only wanted to speculate, 
annulled all of the concession, except that to lands in 
Tamaulipas; but even this remnant was a fruitful source of 
trouble to subsequent governments. The company had done 
a good deal of surveying, but the work was found to be 
faulty, if not purposely fraudulent, the survey including 
much land that did not form part of the public domain.30 
The Constitution of 1857 definitely reserved to the federal 
government the ownership and control of public lands,31 
though this did not mark the end of interference by the 
states. The period from the adoption of the constitution 
to the end of the Second Empire (1867) was too troubled 
for anything definite to be accomplished in the matter of 
colonization or even survey of public lands. Maximilian 
during his brief reign, was much interested in attracting 
WJt is not surprising that this ruinous policy was inaugurated by 
Santa Ana, the demagogue who was responsible for many of Mexico's 
ills during the twenty years and more that he flitted in and out of the 
executive office. 
2 9Manero, p. 44 et seq. 
" 0 Memoria de .fomento, 1865, p. 115. 
'" lh1'.d., 1867-1868, pp . 60-76. 
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immigrants from Europe and made brave, but futile, at-
tempts to induce them to come. Juarez, on the other hand, 
limited his efforts, for some years, to trying to curb the 
traffic in national lands, in which the state governments 
were engaging for purposes of revenue. 
On July Z2, 1863, accordingly, being in dire need of 
funds, he decreed the "Law regarding the occupation and 
alienation of public lands." '" It declared that public lands 
were prescriptible in the sense that ten years' peaceful 
possession would give ownership by payment of one-half 
the official price. It allowed any inhabitant of the republic 
to denounce as much as 6,250 acres of national land, to 
survey the area and purchase it at the official price. It 
required the claimant to fence, cultivate and occupy his 
claim as a prerequisite to establishing title. It specified 
also that those who acquired lands adjoining their own 
property should pay the alcabala of twenty-five per cent,3 " 
and that any transfer of ownership within ten years would 
carry with it the same tax. 
The financial difficulties of the Juarez government, were 
also responsible for some ruinous colonization contracts, 
notably the one with Jacob Leese, representing the Lower 
California Company (1864). It granted the public lands 
of Lower California from 31 ° to 24° 20' north latitude 
-an area of 46,800 square miles or 29,952,000 acres-for 
$100,000 in gold. 3 4 This same company acquired immense 
areas in Sonora also. The concession in Lower California, 
fortunately, was later revoked (1873), because the conces-
sionaire paid only $30,000 and violated the contract in 
various other respects. Although its procedure had not 
been above suspicion of fraud, the company was given, by 
way of compromise, and in return for the sum paid. the 
right to exploit archil in the peninsula for six years. "" 
32Qrozco, pp. 326-334. 
33The purpose seems to have been to discourage accretions to large 
estates. Those who acquired isolated tracts paid no alcabala. 
34Lower California, Its Geography and Characteristics, pp. 41-42. 
New York, 1868. 
3°Memoria de fomento, 1873, p. 131. 
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The next action of importance in regard to public lands 
and colonization was taken by Porfirio Diaz. He allowed 
the law of 1863 to remain in force and to control the denun-
ciation of public lands by individuals; and, by his decree 
of December 15, 1883,"6 he attacked the problems of location, 
survey, and colonization of national lands. This law placed 
the whole question of public lands in the hands of the 
executive, authorizing him to handle it either through 
salaried commissions appointed by him or through "com-
panies for survey and colonization," which he was author-
ized to compensate with as much as one-third of the land 
delimited by them. He was also empowered to sell to the 
companies the other two-thirds at the official rate. All 
land acquired by the companies, whether as compensation 
or by purchase, must be sold to colonists within a specified 
time in tracts not larger than 6,250 acres. Special privi-
leges and exemptions were offered to both contractors and 
colonists. 
Diaz believed that immigration could not play the part 
in Mexico that it had in Argentina and the United States, 
because the central plateau, the only part of the country 
both fertile and salubrious, was already densely peopled, 
and because Mexico's population consisted largely of Indians 
and mestizos who, accustomed for centuries to semi-slavery, 
worked for wages so incredibly low that immigrant labor 
could not compete with them. In order to settle the vast 
stretches of fertile but unhealthful coast country and the 
arid isolated plains of the north on the other hand, capital 
was necessary. The government, therefore, should appeal 
to private initiative, granting liberal concessions to com-
panies and individuals who would undertake to attract the 
small capitalist."1 Such a belief, if put into practice, 
apparently sentenced the Indian population of Mexico to 
remain "hewers of wood and drawers of water" for the 
36Maza, pp. 936-938. 
3 7M emoria de fomento, 1897- 1900, pp. 12-14. 
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more fortunate classes to whom the government vouchsafed 
its protection. 38 
To demonstrate the wisdom and practicability of this 
plan of colonization, the Diaz government purchased 66,145 
acres of improved land on the plateau at a cost of $169,998, 
presented part of it gratis to some Italian immigrants, and 
furnished them with working capital and living expenses 
until the first crop should be harvested. That these colo-
nists were soon well established and prosperous would indi-
eate that other immigrants who owned as much capital as 
the government had furnished in this particular case could 
duplicate the success of their predecessors. However, in 
spite of considerable sums of money which the government 
eontinued to expend on its "official colonies" for the next 
fifteen years or so, in 1900 they numbered only nine, with 
a total population of 1,991, of whom but 196 were for-
eigners.39 
The companies that were supposed to emulate the success 
of the government in its model colonies, failed, for the most 
part, to colonize at all. In the years 1892-1896 nineteen 
colonies were established by private initiative, with a total 
population of only 4,036 of whom almost half (1,708) were 
Mexicans.40 
Concessions to "survey and colonize" were used by Diaz 
as a reward to his adherents or a bait to influential individ-
uals whom he wished to convert into adherents by placing 
them irrevocably in his debt. As most of the lands avail-
able at this time were unfit for cultivation unless large 
amounts were expended for irrigation, sanitation, and im-
provement, the concessionaires either speculated with the 
land themselves or retained vast acres uncultivated, and 
3 ·'Many held and openly argued that the Indians were an inferior 
race, incapable of education, destined to disappear with the advance of 
civilization, and that hence it was utter folly to do anything to dela y 
their exit. (Rafael de Zayas Enriquez, La redenci6n de una raza, 
p. 14. Mexico, 1887; Castellanos, pp. 84-85.) 
39Afemoria de fom ento, 1877-1882, pp. 1-38; Ibid., 1897-1900, p. 13; 
Anuario estadistico de la republica mexicana, 1900, p. 505. 
•o[bid., 1892-1896, p . 184 et seq. 
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otherwise unimproved, or else sold their concessions to 
companies, usually foreign, who speculated in securities. 
·The exemption from taxation, granted to companies that 
had the ostensible purpose of colonizing, also favored specu-
lation. When the time limit of any contract had expired 
and, as usually happened, no colonists had been brought, 
the concessionaire was allowed either to renew the agree-
ment or to pay the nominal fine imposed for failure to keep 
the terms, 41 thus remaining in possession of the property, 
Colonization indeed became the flimsiest of pretexts to cover 
a system of spoils and to veil vast speculations. Survey, 
also, was a bare pretext, the work being unskilled, faulty, 
and often fraudulent. •2 
By 1894 Dfaz seems definitely to have given up bona fide 
attempts at colonization. Concessions of public lands had 
proved so useful to him in fortifying his political position 
that he decided to legalize shady transactions of the past 
and to facilitate future ones. Consequently, he annulled 
the laws of 1863 and 1883 and issued the decree of March 
26, 1894,4 3 which had none of the troublesome restrictions 
of the former laws. 
Regarding denunciations by individuals, it removed the 
limit of 6,250 acres; also the requirement that the land ac-
quired be fenced, cultivated and occupied. Persons who 
had incurred penalties through failure to observe these 
specifications were "pardoned." The Jaw also relieved "sur-
vey and colonization" companies of the obligation to dispose 
of their land in lots of not more than 6,250 acres, freed 
them from the payment of fines in case they had violated it, 
and legalized sales made by them, of more than 6,250 acres. 
It established a registry of property dependent upon the 
41 The usual form of contract, under the law of 1883, provided that 
one family be established for each 2,500 to 5,000 acres, and imposed a 
fine of $100 for each family that the concessionaire failed to provide. 
In other words he paid 2 to 4 cents per acre for his land and that in 
depreciated bonds. (Maza, p. 1094.) 
42 Diario oficial, April 28, 1917; Boletin oficial de la secretaria de 
fomento, 1918, p. 143. 
"'Villamar, p. 142 et seq. 
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Ministry of Fomento, entry upon the books of which was 
absolutely final as far as legality of title was concerned. 
Land agencies were erected in the states and put in charge 
of persons appointed by the Minister of Fomento. National 
lands could be leased for the exploitation of wood, chicle, 
etc., .. the lessee being given an option on their purchase 
at any time that the government might wish to dispose 
of them. The law also forbade the owning of land by 
civil corporations, urged state governors to cooperate with 
the national government in the subdivision of ejidos, and 
provided that, if any town owned more than a square league 
of such areas, the excess should be- regarded as public 
domain. 
Under the law of 1894 the squandering of national lands 
went on untrammeled. A decree of November 18, 1891,45 
had facilitated the process by enacting that their acquisi-
tion by individuals or companies need not be registered in 
the local offices-a provision that would enable presidential 
favorites to escape the payment of taxes. 
Many of the contracts made under the law of 1894 were 
not for colonization, but simply for survey and purchase, 
that is, the company or individual received, in return for 
making a survey, one-third of the land concerned without 
restrictions as to reselling or colonization, and was allowed 
to buy the other two-thirds, also without restrictions. Con-
tracts that did require colonization were couched in terms 
very easy for the concessionaire to fulfil and allowed him 
to keep the bulk of the land. For instance, under the stipu-
lation that he should colonize at the rate of one family to 
each 2,500 or 5,000 acres, since the minimum amount of 
land that might be sold to a colonist was twelve and a 
half acres, the grantee who received 500,000 acres-a 
moderate concession-could sell the minimum amount to 
each of 200 families, have 497,500 acres left, and still be 
within the terms of his agreement. 
HOn the basis of this article, Diaz erected half the st a te of Yucatan 
into the territory of Quintana Roo and leased it to eig ht concession-
aires, Americans and Mexicans. 
45Maza, pp. 1125-1128. 
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Those who availed themselves of the privileges of the law 
and entered into engagements of the sort were to be con-
sidered Mexicans for all legal and judicial purposes, and 
were, as a rule, not to transfer any grant without the 
previous consent of the executive, and in no case to a 
foreign government. All the agreements provided that 
property of third persons comprised within a grant should 
be respected (sin perjuicio de tercero) ; yet many of them 
carried the strangely contradictory clause that the con-
tracting party had the right to deal directly with claimants 
of land surveyed, "in order to expedite the proceedings"46-
which looked like authorization for despoilment. Survey-
ing companies, indeed, were the terror of the villages and 
small proprietors and, contrary to all principles of justice, 
the burden of proof of ownership lay upon the possessor.4 7 
The grants made were often of huge extent. For their 
justification the plea was raised that the land concerned was 
arid and could be rendered economically profitable only if 
bestowed in large amounts. Those of 13,482,473 acres•s to 
Luis Huller & Co. (1883) ,4') of 6,220,788 acres 50 to Pablo 
Macedo ( 1886), and of 5,396,068 acres" 1 to Flores, Hale 
& Co. (1883), all in Lower California, consisted indeed 
almost entirely of arid territory. On the other hand, the 
justification alleged was not always in evidence. A grant 
of 1,250,000"2 acres in the state of Guerrero (1908), an-
cther of 1,320,000''' in Chiapas and Tabasco (1892), a::i.:1 
a third-to an English company-of 4,21'\0,000 acres54 also 
46J1 emoria de fomento, 1897-1900 pp. 234-239, 998; Maza, 995. 
"Fernando Gonzalez Roa y Jose Diaz Covarrubias, El problenw 
rural de Mexico, p. 73. Mexico, 1917. 
"' Boletin oficial de la secretaria de fomento, julio-agosto, 1919, 
p. 488. 
•nThe original date of the concession is given in each case. All such 
contracts were renewed and revised again and again. 
C.Ofbid. 
01 Diario oficial, April 28, 1917. 
0 2Memoria de fomento, 1908-1909, p. 9. 
o:iDiario oficial, September 11, 1917. 
'"Bole tin oficial de la .~ecretaria de fomento, julio-agosto, 1919. 
p . 488 . 
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in Chiapas (1897), all consisted for the most part, of good 
land. 
The total amount of land ceded to "survey and coloniza-
tion companies" in reward for their services, during the 
Diaz administration, was 6'3,562, 77855 acres56-an area 
larger than that of the state of Wyoming, or about thirteen 
per cent of the total area of Mexico. This does not include 
the many contracts that lapsed for failure of the conces-
sionaire to observe the easy conditions imposed, but which 
constituted a golden opportunity for speculation while they 
lasted. 
The results of all these operations, from the standpoint 
of colonization, were absurdly out of proportion to the 
magnitude of the transactions in land. By 1907-1908 
colonies founded by private initiative comprised only 4,735 
individuals, 57 of whom about half were Mexicans. 
The use of colonization contracts was not the only method 
by which Dfaz placed large expanses of territory in the 
hands of his adherents. Some huge areas passed to their 
ownership by denunciation, others by direct sale at ridicu-
lously low prices, others by composici6n, or adjustment, and 
still others by declaraci6n de no haber baldios. The last-
named process meant that agents of the government exam-
ined lands held without title, declared that they were not 
public, and issued titles gratis. 
Denunciations of public land during the Diaz administra-
tion reached the enormous total of 30,180,770 acres, for 
55This is incomplete; it includes no data for 1877-1882 and only 
one contract (2,500,000 acres) for 1876, which was casually mentioned 
in the Memoria de fomento for that year. 
f> 6 The figures in this chapter were compiled from: M emoria de 
fomento, 1877-1882, p. 42; ibid., 1883-1885, Anexo 1 ; ibid., 1892-1896, 
p. 3; ibid., 1897-1900, Anexo 3; ibid., 1905-1907, p. 42; ibid., 1907-
U.108, Anexo 1; ibid., 1908-1909• Anexo 1; ibid., 1909-1910, Anexo 1 ; 
ibid., 1910-1911, Anexos 28, 29; Anuario estadistico, 1893, pp. 560-563; 
ibid., 1900, pp. 367-369; ibid., 1901, pp. 338-346; ibid., 1902, pp. 283-
298; ibid., 1903, pp. 389-400; ibid., 1904, pp. 263-276; ibid., 1907' 
pp. 301-316. 
s1Memoria de fomento, 1907-1908, pp. 14-24. The report for 1908-
1909 is identical. 
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which the government received only $3,590,497 in bonds. 
These figures include merely bona _fide denunciations which 
·were carried through and paid for. There were many 
which were not in good faith, the denouncers simply begin-
ning the proceeding in order to get possession of the land 
and exploit it for timber, chicle, or whatever it contained. 
During the Diaz period, the government also sold to 
companies and individuals 19,068,310 acres of surveyed 
land for $6,580,688.' ' By the process of composici6n 
14,537,202 acres of public domain, held without title by 
individuals, were converted to private ownership, for a 
consideration of $1,617,352 in bonds. Another considerable 
amount (2,997,535 acres) passed to individuals gratis, by 
virtue of the government's having the lands examined and 
declaring that they were not public!"' A comparatively 
small amount of land ( 620,815 acres) went as subsidies t0 
railroads"0 and as special concessions. To colonists the 
government sold only 38,965 acres and that for $60,388. 
By these various methods 134,547,885"' acres/" or twenty-
seven per cent of the total area of Mexico, passed to the 
0 ~The sales must have been greater, since the usual practice cf the 
government wa~i to sell to the surveying companies its two-thirds of 
the land surveyed; but the official reports show only the amount 
mentioned. 
'· 9The attitude of the Diaz government toward land held without a 
title was singularly inconsistent. The process of converting posses-
sion into ownership was made very intricate and expensiYe for the 
small landholder (see in.frn, p. 123), while for the presidential 
favorites the proceeding was simple and entailed no expense. 
"''Railroads were usually given a strip seventy meters wide for right 
of "·ay, national land for station s, warehouses, offices, etc., the right 
to expropriate, by indemnification, private property needed for those 
purpo>es, and to obtain construction materials from national lands, 
free of cost. 
°' 1 These figures include the comparatively insignificant amounts re-
sulting from subdivision of ejidos and "donations to poor laborers," 
which ,,.ill be treated in the next chapter. 
""Some authors, assuming that the government always sold its two-
thirds r esulting from the sun-ey of lands, compute on that basis that 
the total amount of public land converted into private property in the 
Diaz regime was about 180,000.ClOO acres. (Gonzalez Roa y Diaz 
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ownership of a few individuals and companies during the 
Diaz regime. For it the government of Mexico received 
only $11,848,905, paid mostly in depreciated bonds. The 
worst feature of this squandering of the public domain 
was not the small monetary return that the transactions 
yielded, or the wastage of the nation's timber and other 
natural resources, or the demoralizing effects of land specu-
lation or the enlargement of already immense estates. It 
was the fact that small landholders, villages and communi-
ties were in very many cases unjustly deprived of their 
holdings. Prescription availed to give ownership in the 
case of large proprietors, but it did not protect the poor, the 
ignorant, and those without political influence. 
Covarrubias, pp. 76-78; Aguilar, p. 7; Jose L. Cosio, Monopolio y 
fraccionamiento de la propiedad rustica, p. 7. Mexico, 1914.) 
CHAPTER VII 
THE AGRARIAN SITUATION UNDER DIAZ 
During the long administration of Diaz, the Reform Laws, 
which became practically a dead letter as far as ecclesiasti-
cal holdings were concerned~ 1 were on :the other hand 
applied severely and uncompromisingly to the property of 
civil corporations. In the application of these laws prior 
to the presidency of Diaz, hesitation and vacillation had 
marked the policy of the government with regard to the 
parcialidades or terrenos de comim repartimiento, which 
were the old pre-colonial calpulalli. As to the ejidos and 
propios, they were plainly subject to expropriation and 
allotment in severalty under the Reform Laws, but the 
terrenos de comun repartimiento were in a rather different 
category. Juarez himself was of the opinion, as was also 
Lerdo de ·Tejada, 2 that these tracts 3 could not be considered 
as owned by "civil corporations" since the possession of 
them by the Indians antedated the Conquest and the organ-
ization of the civil corporations themselves, that is, the vil-
lages. Consequently, under Juarez and his successor, 
Lerdo de Tejada, these . agricultural lands, whilch were 
usually the Indians' best property, remained undisturbed, 
1 Cf. supra, pp. 93-95. 
2Maza, p. 655; Dublan y Lozano, Vol. IX, pp. 546--547. 
3These lands were in an equivocal position. After the constitution 
was amended (1901) so as to permit "ci.vil corporations of perpetual 
and indefinite duration" to own real estate, the terrenos de comun 
repartimiento were still considered subject to expropriation and allot-
ment in severalty, because they did not come under the letter of the 
amendment, that is, they did not belong to "civil corporations of per-
petual and indefinite duration." Under the circular of 1890 they had 
been subdivided, presumably, because they belonged to civil corpora-
tions; under the law of 1901 they were so treated because they did not 
do so. Doubtless the reason is to be found, not in legal niceties, but 
i;1 the fact that they were desirable lands and hence aroused the 
cupidity of landowners. Sometimes the Indian owners paid full price 
for their own lands rather than give them up. Maza, pp. 725- 726; 
839-842. 
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in so far as the executive was able to exert a controlling 
influence. 
Diaz, however, settled the question categorically. On Oc-
her 28, 1889, he sent to the state governors a circular• in 
which he admitted that such lands were not properly in-
cluded within the regulations of the Reform Laws, but 
commanded that they be allotted in severalty to the joint 
owners, nevertheless. The next year another circular (May 
12, 1890) 5 from the president stated that Article Twenty-
seven of the Constitution did not permit the terrenos de 
comun repartimiento to remain under communal ownership : 
they must be expropriated and allotted in severalty. In con-
sequence, from this time onward these tracts were to be 
subdivided and allotted along with the propios and ejidos. 
These latter tracts, consisting of forest and grrazing 
land, were not suited to ownership in small parcels, and it 
was inevitable that the Indian who received a title to two 
or three acres of woodland or of rough, and perhaps arid, 
pasture land, would part with it immediately for a small 
consideration. Especially was this true of very poor or 
very indolent Indians who were not able to pay the stamp 
tax and registry costs6 which were prerequisite to receiving 
a title. 7 Some of them sold their small holdings even 
before getting possession or receiving a title.8 Even the 
Indian who was sufficiently advanced to grasp the ideas of 
private property and written title, and who tried to cling to 
his lot, had great difficulty in doing so, especially if the 
land was good. Not only did he have to supply working 
capital and pay taxes-which were high on small proper-
4Maza, pp. 1098-1100; A. de Lozano, Diccionario razonado de legis-
laci6n y jurisprudencia m exicana por A. del J. Lozano, a quien le 
sirvi6 de fundam ento, base y modelo para formarlo el diccionario que 
sabre materias analogas escribi6 Joaquin Escriche, pp. 494- 499. Mex-
ico, 1905. 
sMaza, pp. 1112-1113. 
BUnder Juarez subdivision of ejidos did not entail any expense 
whatever to the joint owners. Memoria de fomento, 1867-1868, p. 74. 
7 Zayas Enriquez, La redenci6n de una raza, pp. 81-84. 
svmamar, p. 44. 
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ties-but he had to hold it against the rapacity of adjoining 
hacendados and the arbitrary proceedings of surveying 
companies. If he were not forced to mortgage it to some 
shopkeeper or money-lender, he could hardly escape the 
snare of the surveying company within whose concession 
his plot of ground lay, or of the hacendado who wanted him 
as a peon and was willing to take his land also. There 
was a great deal of fraud, as well as partiality and arbitrary 
preference, moreover, in the actual process of subdivision, 
so that many Indians did not have even the satisfaction of 
temporary ownership of a plot of land. 
According to the old Spanish law, still in force at that 
time, the minimum size of the ejido of Indian villages was 
a square league (about 4,390 acres), but in many cases four 
square leagues were granted and no legal maximum was 
ever set. Some states had established four square leagues 
( 17 ,560 acres) as the legal size. 9 Many villages owned 
more than the lower minimum10 and needed more, for some 
of them had several thousand inhabitants. However, the 
law of March 26, 1894, limited apportionment of ejidos to 
the area of 4,390 acres : if a village owned more than that 
minimum, the inhabitants would be allowed1 1 to buy propor-
tional parts of the excess at one-half the official price for 
public landsY In many cases the minimum ejido was 
assigned and apportioned from the poorest land, and the 
rest was sold to an outsider or admitted to denunciation.13 
9Lozano, article on Ejidos; Maza, pp. 808- 809. 
10Ejidos, generally speaking, rested upon grants from the Spanish 
crown, in which the limits were designated by natural landmarks only, 
without previous survey. Hence the boundaries were extremely in-
defini te. 
11 By the process called composici6n. 
12Villamar, p. 68. 
t3Brinsmade and Rolland, p. 10; Brinsmade, p. 12. It seems likely, 
from the data available, that many terrenos de comun repartimiento 
were confused, purposely or otherwise, with ejidos, and were de-
nounced as demasias, or excess above the legal minimum. The reports 
of the Department of Fomento do not differentiate the types of com-
munal land, but use the word ejido , as is often done, in the loose sense 
of "communal land." 
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It has been charged that several ejidos were sold undivided , 
to outsiders, in flagrant violation of the provisions of the 
Reform Laws. 14 If Indians objected to the high-handed or 
illegal proceedings, the rurales, or constabulary, "restored 
order."' " Individuals who persisted in opposition were 
drafted into the army.16 
During the Diaz period 2,272,750 acres ' ~ of communal 
land were allotted in severalty to the joint owners ; and 
it seems probable that practically all of this land passed, 
directly or indirectly, into the possession of the hacendados 
and land companies. In some cases the proceeding was 
perfectly legal, in others force and collusion were brought 
into play. This is not a large amount of land, to be sure, 
as compared with some of the vast concessions granted to 
surveying companies and individuals, but it represents thou-
sands of small parcels and the means of livelihood of 
tens of thousands of Indians. 
There were other ways in which the villages lost their 
communal lands. Those included within the limits of a 
concession made to a surveying or colonization company 
were practically always appropriated by the concession-
aire, 1 8 despite the fact that all contracts of this kind con-
tained a provision against such spoliation. Entire villages 
were taken over by the companies and the inhabitants forced 
to pay rent for the lands which they had held from time 
14Codificaci6n de los decntos del C. Venustiano Carranza, primer 
jefe del ejercito constitucionalista, encargado del poder ejecutivo de la 
Union, p. 152. Mexico, 1915. 
t 0 Brin smade, op. cit., p. 12. 
issalvador Alvarado, La reconstrucci6n de Mexico, p. 20. Mexico, 
1919. 
t7These figure s do not include demasias, which are accounted for 
under composici6n (supra, p. 110). It is impossible to judge from the 
records how much land came under this category, as demasias are in-
cluded among other areas that passed to private ownership by the 
process of composici6n. For the authorities upon which the above 
figures are based, see supra, p. 109, note 56. 
1svmamar, pp. 135-136. 
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immemorial, and even for their houses.1 9 As the com-
panies were often authorized to deal directly with claim-
ants,20 their power was irresistible. 
Villages were also despoiled by the operation of the laws 
allowing "denunciation" of public lands.21 Many villages 
that lacked titles passed to private ownership in this man-
ner, the "denouncer" becoming their proprietor and the 
villagers, peons on the hacienda to which their lands were 
annexed. 22 Sometimes a notice would appear in the official 
gazette, ordering all the inhabitants of a given village to 
leave within a brief specified time.23 Even some state 
governors were not above usurping the lands of Indian 
villages by "denunciation." Mucio. Martinez, for many 
years governor of Puebla under Diaz, is said thus to have 
driven the inhabitants away from entire villages in order 
that he might appropriate their land.24 Rafael Cravioto, 
governor of Hidalgo, seized, at one fell swoop, several farms 
and the ejidos of four villages and annexed them to his 
hacienda.25 
Not even the possession of a perfect title availed to 
protect property from illegal seizure. The villages de-
spoiled by Cravioto had clear titles. A congregaci6n of the 
Montezuma family was dispossessed of a tract to which 
19Pedro Gonzalez Blanco, De Porfirio Diaz a Carranza; conf erencias 
dadas en el Ateneo de Madrid en los meses de marzo y abril de 1916, 
pp. 266-267. Madrid, 1916; Castillo, p. 130. 
20Supra, p. 108. 
21An interesting account of the methods, subterfuges, and chicanery 
employed in these "denunciation" cases is found in Wistano L. Orozco, 
Las victimas de Rio Abaja, o sea, la propiedad inmueble y las ac-
ciones penales (Mexico, 1905). It is the story of the struggles of a 
ccmmunal group of the Montezuma family, to retain their lands. 
They were intelligent and financially prosperous enough to employ able 
counsel-Wistano L. Orozco, an authority on the subject of public 
lands. Consequently they won their suit, but the case is exceptional 
in that regard. 
22Lara y Pardo, pp. 90-92. 
23/bid., p. 91. 
2</bid., p. 158. 
25Diario oficial, 18 de junio, 1917. 
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they had a flawless title dating from 1613."; Some viilages 
had preserved land titles which went back to the time 
of the first viceroy,"7 in perfect form; yet these documents 
did not protect them against the concessionaires or favor-
ites of Diaz. 
Another source of usurpation and aggravation of agrarian 
evils was the law28 regarding the use of federal waters 
(June 5, 1888) with its modifications"~ (June 6, 1894 and 
December 18, 1896). By them the definition of federal 
waters was extended so as to include many that formerly 
had been subject to state jurisdiction."0 The president was 
empowered to grant to individuals and companies con-
cessions for the exclusive use of federal waters for irriga-
tion or industrial purposes, including privileges, exemp-
tions, and the right to acquire through expropriation private 
property needed for canals, dams, dikes and reservoirs. 
Since Mexico's water supply is strictly limited, and much 
agricultural land is worthless without irrigation, 0 1 favorit-
ism in granting the use of that limited supply must cause 
great suffering. 31 
It was possible for an influential individual or company 
to obtain coveted lands in irrigated areas by cutting off the 
water supply from them ; for then the owners would aban-
26Recopilaci6n de circulares, reglamentos y acuerdos expedidos por 
las secretarias de estado adscritas a la primera jefatura del ejercito 
constitucionalista,. Gobierno provisional de la republica mexicana, pp. 
468-469. Mexico, 1916. 
21 Diario oficial, 7 de septiembre, 1917. 
2svmamar, pp. 352-355. 
29/bid., pp. 358-361. 
30The term "federal waters" now included all lakes and streams 
that were navigable or fiotables (navigable for small craft) even 
though they did not flow from one state to another or serve as boun-
daries between two or more states; and also all those that did so 
serve, or flowed from one state to another, even if they were not 
navigable or fiotables. Somewhat later (1908) the Constitution was 
amended so as to give Congress power to "define and determine what 
waters belong to federal jurisdiction and pass laws regarding the 
use and enjoyment of the same." Villamar, p. 340. 
a1Gonzalez Roa, p. 112. 
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don their worthless holdings, leaving them in consequence 
open to "denunciation." Often the establishment of an 
industrial enterprise involved the ruin of numbers of agri-
cultural communities dependent upon the water supply 
which was now diverted to other uses.3 2 Some companies, 
however, that received valuable concessions of water rights 
held them merely for purposes of speculationY Some indi-
vidual concessionaires used as much water as they needed 
for irrigation and allowed the remainder to go to waste, 
depriving small proprietors of the benefits of irrigation.34 
Since the waters were under federal jurisdiction, distance 
from the capital or the expense of negotiations or lack of 
political influence made an effective protest against such 
procedure beyond the reach of the man of small means. 
Indian villages were also deprived of their lands by direct 
action of the federal government as a punishment for rebel-
lion-often rebellion provoked in the first place by inter-
ference with their lands, on the part of individuals or com-
panies. Such was the fate of the Mayas of Yucatan and the 
Yaquis and Mayos of Sonora. After the Mayas, for exam-
ple, had been subdued by Victoriano Huerta, two companies 
were given concessions to survey their lands "as one of the 
many methods which the government employed to recover 
its authority."3" The territory of Quintana Roo was organ-
ized from the pacified area (1904) and divided 3n among 
eight concessionaires.37 
n An ardent apologist of the Diaz r egime, Gustavo Dresel, admits 
freely the usurpation of Indian lands by means of monopoly of the 
water supply, but defends the spoliation on the ground that progress 
demanded it, and that the Indians were better off under industrialism. 
A un pueblo errado un nuevo sermon de la montana. Nuevos hombres, 
nuevas leyes, nueva organizaci6n politica, p. 22. Mexico, 1912. 
33Modesto C. Rolland, R evo lutionary Confederation, p. 11. Vera 
Cruz (1914). 
34Francisco I. Ma dero, La sucesi6n presidencial en 1910, pp. 181-182. 
Mexico, 1909. 
35Memoria de fom ento, 1897-1900, pp . 7-8. 
anMadero, p . 162. 
37Cf. supra, p. 107, note 44. 
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The cause of the wars with the Yaquis and Mayos was 
that Diaz gave to a former companion in arms, Carlos 
Conant, a concession of 2,500,000 acres in the basins of 
the Yaqui, Mayo, and Fuerte rivers. To the company 
organized by Conant, the president granted full power to 
represent the government. An effort accordingly was made 
to force the Indian villages to remove to new sites and to 
accept, as their share of the land, the minimum area for 
an ejido ( 4,390 acres), for each village. This tract was 
to be subdivided and apportioned, allowing each head of a 
family from about six to twelve acres. The wars occas-
ioned by the resistance to these and other similar measures 
lasted practically through the whole of the Diaz administra-
tion and cost the government $50,000,000; yet "the Yaqui 
question" was not settled. 38 The war against the Tom6chic 
Indians in the fastnesses of the Sierra Madre, had a cause 
somewhat similar, in that it was alleged to have been oc-
casioned by the villagers' disregard of the obligation of 
paying taxes. The tribe was practically exterminated by 
federal troops sent against it. 3 ~ 
The Michoacan Indians, moreover, had passively but suc-
cessfully resisted the operation of the Reform Laws by 
depositing their individual titles resulting from the expro-
priation and allotment in severalty, in the keeping of a 
trusted cacique and resuming communal land tenure. In 
1902 the state legislature of Michoacan passed the ini-
quitous "Law regarding the subdivision of the property 
of extinguished Indian communities." It provided that the 
land of the Indians could not be sold or mortgaged; that 
each village should appoint two representatives with power 
of attorney (apoderados) to whom their titles were to be 
entrusted; that in case the governor did not approve the 
Indians' choice of representatives, he should appoint others. 
In most cases he did not approve their choice and accord-
3BAf emoria de f om ento, 1883-1885, pp. 244- 245; ibid., 18U2-1896, p. 
20 ; Maza, p. 865; Madero, pp . 154- 158; Walter S. Logan , Irrigation 
on the Yaqui River, pp. 55-65. New York, 1892. 
39Madero, p. 162. 
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ingly substituted unconditional supporters of his own and 
of 'the jefe politico.4'' __ The result was that the villagers 
never saw their titles again, and their lands were gone. 
The latter were not sold, but leased for thirty to fifty years 
to hacendados or companies who exploited the woodland for 
timber and held the agricultural land in the expectation that 
the owners, if not allowed to cultivate their fields, would 
abandon them. More than fifty villages in the state of 
Michoacan lost their lands through the operation of the law 
of 1902, and more than 50,000 Michoacan Indians are said 
to have emigrated to the United States.41 
The disintegration of Indian communal lands went so far 
that, at the end of the Diaz regime, it is said that ninety 
per cent of the villages and towns on the central plateau 
had no communal lands of any kind.42 • Few ejidos were 
left in Hidalgo, none in Tlaxcala or in the Tehuantepec 
region. Villages of the states of Puebla and Mexico "had 
not pasturage for a goat." Morelos contained only one 
village, Tepoztlan, 403 'that still O!"ned communal lands;4• 
40The jefes politicos were the agents by means of whom Diaz at-
tained his remarkable centralization of power, They were appointed 
by the state governors with the approval of the president and were 
placed in charge of sections remote from their homes, so that their 
actions would not be hampered by ties of friendship or relationship. 
Hard and unscrupulous men were usually chosen for the office, and 
they must be implicit supporters of the administration. 
4 1Castillo, pp, 144-145. 
•2Luis Cabrera, La reconstrucci6n de los ejidos de los pueblos como 
medio de suprimir la esclavitud del jornalern mexicano. Discurso 
pronunciado en la Camara de Diputados el 3 de diciembre de 1912, 
p . 16. Mexico, 1913. 
43Antonio D. Melgarejo, Los crimenes del zapatismo, p. 4. Mexico, 
1913; Fernandez , p. 383. 
Hit is said that none of the villages of Oaxaca lost their communal 
lands, because Diaz protected his native state. (Cosio, p. 17; Gon-
zalez Roa, p. 241.) The question naturally arises, if it was in the 
president's power to prevent spoliation, why did he not extend his 
protection to all the villages? The answer is, that the villages pos-
sessed good land and the amount of good land in the country was 
limited. Diaz had to bribe possible political opponents in order to keep 
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Some villages had so little land left that each family could 
be alloted only one or two furrows. Yet they clung tena-
ciously to their bit, eking out a living by theft; and would 
not hire themselves, unless forced to do so, to neighboring 
hacendados, for fear of losing their tiny tracts. 45 In many 
localities the Indian villages were pushed off on arid, bleak 
mountain slopes where they, with great difficulty, extracted 
a living from the unkindly soil, while below them vast rich 
plains lay uncultivated.46 Some large towns had not ceme-
teries even, because their lands were gone, and the adjoining 
proprietors held their property for prices so exorbitant 
as to be out of reach of the towns,47 even had no legal diffi-
culties been placed in the way of their purchase. 
The zealous reformers of the fifties were in part respon-
sible for the disaster that befell the villages by reason of 
having deprived them of legal power to protect their prop-
erty. Since the Constitution forbade their owning real 
estate, the communal land must be taken from them; and 
if the manner of taking it was unfair, the villages had 
to submit, since, as a matter of fact and practice, they had 
no standing before the law. It is true that the syndic 
(sindico) 48 of the village was empowered to represent it in 
all matters pertaining to property, but no syndic would, or 
could, have stood alone against the powerful forces that 
opposed the villages. As a matter of fact it often happened 
that this official representative was so false to his trust as 
to seize the village lands himself." 
Throughout the Diaz period the propios, or lands for 
municipal support, as well as the ejidos and terrenos de 
comun repartimiento, continued to be sold or thrown open 
their aspirations for pown dormant; hence he deliberately laid hands 
on the village properties. 
45Gonzalez Roa y Diaz Covarrubias, p. 128; Antonio Manero, p. 28. 
46Gonzalez Roa, p . 78; Brinsmade, p. 14. 
47Jose R. del Castillo, Historia de la revoluci6n social de Mexico, 
p. 163. Mexico, 1915. 
•sCodificaci6n de los decretos de Carranza, pp. 152-153. 
•9Boletin oficial de la secretaria de agricultura y fomento, 1917, 
p. 276. 
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to "denunciation." With the loss of these three classeg 
of communal land, every vestige of genuine local self-
government vanished from the villages and towns, for 
municipal autonomy was closely intertwined with the own-
ership and administration of the communal lands. For-
merly the inhabitants had taken interest in the election 
of the ayuntamiento, or town council, since that body had 
managed the propios and ejidos. Now there was hopeless 
apathy toward local elections, for it made no difference 
who won. The jefes politicos tightened their hold and 
municipal self-government was gone. A law of March 26, 
1903, reduced the ayuntamientos of the federal district and 
territories to a mere consultative body and took from their 
control the lands and revenues, ( propios y arbitrios) , incor-
porating the latter into the federal treasury. The compli-
cated municipal mechanism was entrusted to three men 
-the governor, the director of public works, and the 
commissioner of public health.50 The states, likewise, sup-
pressed local budgets, took from ayuntamientos the power 
to levy taxes and required them to submit all measures to 
the governor or the state legislature for approval. 51 
Late in the presidency of Diaz several Indian villages 
made an effort to revive in modified form their communal 
land system. They consulted a noted jurist, Jacinto Palla-
res, who advised them to form cooperative societies and 
drew up for them a comprehensive plan. A deputation of 
Indians presented the project to Diaz and Limantour, the 
Minister of Finance, but they were met so coldly that they 
were forced to desist from their attempt. 52 
Not only regularly constituted villages (pueblos) suffered 
spoliation and loss of lands during the Diaz regime by the 
methods above described, but also other forms of com-
munal organization, such as congregations, communities, 
00 Antonio Rivera de la Torre, Paralel-ismo de hombres y caracteres. 
J 1uirez-Carranza ; asuntos varios del constitucional-ismo, pp. 41-43. 
Mexico, 1918. 
:; 'Toribio Esquivel Obregon, Infiuencia de Espana y los Estados 
Unido s sobre Mexico , p. 223. Madrid, 1913. 
0 2GMzalez Roa, pp. 88-89. 
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farms held in common, and Indian confraternities ( congre-
gaciones, comunidades, rancherias, cofradias de inclios ). 
Small properties held in individual ownership suffered also, 
if their titles were not perfect, as was frequently the case. 
However, as has been shown, flawless titles did not in every 
case protect property from illegal encroachment.5 3 The 
highly centralized administration of Diaz, the venality of 
the courts, 54 and the omnipotent sway of political influence 
made it all but impossible for the lowly and the ignorant to 
obtain justice.55 
The "law regarding gratuitous cession of national lands 
to poor laborers" (September 16, 1897) M sounds, on the 
face of it, like an attempt to make reparation for injustice, 
but a closer scrutiny casts doubt upon the benevolent intent 
of the lawmaker. It states that a "poor laborer" is to be 
regarded as one already in possession of a tract of public 
land, the fiscal valuation of which does not exceed two 
hundred dollars. In order to convert his possession into 
ownership, he must have the land surveyed and fenced at his 
own expense and, if any proprietor of adjoining land QP-
posed the survey, he must stop it and enter suit. More-
over, he must present properly certified copies of the fol-
lowing documents: proof that he had been in peaceful 
possession ten years or that he had been in possession a 
year and a day under a deed of conveyance ( titulo traslativo 
saRecopilaci6n de circulares , pp. 468-469. 
54 The recourse of amparo, or appeal to the federal courts on the 
ground of violation of constitutional guaranties, had been instit uted 
with the high aim of assuring justice to all; but under Diaz it was 
converted into a means of centralization. The most insignificant case 
could be appealed, and in the fed eral courts the deci sion inevitably 
would be given to the contestant that enjoyed the favor of the 
administration. 
55The warmest defenders of the Diaz administration do not deny the 
u~urpation of the lands of small pr opri etors, Indian vill ages and 
communities. Olegario Molina, for some years Mini st er of Fom ento 
under Diaz, admits the spoliation in his official r eport ( M emoria de 
fomento, 1905-1907, pp. 10-11) , but says it was inevitable because of 
their communal ownership and the imperfection of their titles. 
si:vmamar, pp. 204-210. 
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de dominio) ; a statement that no adjoining landholder 
opposed his acquisition of title to the tract in question; a 
statement that there was no lawsuit pending over the prop-
erty; in case there had been a suit, a copy of the sentence 
handed down; two maps of the plot, with stamp tax paid ; 
and finally, his last tax receipt. After having satisfied all 
the formalities mentioned, the applicant still did not obtain 
a title until after five years of cultivation, during which 
period he had to defend his tract, without a title, against 
surveying companies and "denouncers." If the land in 
question were held in common by a group, then it must be 
subdivided before steps were taken to obtain a title. In 
some cases, at least, the community's representative was 
required to give bond to the amount of five hundred dol-
lars.57 Under this law 638,535 acres, of which 344,852 
were in arid Lower California, were adjudicated to between 
eight and nine hundred "poor laborers." The effects of 
this legislation upon the agrarian situation could not have 
been very noticeable. Indeed it has been charged that 
proceedings under it were used for the purpose of dislodg-
ing small proprietors. In some cases, it is said, they not 
only lost their land, but were prosecuted and fined for 
misrepresentation and perjury.58 
The so-called "Leyes de reconcentracion," or "Laws re-
garding the concentration of population," were also made 
a pretext for separating small landholders from their prop-
erty. These regulations specified that rural inhabitants 
living within a certain distance of 'the town to which 
they were politically subject must spend the nights in that 
town and establish their domicile there. The charge has 
been made that these laws were planned with the definite 
purpose of forcing small proprietors to abandon their hold-
ings, so that the latter might be seized and the owners con-
verted into peons. 59 
07Memoria de fomento, 1897-1900, pp. 239-242. 
58Boletin oficial de la secretaria de agricultura y fomento, 1919, 
pp. 268-270, 480. 
59Cabrera, La reconstrucci6n de los ejidos, p. 28. 
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In proportion as communal property and small individual 
holdings declined during the Diaz regime, large estates 
grew. Other factors besides the land legislation of the 
time contributed to this increase. The inequality of land 
taxation was appalling. It was not infrequent for small 
properties to be assessed twelve times as much per acre as 
adjoining large estates having the same quality of land. 
The declaration by the owner of the latter as to the valua-
tion of his property was accepted by the tax assessor; hence 
large properties were assessed at from one-fifth to one-
twentieth of their real value, while small properties were 
assessed at their full value or more. The total assessed 
property valuation of the state of Guanajuato, for instance, 
was only $39,000,000-including, of course, the over-valued 
small properties-while agriculture alone yielded $30,000,-
000 annually. The situation in the other states was simi-
lar. 60 Everything favored the large proprietor and made 
even existence difficult for the small one. The notary's 
fee on a real estate purchase of $100 was 1,750 times as 
large61 proportionately, as on a purchase of $1,000,000.6" 
The problem of working capital was also a difficult one 
for the small proprietor, since the banks, which largely took 
the clergy's place as money-lenders after the Reform, lent 
only in large amounts and at high rates of interest.63 The 
agricultural loan bank ( caja de prestamos), founded ·by 
Dfaz,. lent only to large proprietors and principally in sumi:; 
ranging from $500,000 to $5,000,000. Of its loans 99.4 
per cent were in sums above $50,000.64 
60Molina Enriquez, p. 95; Gonzalez Roa, pp. 89-93; Antonio Manero, 
p. 27; Aguilar, pp. 52-53. 
6tMolina Enriquez, p. 139. 
62Qn the former it was 7 per cent, on the latter .004 of 1 per cent. 
63Aguilar, p. 8; Brinsmade, p. 13; Molina Enriquez, p. 95; Gonzalez 
Roa, p. 100. 
64Banks of issue, which were permitted to issue three times their 
capital in notes, speculated wildly in real estate on their own account; 
hence the provision in art. 27 of the Constitution of 1917, against the 
ownership of real estate by banks. A number of concrete examples 
of real estate speculation by banks are given by Manero (op. cit.) in 
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Large estates were also fostered and small holdings dis-
couraged by the difficulty of obtaining perfect titles.0 '• The 
origins of ownership had been so diverse, changes in law 
so numerous, and devious transactions so frequent, that the 
matter of establishing title had become highly complicc-:.ted 
and expensive, so that only the comparatively well-to-do 
could afford the necessary outlay. In case of suit the 
courts almost invariably decided in favor of the contestant 
that was more influential or financially stronger. The hold 
of the small proprietor and the communal owner upon t!1eir 
property was therefore altogether precarious. When their 
ownership was called in question by a surveying company 
or a "denouncer," they were willing to pay their ntm0st by 
'vay of compromise, for they knew that an attempt to have 
their titles cleared would mean the total loss of the property 
in lawyers' fees. 66 
Apart from the evils directly associated with tenure of 
the soil, other circumstances tended to encourage large 
estates and to make it difficult for small farms to maintain 
themselves. The much vaunted railroad construction, for 
instance, which Mexico owes to Diaz was far from being a 
benefit to the masses of the people. Hacendados, no lon~er 
dependent upon local markets, could seek the highest price 
for their products, which were free of export duty. On the 
other hand, import duties were high even on corn and other 
necessities of life; for the home producer, the hacendado, 
must be protected. Consequently the cost of living for the 
his chapter on El bancarismo como causa de la revoluci6n. Banking 
concessions were utilized by Diaz, much as colonization concessions 
were--as political bribes. He gave banks land concessions also. The 
Banco de Landres y Mexico was given a concession (1899)-originally 
for colonization-of almost two million acres in Yucatan. Diario 
oficial, 8 de septiembre de 1917. 
0 5The laws r egarding inheritance were extremely complicated also, 
and the procedure under them was very tedious and expensive. Gon-
zalez Roa y Diaz Covarrubias, pp. 72-73. 
C. 6 0rozco, Legislaci6n y jurisprudencia sobre terrenos boldfos, 
quoted by Molina Enriquez, pp. 133-135. 
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peon soared, while wages increased very little:'·;a Railroads 
favored large shippers by preferential rates, and the s1mdl 
landowner could not compete. It was claimed indeed that 
the railroads prevented famine. They did prevent acute 
famine, but the peon now suffered chronic hunger. 
The decline of village communal property and small indi-
vidual holdings, and the concentration of land in the hands 
of the few had gone so far, by the end of the Diaz regime, 
that the state of Morelos, 67 for instance, was owned and con-
trolled by twenty hacendados.68 According to the census of 
191069 the number of hacendados in Mexico was 834 and the 
number of agricultural laborers held in debt service (peones 
de cam,vn )7° was 3.103.402. The latter, with their families, 
conservatively estimated, would number 9,000,000 to 10,-
000,000, or from three-fifths to two-thirds of the population. 
Another item in the census gives 410,566 "persons engaged 
in agriculture" ( agricultores). This classification would 
comprise small proprietors, farm laborers not held in debt 
GGaJn Puebla wages of agricultural laborers rose from 18 or 25 
centavos in 1876 to 25 or 37 centavos in 1910, that is to say 50 per 
CE'nt; but the price of corn rose, in the same period, 200 per cent and 
that of chile 800 per cent. (Brinsmade, p. 15.) In some parts of 
the country wages of peons were as low as 12 % centavos per day; and 
everywhere the practice was to pay laborers, not in cash, but in credit 
at the hacienda store (tienda de raya) which was itself a source of 
large profit to the hacendado. 
67 The population of Morelos was, however, only 179,594 in 1910. 
The disproportion between the number of landowners and that of 
laborers must have been even greater in some other states. 
6"Gonzalez Roa y Diaz Covarrubias, p. 63; Melgarejo, p. 4. 
G9Tercer censo de la republica mexicana, 1910, Vol. II, pp. 266 to end. 
Mexico, 1911. 
70Since the wages of peons were hardly sufficient even for food, and 
allowed absolutely no expenditure for recreation and holidays, it 
became customary for the hacendado to lend them a few dollars each 
Holy Week and Christmas. Naturally the debtors could never repay 
the loan, and they were not allowed to leave their master's service as 
long as they owed him anything. Consequently, they were virtually 
bound to the soil. When an hacienda was sold, these debts were 
reckoned as a part of the price and the peons passed, a long with the 
land, to the new owner. These conditions existed despite the constitu-
tional provision (art. 5) that "no one can be forced to render personal 
services without just remuneration and without his full consent." 
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service, the various classes of tenant farmers ( comuneros, 
medieros, aparceros) ,11 and those villagers and members 
of congregaciones, above alluded to, that owned two or 
three furrows each. 
The economic subjection of the masses was increased by 
the opposition of hacendados to the incorporation of new 
villages. The population in 1910'2 was two and a half 
times as great as in 1810,73 yet the number of urban centers 
had increased only twenty per cent, and the number of 
villages (vueblos), most of which were composed of Indians, 
had risen less than four per cent.74 Many hacendados had 
several thousand peons on their estates, but refused to allow 
them to apply for incorporation. It is said that proprietors 
often destroyed the huts of peons and scattered the inhabi-
tants over the hacienda to prevent the formation of vil-
lages. 75 The masters would not risk sharing their author-
ity with a municipal organization. 
Toward the end of his "reign" Diaz began to realize that 
his munificent favoritism had gone too far in some direc-
tions. In view of the ruin he had wrought or allowed 
to be wrought-and the sullen misery of the masses, he set 
about to remedy some of his and his predecessors' mistakes. 
In 1901 Article Twenty-seven of the Constitution was 
amended so as to permit the acquisition and administration 
of real estate and real estate mortgages by civil corpora-
tions, except those under the patronage, direction, or man-
agement of clergymen of any denomination.' 6 This legisla-
tion was intended to permit the reconstitution of the com-
munal and municipal lands, but the process of disintegration 
had gone so far that mere legislation had no effect what-
ever. 
7 1 Gonzalez Roa and Diaz Covarrubias, p. 8. 
· ~census of 1910, Vol. II, pp . 19-25. 
7 3Navarro y Noriega, p. 114. 
74In 1810 the total number of urban centers was 4,707, of villages 
4.682; in 1910 there were 5,668 urban centers and 4,958 villages. 
?'-Gonzalez Roa, p. 105. 
1svmamar, pp. 118-119. 
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The following year Diaz revised the legislation regarding 
public lands. The decree of revision (December 30, 
1902) 77 authorized the executive to have the remaining 
public lands surveyed by salaried official commissions. and 
forbade him to employ companies for surveying or to com-
pensate such services, in any case, with land or land scrip. 
The acquisition of land by prescription was made to depend 
directly upon the executive-who was authorized to issue 
titles in such cases; and thirty years' occupation was now to 
be necessary in order to establish ownership. "Denuncia-
tion" of public lands was still allowed, provided the terri-
tory in question had not been surveyed and was not occu-
pied . 
.Decrees of July 26 and October 18, 1909, declared the sale 
of national lands suspended until the surveys already made 
should have been rectified and determination had been made 
of what lands were to be retained as forest reserves. 7 ~ 
Contracts involving sale or promise of sale of public lands 
by the federal government were to become null at the termi-
nation of the period specified therein and could on no condi-
tion be renewed or extended.79 The existing laws with 
regard to the expropriation and apportionment of com-
munal lands were not derogated, but the decree of December 
18 required that the recipients of lots must cultivate them. 
The tracts were to be held merely in usufruct for ten years, 
during which time they could not be rented, leased or alien-
ated. If any third person acquired such lands in contra-
vention of the law, the government would confiscate them 
and restore them to the usufructuary. 
However, these were only half-way measures, even had 
it been possible to carry them out. As the clouds of revolu-
tion became more threatening, Diaz was willing to make 
still greater concessions. In his last message to Congress, 
April 1, 1911, he mentioned among the changes which 
•1 IbUJ., 240-244. 
1BMemoria de fomento, 1909-1910, Anexo numero 13, 14, pp. 24-26. 
79Jt had been customary hitherto to renew such contracts again and 
again, to suit the convenience of the concessionaire. 
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seemed to him urgently necessary, the reform of the judi-
ciary and the breaking up of large estates. In May, 1911, 
a few days before his resignation, he submitted to Congress 
a bill embodying his plan for supplying land to the poor. 
It empowered the executive to subdivide national lands that 
were irrigable and situated near means of transportation, 
to expropriate irrigation works already constructed and to 
build others where needed. In localities where no tillable 
national lands were available the president was authorized 
to take away the requisite amount of land from individuals 
if they would not consent to relinquish it and sell it them-
selves. With the evident purpose of forcing the dividing 
up of large estates, it was provided that federal waters 
should be granted only to owners of small properties or to 
large owners who would undertake to partition their 
holdings. 
These measures, however, were entirely futile. The exas-
peration of the masses was too deep to be soothed by 
projected leg'islation or pnomises of reform. The man 
who concentrated the legislative, executive and judicial 
power in himself, who amended the Constitution with a 
stroke of the pen, and whose authority extended like a 
network of veins to every part of the republic, had not 
lifted a finger, when he could have done so, to prevent the 
shameful exploitation and tragic impoverishment of the 
masses. 
CHAPTER VIII 
THE AGRARIAN PHASE OF THE REVOLUTION OF 1910-1920 
In 1889 Sebastian Lerdo de Tejada, who had been driven 
from the presidency of Mexico by the revolution of Porfirio 
Diaz in 1876, wrote from his exile in New York City: 
"I prophesy for Mexico, within a period of ten years, t1:e 
most terrific and sweeping of revolutions: not a sterile 
struggle of outworn political parties, but a tremendous 
social revolution. No one will be able to prevent it or to 
~nest its progress; its development is slow and latent likf: 
those subterranean forces that produce cosmic cataclysms.'" 
Lerdo de Tejada's calculation erred by only a trifle ov<"'r a 
decade; he underestimated the power and longevity of his 
SUCCCS!'>Or. 
Mexico's history since the early part of the nineteenth 
century has been that of a struggle between the proletari at, 
threatened with extinction, and the privileged classes--the 
clergy and the landed aristocracy. The large mass of the 
Indian population, accustomed for centuries to a form of 
local self-government, might have been fitted quite readily 
into a modern system of administration, had not social and 
economic causes operated virtually to enslave them. The 
ills of the country are, and always have been, mainly social 
and economic, not political. Political commotions, though 
frequent, have been evanescent, confined to a small area, 
and limited to a few who thirsted for power and to such a 
following as their demagogical methods could procure. 
There have been, however, three general and widespread 
revolutions in Mexico: the insurrection that ended in inde-
pendence, the upheaval promotive of the Reform, and the 
struggle of 1910 to 1920. ·The first, almost purely social 
in its character, banished a relatively small privileged class 
-the Spaniards-but substituted another-the Creoles-
and allowed the clergy to attain greater power. The 
1Sebastian Lerdo de Tejada, Memorias, pp. 148-149, Mexico, 11896) . 
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second, also primarily social, but having in addition impor-
tant economic and political elements, broke the power of 
the clergy, but in so doing gave a tremendous impulse to 
the landed aristocracy and caused the masses to sink lower 
and lower into misery. The third revolution, a social and 
economic, rather than political movement, was directed 
against the remaining privileged group-the landed aris-
tocracy. 
The condition of the masses was far worse in 1910 than 
it had been in 1810. This made the aims of the latest 
struggle more definite than those of its predecessors. A 
century of misery, growing by leaps and bounds after the 
attainment of independence had accumulated wrongs and 
grievances that could no longer be borne. Concentration 
of wealth and monopoly of land could go no further; means 
of livelihood for the masses could be forced no lower; the 
irreducible minimum of subsistence had been reached. 
The outburst of 1910 was very widespread; it flamed 
up in all parts of the country at once, because in every 
village, hamlet,, farm and hacienda, were victims of 
injustice-people that had been robbed of their lands, vil-
lages whose ejidos had been usurped, people that were 
hungry day in and day out, youths whose fathers had been 
virtually kidnapped-enganchados-to serve as peons on 
the haciendas in the deadly tropics, or had been drafted 
into the army or assassinated by the ley fuga, or "law of 
flight." Like the revolution ,of 1810, that of 1910 was a 
spontaneous uprising of the masses, not the result of a 
cuartelazo, or military coup d'etat. Francisco I. Madero 
in no sense incited or planned the revolution; it succeeded 
-so far as it did succeed-in spite of Madero. He was 
merely "The Apostle," the spokesman of the inarticulate 
masses. He seems not to have understood the agrarian 
problem or the political situation. ,He believed that, if he 
could remove the fetters forged by Diaz, if he could assure 
a free press, free speech, free elections and freedom of 
initiative in Congress, a strong, happy, and free people 
would arise. Though he was not a Juarez, much honor is due 
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the idealism of Madero who, from his lofty station of 
affluence and privilege, heeded in some degree at least, the 
groans of the oppressed and attempted their relief. 
The principal planks of Madero's platform were "effective 
suffrage" and "no re-election," but it was not these phrases 
that caught the ear of the masses and aroused them from 
their apathy. It was the following words in the Plan de 
San Luis Potosi (October 5, 1910), the revolutionary plat-
form signed by Madero only: "Through abuse of the law 
regarding the public domain, numerous small proprietors, 
principally Indians, have been deprived of their lands, 
either by acts of the Minister of Fomento or decisions of 
the courts. Since justice demands the restitution to their 
owners of lands thu~ arbitrarily taken, such acts and 
decisions are hereby declared subject to revision; and those 
who acquired property in so immoral a manner, or their 
heirs, will be required to restore the same to its previou~ 
owners, whom they will also indemnify for the injury suf-
fered."2 
Diaz, by promising agrarian reform, had made the matter 
a political issue; hence public opinion was centered upon 
that phase of the struggle, and the rather vague promise 
of the revolutionary program became, in the minds of the 
people-though not in Madero's-the main issue. More 
definitely than in the revolution of 1810, the Indians seized 
their rifles with the hope of regaining their lands. 
Upon Madero's installation in office, the oppressed ele-
ments in the population naturally expected something effec-
tive to be done about the matter of agrarian reform. The 
press at the time was full of discussions and proffered 
solutions. But the president's hands were tied. He had 
made the fatal mistake of attempting compromise, concilia-
tion, and half-way measures. He appointed several cien-
tificos, adherents of the Dfaz regime, to his cabinet. His 
congress was dominated by cientificos, who adopted an 
2Rafael Martinez, Carlos Samper y Jose Lomelin, La revoluci6n y 
sus hombres, Apendice. Mexico, 1912. 
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obstructionist policy and hindered reform. Outside of gov-
ernmental circles Madero was opposed by the hacendados, 
the clergy and his numerous family who had had no sympa-
thy with his campaign but now demanded the fruits of the 
victory. The very liberties that Madero granted were 
turned against him-freedom of speech, of the press, of 
election and of initiative in Congress. Treachery was all 
about him, but Madero, guileless and trusting, refused to 
see it. 
One of his most serious mistakes was that of entrusting 
the important portfolio of Fomento, wh,ich department 
would naturally have conducted the agrarian reform, to his 
cousin, Rafael Hernandez, who was charged with being a 
cientifico and who had been the emissary of Diaz to the 
peace conference at Ciudad Juarez, which had ended the 
revolution. Hernandez, in view of the fact that in several 
states the proletariat, impatient of delay, was seizing and 
subdividing haciendas, issued and gave wide circulation to 
a pamphlet in which he calmed the fears of the hacendados,3 
assured them that their rights would not be interfered 
with, and outlined his plan of agrarian reform. It was not 
really a plan at all, but simply an array of words. In pur-
suance of it Hernandez induced a number of hacendados to 
adopt compromise measures. Some of them agreed to 
rent their lands to peons; others, who already had lands 
rented on the onerous conditions that prevailed in the Diaz 
regime, agreed to make the terms less severe; others al-
lowed peons to cultivate small patches of land gratis. 
Many revolutionists were induced by these slight conces-
sions to go back to work on the haciendas.< 
In other respects the land question remained pretty much 
as under Diaz. The Caja de Prestamos continued to lend 
sums to large interests only; the few ejidos that still re-
mained in possession of the villages, were subdivided and 
allotted ; land concessions did not cease, though their size 
3Afemoria de fomento, 1911-1912, p. 497. 
•Ibid., p . 81; Land and Liberty. Mexico, 1913. 
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was limited by legal provision, and a few were revoked for 
failure to comply with the conditions of the contract. ' 
The president managed to make a beginning also of the 
rectification of fraudulent surveys of public lands which 
had marked the Dfaz administration. The commission ap-
pointed for that purpose started its labors in Chihuahua, 
but was opposed by the powerful Terrazas-Creel group 
who owned most of the state. As the commission persisted, 
these landholders bribed the ignorant, na"ive "general," 
Pascual Orozco, an erstwhile supporter of Madero, to turn 
against the administration.6 They are said even to have 
dangled promises of the presidency before the dazzled eyes 
of the former muleteer.7 The Orozco revolutionists at all 
events seized the data that the commission had been able to 
gather and forced it to desist from its labors. 
Other efforts at reform had scarcely better success. In 
Guanajuato the state government attempted a revaluation 
of land, in order to inaugurate the "single tax," but the 
only effect was to arouse bitter resistance.8 The governor 
of Coahuila made a similar attempt, but was opposed by 
the Madero family, owners of a large part of the state, who 
demanded protection of the president and insisted that 
they be exempted from recording their property.9 
In Congress, Luis Cabrera, one of Madero's supporters, 
advocated the reconstitution of the ejidos10 as the only prac-
tical and immediate way of aiding the masses. It was nec-
essary to assist, not individuals here and there, or a few 
5/bid., pp. 75-82; Boletin de la secretaria de fomento, 1918, p. 624. 
6 0rozco published a manifesto, doubtless dictated by the land-
holders mentioned, in which he uttered some harmless generalities 
about agrarian reform, which meant absolutely nothing. (Manifiesto 
de Pascual Orozco, 15 de agosto, 1912.) When Huerta came into 
power, Orozco hastened to recognize him. 
1Mexican letter, December 11, 1914, Bull. no. 27. Sent out by the 
Mexican Bureau of Information, August 1, 1914, to June 24, 1915. 
ssalvador Alvarado, La reconstrucci6n de Mexico, pp. 277-278. 
Mexico, 1919. 
9F. Padilla Gonzalez, Perfiles rojos, p. 32. Vera Cruz, 1915. 
iocabrera, La reconstrucci6n de los ejidos. 
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hundreds or thousands, but whole groups and masses at 
once, for millions were in misery. Land must be given the 
proletariat before the next planting season, if a tremen-
dous uprising was to be avoided. It was true, said Cabrera, 
that the villages could not own land under the Constitution, 
but as a temporary measure ownership could be vested in 
the federal government and the usuf ruct be given to the 
villages. Cabrera's able plea, however, was shattered upon 
the obstructionist attitude of Congress and the Minister of 
Fomento. The latter even went so far as to forbid several 
villages-situated a few miles south of the capital, on 
Mount Ajusco-which still had ejidos of woodland, to ex-
ploit them. When Cabrera; among whose constituents the 
villages were numbered, remonstrated with the minister he 
replied that it was very desirable that those villages should 
cease to exist, so that the government could carry out its 
forestry policy unhampered. 11 
As time passed and absolutely nothing was done 
to relieve the agrarian situation, the masses began to feel 
that they had been tricked. The Yaquis who, since the fall 
of their arch enemy, Diaz, had twice sent a deputation to 
the executive and had been promised the restoration of their 
lands, now lost patience; and, when a new concession was 
granted to a certain company for the "colonization" of their 
lands, they again took to the warpath.1 2 
"Zapatism" was another of the grave problems of Ma. 
dero's administration. The Zapata brothers, Emiliano and 
Eufemio, of the state of Morelos, had subscribed to Madero's 
Plan de San Luis Potosi. Subsequently they had adopted 
a more definite platform of their own, namely, reconstitu-
tion of the ejidos and the restoration of the usurped "lands 
for apportionment." Emiliano Zapata had demanded of 
Madero, as the price of peace, the settlement of the agrarian 
11 Cabrera, op. cit ., p. 28. 
1"Memoria de fomento, 1910- 1911; J. Figueroa Domenech, V einte 
m eses de anarquia, pp. 73, 82; Mexico, 1913. Gregorio Ponce de Leon, 
ljJl interinato presidencial de 1911, p. 35. Mexico, 1912 ; Memoria de 
fo mento, 1911-1912, pp. 507-510. 
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question in that state. The cabinet refused to consider 
the matter and federal troops were sent into Morelos. 
Zapata then, regarding this action as a betrayal of the 
revolution, issued the more ambitious "Plan de Ayala." 
The introduction to that document reads as follows: 
"Let Senor Madero-and with him all the world-know 
that we shall not lay down our arms until the ejidos of our 
villages are restored to us, until we are given back the lands 
which the hacendados stole from us during the dictatorship 
of Porfirio Diaz, when justice was subjected to his caprice. 
We shall not lay down our arms until we cease to be un-
happy tributaries of the despotic magnates and landholders 
of Morelos. We shall not lay down our arms as long as we 
are forced by poverty and hunger to make our children 
cultivate the master's fields, when they are still in the tender 
years of childhood and have not yet learned the alphabet." 13 
The Plan itself provided for a vague system of expropria-
tion applicable to the property of hacendados and cientificos, 
indemnifying the owners with one-third of the value of the 
property taken.14 The Socialist element in Morelos also 
subscribed to the arrangement on the ground that "Zapat-
ism" was a "stepping-stone to socialism." 1 5 "Zapatism" had 
spread not only over all of Morelos but to the Federal Dis-
trict, the states of Puebla, Jalisco, Guerrero, Mexico and 
Tlaxcala, 16 and there were serious disturbances in Oaxaca 
and in the north. 
The presidency of Victoriano Huerta did not really inter-
rupt the progress of the social revolution. His coup d'etat 
was a cuartelazo such as Mexico has had by the dozen in itS"-
tempestuous history, and could not affect long or seriously 
13Zapata himself, a former peon, could neither read nor write. 
The Plan was the work of his "secretary," an ex-schoolmaster, 
Montano. 
HEdmundo Gonzalez Blanco, Carranza y la revoluci6n de Mexico, 
2 ed., pp. 229-268. Madrid, 1916. 
1sMelgarejo, opposite p. 114. 
lGThese were the states in which the disappearance of the ejidoB 
had been most complete. 
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the outcome of the forces that were at work. 11 Huerta had 
money in abundance and the support of the landed aristoc-
racy. Many of the clergy also adhered to him. They used 
the pulpit and the confessional to urge the faithful to enlist 
in the ranks of Huerta and decry the rising revolution. 
Arms were found in the churches and the residences of 
priests. The clergy furnished large sums of money to 
Huerta; numbers of them also went to the United States 
and there carried on their propaganda.18 
The Constitutionalist movement, headed by the civilian, 
Venustiano Carranza,19 was not primarily for the purpose 
of regaining the political rights trampled upon by Huerta. 
It was a continuation of the social revolution which had 
been undertaken by Madero, but had proved too difficult for 
his feeble energies. Carranza, himself an hacendado and 
an intelligent man, was able to see the agrarian problem 
from all angles, and was therefore not in danger of going 
to extremes, as were Zapata and Orozco. 
After the Constitutionalist eause had measurably 
triumphed over the genuine forces of reaction, Carranza 
still had to combat the spurious ones. Francisco Villa, a 
general in the revolutionary army, corrupted by the hacen-
dados, principally the Madero family, had turned against 
Carranza, just as Orozco in 1912, corrupted by the Terrazas 
family, had turned against Madero.20 Zapata, too, ill-ad-
vised by his coterie, was evidently holding out for the 
presidency, absurd as it seems. In October, 1914, Carranza 
17 President Wilson's refusal to recognize Huerta doubtless hastened 
the triumph of the Constitutionalists; but it seems improbable that, 
even with recognition, the Huerta government could long have sur-
vived, made up as it was of the disaffected of the Madero regime and 
the remnants of the Diaz period. 
1 8Padilla Gonzalez, p. 51. 
19 As governor of Coahuila, Carranza had already made himself 
notable for his interest in the proletarian classes, and his social legis-
1~.tion, such as workingmen's accident insurance, laws providing sani-
tary homes for laborers, etc. (M. Aguil"re Berlanga, Revoluci6n y 
R eforma, apendice, p. 18. Mexico, 1918.) 
20Mexican Letter, December 11, 1914. Bull. no. 27. 
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sent to Zapata a delegation to explain that the Constitu-
tionalist cause was in harmony wit h the essential principles 
of the Plan de A yala, but the former peon refused to heed. 
Success had gone to his head .21 
Villa's defection made it necessary for Carra nza to formu-
late the specific objects of the revolution.22 Those bearing 
upon the agrarian problem were : restoration to the villages 
of communal lands of which they had been unjustly de-
prived; enactment of agrarian laws that should tend to 
encourage small rural holdings and reduce the latifundia; 
equalization of taxation; legislation that would better the 
condition of the peon and the proletariat in general; strict 
enforcement of the Reform Laws; establishment of munici-
pal liberty as a constitutional institution; organization of 
an independent judiciary and reform of judicial procedure 
so as to expedite the administration of justice; and conser-
vation of the natural resources of the nation. 
As military leaders and provisional governors were 
taking into their own hands the urgent matter of agrarian 
reform, seizing and subdividing haciendas, enacting laws in 
regard to peonage and the minimum wage, and entering 
upon other measures, it was necessary to unify the efforts 
and to restrict them within the bounds of legality. Hence 
Carranza, after having obtained, by means of a question-
naire, 23 opinions and suggestions from all the governors 
of territory occupied by the Constitutionalist forces, issued 
the important "Decreeu of January 6, 1915" providing for 
the manner of restoring lands to villages, which was the 
most urgent of the projected measures. 
The introductory part of the decree sets forth that the 
21Red Papers of M exico , an expose of the great cienti jico conspiracy 
to eliminate D. V. Carranza ; documents r elating to the embroglio be-
tU'een Carranza and Villa, pp. 10- 15. New York, 1915; Mexican 
Letter, October 6, 1914. Bull no. 10. 
22L. Melgarejo Randolf y J . Fernandez Rojas, El congreso consti-
tuyente de 1917, pp. 10-12. Mexico , 1917. 
2sR ecopilaci6n de circulares, pp. 46-157. 
2'Codificaci6n de los decretos de Carranza, pp. 151-157. 
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principal cause of unrest and strife among the rural popu-
lation was the loss of the communal lands granted to the 
villages by the colonial government as a means of insuring 
their subsistence. Not only villages (pueblos), but other 
communal groups (e.g., rancherias) had been despoiled 
through illegal sales by local authorities, jef es politicos or 
governors, under pretext of survey of the lands in question, 
through denunciation of excess of ejidos by third parties, 
and through concessions, sales and composiciones made by 
the Ministers of Finance and Pomento. 
The rights of the villages, the decree continued, had 
invariably been violated, in case of a contest, because they 
could not sue at law; and the sindico, whose duty it was 
to protect the villages, was usually indifferent or was bribed 
by the parties interested in obtaining the property in ques-
tion. Villagers and communal owners, thus unjustly de-
prived of their means of livelihood, had no choice but to 
sink into the most abject servitude. Their condition was 
desperate and the necessity for restitution of their lands 
was urgent. In many cases, however, restitution would be 
impossible, either because the process by which the prop-
erty had been transferred was legal, or because the villages 
had lost their titles, or because the tracts could not be 
accurately identified, owing to imperfections of title. In 
such cases it was provided that the villages should be sup-
plied, by way of grant, with lands expropriated from adjoin-
ing haciendas. The owners were to be indemnified for the 
property taken, and, if they considered themselves despoiled, 
might have recourse to the proper tribunals. The law also 
allowed bestowal of ejidos upon villages that had never had 
any, and upon new settlements that might be formed. 
National, local, and special agrarian commissions were pru-
vided for putting the decree into effect, and a circular Ui'ged 
governors to use the greatest care in selecting the personnel 
of these bodies, both as to intelligence and character, be-
cause of the extreme delicacy of the work which they would 
have to perform.2 " The law, it was stated, was not ar. 
2sR ecopilaci6n de cir cu lares , p . 159. 
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attempt to restore or to give an impulse to communal 
ownership of property, but was simply a transitional meas-
ure to meet a present emergency. The expectation was 
that the communal lands would ultimately be converted into 
private property, after the enactment of laws that would 
adequately protect the existing owners and prevent a second 
spoliation. 
Most of the requests which the various agrarian commis-
sions received were for the restitution, not a grant, of 
ejidos. This would indicate that the greater number of 
villages considered that they had been despoiled of their 
lands. However, the amount of land transferred to the 
villages by way of grant was much greater than by restitu-
tion. Much discrimination was exercised in the application 
of the law. Careful distinction was made between Indian 
property acquired by hacendados in a legal manner and that 
obtained by fraud. Villages and communities were allowed 
restitution of land only when they could present complete 
documentary evidence of ownership and of the fact that the 
usurpation had taken place since 1856.26 Some villages 
claimed to have been robbed during the period of the 
revolution beginning in 1810, others late in the colonial era, 
still others as far back as the early seventeenth century. 
In none of these cases was land restored, but the villages 
were advised to present petitions for the grant of ejidos. 21 
A pathetic case was that of the four villages despoiled 
by Rafael Cravioto, governor of Hidalgo.28 He had forced 
them to give up their titles, consequently they could not 
now be granted restitution. He had burned their huts and 
scattered the inhabitants over neighboring haciendas; there-
fore, since they no longer had any corporate existence, they 
26Boletin de la secretaria de agricultura y fo-mento, 1916, pp. 146-
148. 
27 No attempt was made to restore land that had been taken from 
non-corporate groups or mere joint owners, though many such re-
quests were received. The application of the "Decree of J anuary 6, 
1915" was limited strictly to pueblos, congregaciones, rancherias and 
comunidades (Diario oficial, 28 de septiembre, 1917) . 
2ssupra, p. 116. 
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could not be granted ejidos. The commission advised these 
groups to seek reincorporation into villages and then peti-
tion for town sites and ejidos ."~ 
Another interesting case was the village of Cuauhtemot-
zin, which from a congregaci6n had become a pueblo in the 
early days of the Diaz period, after years of saving and 
buying land little by little for the town site (!undo legal). 
Scarcely had they attained the new dignity when their lands 
were snatched away. Now, though they were a village of 
two thousand souls, they had not a foot of ground. Their 
titles were found to be good, however, and their land was 
restored."0 
The town (villa) of Colima with more than 25,000 inhab-
itants had lost its ejidos through usurpation by the owners 
of adjoining haciendas. As the inhabitants were largely 
agricultural by preference and training, many had to go 
south yearly to seek work. The restoration of their ejidos 
(17,354 acres) gave the inhabitants access to wood and 
pasturage free; the price of milk went down; withm one 
week three hundred men requested plots of ground to culti-
vate and it was estimated that 5,000 could be supplied with 
land.3 1 
The amount of· land granted to each village varied, accord-
ing to the number of inhabitants, from 170 acres to 41,697, 32 
but was generally less than the minimum ejido of a square 
league established by the old Spanish laws. Whenever it 
was possible--whfch was seldom-the ejido was taken from 
the public domain; but practically always land had to be 
expropriated from private property. The policy was to take 
it from large estates, never from small holdings. If possi-
ble, a small tract was taken from each of several hacendados, 
so as to cause the minimum of injury to each individual. 
Expropriated land was paid for in bonds at the rate of 
29Diario oficial, 18 de junio de 1917. 
30/bid., 15 de junio de 1917. 
31Acci6n mundial, Vol. I, no. 1, p. 15. Mexico, 1916. 
3 2This was a case of restitution, based on a perfect title. No grant 
of ejidos was so large. 
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about twenty dollars per acre.33 Up to September 1, 1921, 
the total amount of land that had been transferred to the 
villages and communes by way of restitution was 413,123 
acres, and by way of grant 1,462,293 acres."4 These figures 
include several new villages which were incorporated and 
received ejidos. 
When the Constitution of 1917 was adopted, the decree 
of January 6, 1915, was raised to the status of a constitu-
tional provision and was substantially incorporated into 
Article Twenty-seven. By it municipalities and settlements 
having a communal character (pueblos, condueiiazgos, 
rancherias, comunidades, congregaciones, tribus, corpora-
ciones de poblaci6n, municipalidades) regained their legal 
capacity to own real property. The right of eminent do-
main, asserted in the Constitution of 1857 and implied in 
the decree of January 6, 1915, was elaborated in Article 
Twenty-seven also. It was specifically extended so as to 
include division of large landed estates, subject to indemni-
fication, and taking away from them the necessary lands and 
waters with which to endow villages and other communities. 
It was provided that each state and territory should fix the 
maximum area of land which one individual or legally 
organized corporation might own, and that the excess above 
that amount should be subdivided and offered for sale by 
the owner or owners under such conditions as the respective 
governments should approve. States were authorized to 
issue bonds to meet their agrarian obligations. Provision 
was also made with regard to the ownership and develop-
ment of waters, in order to prevent monopoly and usurpa-
tion such as had been practiced in the time of Diaz 
By authority of Article Twenty-seven, which declared 
that, "All contracts and concessions made by former gov-
ernments from and after the year 1876 which have resulted 
in the monopoly of lands, waters and natural resources 
by a single individual or corporation, are declared subject 
- 3sGonzalez Roa, pp. 241-242. 
3'Diario oficial, September 3, 1919; lnforme presidencial in Diario 
oficial, September 7, 1921. 
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to revision, and the executive is authorized to declare those 
null and void which seriously prejudice the public interest," 
the government under Carranza also undertook the difficult 
and delicate task of revising the concessions granted by 
Diaz. As for the colonization contracts that had remained 
such, it was a simple matter to show that they had been 
violated in numerous respects. Of the two hundred and 
fifteen 3 " agreements of the sort, only seven were found that 
seemed to have the genuine purpose of colonization. These 
were confirmed, twenty-seven36 of the rest revoked at once, 
and the others investigated.37 Various grants for forest 
exploitation were annulled for failure to observe the for-
estry laws and to send reports to the government. 38 Several 
concessions for purchase and sale of public lands were 
voided because the Diaz government sold the tracts for less 
than the official price. 39 A number were revoked because 
of the location of the lands in the frontier or coast zones, 
within which foreigners were forbidden to own property. 
All concessions granted by Huerta, during whose short 
period of office a veritable orgy of land-grabbing took place, 
were revoked by Carranza on the ground of the illegitimacy 
of the Huerta government.40 
However, many contracts that were entered into after 
Diaz had decreed his law of March 26, 1894, could not be 
touched legally. Its provisions were so lenient that a con-
35Carranza treated as "colonization contracts" a number that were 
originally such, but had been revised by Diaz so as to relieve the 
concessionaire of the obligation to bring settlers. Carranza took the 
position that the former president had no right to dispose of the 
domain of the nation except for purposes inuring to the public good. 
36The property rights of the very few colonists that had been estab-
lished by the various companies-there were scarcely more colonists 
than concessionaires-were recognized, no matter what happened to 
the concession. Boletin oficial de la secretaria de fomento, 1919, pp. 
200-203, 277-278, 381-383, etc. 
arGonzalez Roa, p. 128 et seq. 
3BEl constitucionalista, January 3 and 25, 1917. 
39Diario oficial, November 3, 1917. 
•oRecopilaci6n de circulares, pp. 83, 114-115, 140-141, 178-201; 
Diario oficial, September 8, 1917. 
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cessionaire could hardly have violated them even were he so 
disposed. It is true that almost every act of Diaz in this 
matter was contrary to the spirit of the Constitution, but he 
was extremely clever in "seeking legal support," as one of 
his favorite phrases ran. He did not conform his acts to 
law; instead he made laws to suit his acts. Hence it took 
considerable juggling with words•1 on the part of Carranza 
to find semi-plausible grounds for the nullification of such 
contracts. Up to September 1, 1919, at all events, land con-
cessions aggregating 37,434,658 acres had been revoked.•2 
Various other provisions of Article Twenty-seven were 
designed to remedy the agrarian situation. Banks, which 
had been allowed and encouraged by Diaz to speculate in 
real estate, were now forbidden to own or administer any 
more of it than was necessary for the legitimate purposes 
of the institution; but they were allowed the transitional 
ownership of lands and tenements that might be adjudicated 
to them in payment of debt. 
For the purpose of curbing the acquisition of property by 
foreigners, a practice that had become so notorious under 
Diaz, it was provided that foreigners could acquire conces-
sions of real property in Mexico only by agreeing, before 
the Department of Foreign Affairs, to be considered Mexi-
cans in that respect. There was nothing new about this 
provision, however. Practically all such contracts, from 
the era of independence down to the end of the rule of Diaz, 
contained a similar clause; the only novelty was its having 
been incorporated into the Constitution. Under Diaz the 
clause had been wholly ineffective, when, as the expression 
ran, Mexico was "a mother to foreigners and a stepmother 
to Mexicans." 
In order to counteract the efforts of the Mexican clergy 
41 Carranza declared, for instance, that not Congress, but Diaz, made 
the law of March 26, 1894; and on that ground revoked several con-
tracts that would have been illegal had the law of 1883 remained in 
force, but wera quite tenable after Diaz had substituted for the latter 
the law of 1894. Diario oficial, September 8, 1917. 
4 2 Boletin ofi,cial de la secretaria de fomento, 1919, p. 488. 
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to circumvent them, 43 Article Twenty-seven reaffirmed, am-
plified and made more enforceable the Reform Laws. The 
Constitution of 1857, as amended April 24, 1901, had per-
mitted "religious corporations and institutions" to own only 
such real property as was intended directly and exclusively 
for the purposes of the institution ; and it forbade them to 
acquire or administer loans on real estate. That of 1917 
went a step further and declared that even property 
destined for such purposes belonged to the nation. Article 
Twenty-seven provides also that "public and private charit-
able institutions for the sick and needy, for scientific re-
search, or for the diffusion of knowledge, and mutual aid 
societies formed for any other lawful purpose shall in no 
case be under the patronage or supervision of clergymen, 
and shall not be allowed to acquire, hold, or administer 
mortgage loans, the term of which exceeds ten years." So 
as to defeat the purposes of the clergy in forming stock 
companies, ostensibly commercial, but really for the admin-
istration of their real estate and funds, commercial stock 
companies were forbidden to acquire, hold, or administer 
rural properties, and could hold only such other real estate 
as was necessary for their immediate purposes. 
The next year (1918) a law was passed to compel the 
cultivation of idle lands. It declared the cultivation of 
arable lands to be of public utility, and that the nation nad 
the power to dispose temporarily of arable lands that were 
not being tilled by their proprietors or possessors. Each 
legislature was to set dates for the proprietors of arable 
land to begin the preparation for sowing the principal crops; 
if they had not taken proper steps by that time, the ayunta-
mientos of the municipalities in. which the lands were sit-
uated could dispose of such lands for the sole purpose of 
48Soon after the promulgation of the Constitution of 1917, a pam-
phlet issued by some of the Mexican clergy was found in circulation. 
It urged Catholics not to recognize the instrument, or else to swear 
allegiance and then secretly take a counter oath. (Diario oficial, No-
VE: mber 21 , 1917.) The same tactics had been used by the clergy, it 
w ill be remembered, with regard to the Constitution of 1857 and the 
Reform Laws. 
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renting them or letting them out on a share basis to any 
landless persons who wished to cultivate them. The owner-
ship of the land resided in the proprietor, the municipality 
merely assuming temporary possession, which lasted only 
until the crop was harvested. The law excepted from its 
application pastures that were in use, summer pastures, 
exhausted land which the owner had set aside to lie fallow 
for a period, and lands producing hardy plants and forests 
which according to the forestry laws should be preserved. 
It will thus be seen that the objects of the Revolution of 
1910-1920 were definite and beneficent, in proportion as its 
causes were deep-seated and of long standing. From the 
standpoint of these causes the struggle is comparable to 
the French Revolution or to that of Russia, and it com-
pares favorably with either of them from the standpoint 
of moderation in conduct and rapidity of reconstruction. 
As the behavior of the Mexican clergy brought on the revo-
lution leading to the Reform Laws, so the conduct of the 
landholders and exploiters, both native and foreign , was 
responsible for the Revolution of 1910-1920 and the incor-
poration of its results into the Constitution of 1917. 
Long before the masses had reached the depths of wretch-
edness into which they afterwards sank, a Mexican author 
wrote: "The history of the native race is a story of tears 
and of suffering." 44 The condition of the proletariat, al-
ready sufficiently unhappy at the end of the colonial period, 
was not bettered in the slightest degree by the attainment 
of independence; the Reform Laws, as interpreted and ap-
plied, rendered the plight of the masses worse, and the 
pitiless exploitation fostered by Diaz drove them to the last 
extremity of poverty and degradation. 
The leaders of the Revolution of 1910-1920 realized that 
no lasting peace was· possible for Mexico until the enormi-
ties of injustice that had marred the history of the country 
should have been removed, at least in considerable measure. 
They undertook, therefore, the always difficult task of undo-
ing the past. Their purpose was to redeem the opprei:;sect 
44Pimentel, Memoria sobre las causas, p. 44. 
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masses. It is true that the property interests of many indi-
viduals have suffered; that the reformers themselves have 
not all been invariably immaculate; that fortunes have been 
made from this revolution as from previous ones, though 
doubtless to a lesser degree. It is true that excesses have 
been committed by bandit leaders and irresponsible groups 
who unfortunately have been considered in foreign coun-
tries as the true representatives of the revolution. Yet in 
the main idealism and altruism distinguished the conduct 
of the military commanders and the leaders of thought. 
The spirit of the revolution, at its best, was well ex-
pressed in the instructions given by Salvador Alvarado, 
governor of Yucatan, to the commissioners whom he sent 
to every part of the state at the triumph of the revolution. 
They were directed to try to raise the morale of the Indians, 
to infuse into them a feeling of self-respect and a sense 
of human dignity, to give them hope for the future. ·The 
Indians should be made to understand that they were no 
longer to be enslaved for debt, that they were free to work 
for whom they pleased, that there would be no more military 
drafts, no jef es politicos or rurales.45 
A great and transcendent experiment has been under-
taken in Mexico-the redemption of a race. As Spain 
attempted to conserve and adapt the civilization that she 
found, so now, after a long parenthesis of pitiless exploita-
tion, the reawakened conscience of Mexico has striven to 
conserve, to reconcile and to adapt; to turn the hands of the 
clock back one hundred years, and to repair in some meas-
ure the injustice that a century had heaped upon the Indian 
masses. Into the rude struggle of economic forces has been 
injected a force of conscious humanity. 
45Salvador Alvarado, Carta revolucionaria: (Merida), 1915. 
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